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an

‘ OHURCH OF GOD.”

ex-

THIRTEENTH

of (that young

Mr.

Winebrenner, their founder,

die,

traveling bag?

the body would either fall to

A volume of the

‘‘ Sea-

Peep into “the trunks en

unite
with
some
hope
ually

and embroidery canvas: almost invariably, a few fresh stories of favorite authors
days of leisure.
Please remember that [ am writing of
our girls in general. I can not nnder-
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take to say what novelties of the species
there may be hidden away in some rare

ABIDE WITH ME.

village where Carlyle,
kin, or even Goethe and

The light is fading from the west,
nd drayving nigh the even-tide;

h
us abide.
Go thou not by—wit
Resting our heavy bearts on thine;

‘We would forget our sharp digtress
While listening to thy words benign.

Our walk has been; we blush and weep,

Yet let us still behold thy face.
‘We lingered while the morning shone,
‘We wandered in the noon-tide clear;

she would take

Forgive us, we can naught atone;

Be with us, for the night is near.
‘Weary and sad are we, O Lord,
Give us thy strength and joy divine;
Sit thou beside our evening board,
And break the bread, and pour the wine.

we knew

w
->-re

WHAT OUR ,GIRLS READ.
BY IDA HAZELTON.

In an article written some time since
on * Our Mother's Books ” there was not
space, nor. any special

call,

ment

of our

literature

fora

think, however, that what was

treat-

girls.

I

there inti-

matedis true: our mothers read fewer
and better books than are now read by
their daughters, although I can not say
but that if our mothers were beginning

life in these ‘days they, too, might be
overwhelmed in its deluge of light literature.

There is no intention in this article

to do injustice to the literary taste of our
fair girls.

Bless you! if

there is a spark

of novelty or a dash of fun in this column,
even at their own

expense,

they will

be

sure to read it and enjoy it, too. They
will receive it in the same nonchalant
spirit of good humor with which a bright
young

lady,

a

social

star,

took

some

advice from me not long ago. We were
riding in her cosy little phaeton and she

said, “Do
read.

I

« Well,”
course

tell me something useful to
read

I
of

nothing

but

suggested,
history.

novels.”

* commence

Try,

for

a

instance,

‘ Ecclesiastical’ and for. lighter reading
“Hume's England.”
I have not yet
forgotten the look of perfectly incredulous
arqusement which she turned on me, nor
the merry ringing laugh as she said, “I
think I shall apply elsewhere for my
books.”
Eleven years of experience in boardingschool,

from

which

I am

about her,

for

she

not yet so far

removed but that much of its routine is
still fresh in memory, and a weekly access
to the shelves of four large and flourish-

ing libraries (from which number in this
case I must exclude the ‘* Theological "—
it was not wont to be thronged with
school girls) have taught me some things
on this subject.
And, more especially,

having served several seasons in town, as

Essays.” Then a slight awe of her stole
over me, as I thought of her lonely vigils
out on the rocks with the *¢ Sage of Concord,” day after day. She was evidently
at something,” and what could she
think of our frivolous group, when she

evening,

who loved to

talk, sing and swing in the hammock ?

But without
danger
of becoming
‘¢ pedantic,” ¢‘ strong,” or ‘‘ blue stockings,” can not our girls generally, be persuaded to ‘read less fiction? There are
many things in the literature of history,
science, nature and morals that are more

helpful than the very best of novels are.
The political science even of this wonderfal century is educating. Yet I have heard
young men rally their sisters because they
read nothing in their daily papers except

the ‘locals ” and ‘‘ marriages.™

A bright

city school-ma’'m of my acquaintance,
when I came from Washington at the
close of that memorable

the Blaine-Hill

Congress

when

contest on the Amnesty

Bill occurred, over which as a spectator 1

was naturally very enthusiastic,—gravely
But there are exceptions to all thatI
have written. And exceptions, as I said,
are always worthy of notice. Don’t think
that my young friends are all of the frivo-

Some whom I know

admire

the poets, preferably Longfellow and
Whittier. Some even read Shakespeare

for the sake

of his gem-like thought.

One young lady of my acquaintance has a
taste for the writings of Josephus; has
read his ‘ History of the Jews” clear

through!

Yeta genuine lover of Ethics

even among Christian young women is
rare, and rarer still a devotee of History
or Science.
It is a pity,but it is still

true,

that

the

Germance

absorbing passion of young readers is for

Scienticc (save the name!) I know whereof I speak. Itis positively beyond -dispute that the school-girl reads romance.
To be sure some of the giddiest, even,

appeal to sentiment, or our romantic
young lady will none ofit. Style, or even
common sense, can not be required by

would come flattering .into the library,
quite breathléss with solicitude some-

such readers, or ‘‘ Alphabetical” Southworth and Mrs. Ann S. Stevens would not

- librarian

in

the

library

of

times, and without stopping

to look

the unknown shelves where such

at

author-

ities usually stood, would say, ¢ Is there

anything m the library about *Fred‘erick? I've gotto read him up.” Or,
“Do

you

think that the

Ruskin’ is in the library?
to write,” ete.,ete.

Romance.

Thebook must distract, divert,

bé writing by the square mile.

Readers

who enjoy long and minute ¥ descriptions ” in stories are not genuine novel
readers.” Such would easily drift into

“Travels”

and, * Biography,”

the next

*Beauties. of

grade above Romance, perhaps, for useful

I've a compo-

reading.

All this in connection

with schoel duties. But for reading under

Sie

gerous Romande

are’ cloyed in this danperiod sooner than others.

Not a few discover, alas, too late ! that an

one's own choice, the popular books must

exclusive reading of fiction has

be set down gs those written by Charles

their memories, taken the keenness of
edge from théir moral sensibilities, weakened and rendered airy and giddy their
thinking faculties and kjlled outright any
capabilities they might have possessed for

Dickens, George Eliot, Oifida, Charlotte
Brouto, Thackeray, Charles Reade, Cooper, Miss Muloch,

Augusta Fvens, Walter

Scott (Waverlies), and

other writers of

and

such

sudcess "has

attended

or uniting

disintegrating,

dent

iden-

tity so strongly pervades the body, that,
while they all say Dr. Durgin’s proposition for them to co-operate in Hillsdale
college is a generous ene on the part of
the college, and would prove highly advantageous to them, there is not a single
member ready to propose seriously the
acceptance of the proposition. They are
evidently inclined to work out the problem
themselves, by themselves.
They have several men of means among
dispos-

impaired

to endow a very respectable college.
these brethren answer any suggesof that sort, by saying, very truly,
such. an enterprise. should be the

‘‘ Have you —P" I jp.

quired not long ago of the librarian of a

certain popular circulating library.

«QO

no,'The replied. “ We have nothing but
Stories, I dosen’t pay to keep anything

else on hand.” Now,

wasn’t that too

absurd for anything? ‘Thisis an excep:

tional ease, of course ; but exceptions are
worth something ‘sometimes. There are

yBung ladies, members of churches, who

favor of having an

feeling

independent

ing house of their own;

and,

doubt, they will sooner or

in

publish-

I

have

no

later secure

one, as well as an educational institution.
Indeed, this Eldership took measures,

looking to the attainment of both.
They are more Presbyterian in church
government than oarselves,. their drigher
bodies all having legislative ard controlling powers, = Their ministry is stationed
by a ¢ Stationing Committee,” and no
minister is allowed to remain more than
three years at one
bue,in one place. This
is done by their annual * Elderships.”
Their General Eldership controls all denominational

periodicals,

electing

their

editors, and wields supervision over ll
other denominational literature—with a
rigidity entirely unknown among us. It
no. doubt suppresses some ill-advised
schemes, as well
some better ones.

as

perhaps

prevents

~ One of the more exciting questions before the General Elderghip was a case

where & brother persisted in “pliblishing a
small periodical after it had been disapproved by the Eldership, and it persisted
in demanding the suppression of the obnoxious paper. This supervisory power
of the central body over publications also

came up,in another form, and was rather
strenuously opposed by’ some. But, in
both cases, the central power was sustain-

ed by strong votes.

:

“And yet, there was a manifest and gen-

eral feeling that this central supervision
should be exercised with great’ caution,

visit such libraries every Saturday: eve

ning to procure: a story for the leisure

body plainly require it. In: spite of
of culture. In the modern, esthetical whatever: differences there are ‘among
sense, even, many other departments of them-—and they are by:no niedns: numer“ous or 'strong—there is ‘a very manifest
literature are required.
and strong spirit of fraternity. They are
- bi
el App pr
writers is not, as some think, an evidence

brethren; and exhibit ‘the spirit of brethA professor in Leipsec University asked a
ren toward each, other, and that of good
student what the aurora borealis was. Put
‘See how these
ting his finger to the side of his head, and look- will toward all-men:
brethren
love
one
another!”
ean: truthfully
ing wise, the student said : ‘I know very
well, but I forget now what it is.” * There,”
said the professor; * we are in a fix. The only
man in the world who ever
aurora is has forgotten,”
bl

knew

what

the
»

on

the

contrary,

as
the

true function ef the Revising Committee is
to submit proposals rather than to announce decisions. A thing so comparatively unimportant as the revision of a political constitution would never be entrusted as a finality to any committee or
even convention.
If I waive for the presen% the unseemliness of a revision imposed

by one or accepted by the other of the two
great co-ordinate divisions of English
Christendom,

not

it is

that

because

inspiration were

remote

sense

con-

hand”, say the editors of the first folio,
‘‘ went together, and what he thought, he

on

that we

him, his

have
his pa-

amanuensis

the clause expresses itself: in marked literality: ‘“ Who was distinguished [as] the
Son of God by power of resurrection from
among the dead.” The clause qualifying
power (power according to the Spirit of

could scarcely keep up with the flood of
verses which came welling forth. In Milton’s case we may perhaps suspect that
what he dictated With so much ease he had
been long revolvieg, and that the breathless dictation was in itself an effort rather
of memory than invention.
‘Paradise
Lost” has all the appearance of being a

Holiness,
or

highly

Let us see how

Holy Spirit) is here

omitted

Fa-

‘Called to be Jesus Christ's”

cords better with the kindred expressions
of the context.
;
VERSE 14. “I am debtor
both
to
Greéks and Barbarians,” is exact, and
¢ both to the wise and to the unwise” is
inexact
to the same extent. The definite
article, wanting in the Greek, is not wanted in English for either clause. But as

our existing critical editions of the text
probably do not contain every reading
adopted by the Committee, one is uncertain on what ground to criticise the Revision in such cases. This serves to show
the necessity for fuller explanation as well
as discussion. - The
same’
uncertainty
gives pause to criticism on verse 25: ¢ for
they exchanged the truth of God for a lie.”
My text reads,
etc.

‘ Whosoever

VERSE 18. “Who hold down the truth
in unrighteousness.” Very bad, it seems

to me.

elaborated

work. ' Swift,

Steele

and De Foe were all of them rémarkable
for their rapidity and ease; 4d to the
same class beldtig Fielding and Smollett.
Indeed, Steele and Fielding wrote many of
their essays while the press was waiting.
Johnson, like Gibbon, wrote at first with:

labor,

but

afterwards

found

that, with

practice, a . stately and highly-finished
style came as naturally as ordinary expression comes to ordinary, people.
We

learn, for example, that some of the best
papers in the ¢ Rambler” were penned as
easily as a letter—that forty-eight octavo
pages of the ¢‘ Life of a Savage," a singu—
larly polished work, were completed at a
sitting, and that the‘ Lives of the Poets’
cost him no more trouble tian a slipshod

article

costs

a professional

journalist.

But Johnson was, we may add, indefatigable in revising. Ben Johnson tells us that
he wrote ‘The Alchymist” in six weeks,
Fenelon that ¢¢ Telemaque” was produced
in three months, and Brougham that his
Edinburgh Review articles averaged a few
hours.— Temple Bar.

4

Jd
i

L

exchanged”,

Hold down in the proper sense of

be said of them.

sideration Tacks impoftance moral or prac-

world in the light of all the

There is, however, a strong

a better sort of ‘mental oulture. To be allowing a considerable latitude for inpure fiction.
}
gh |
Nor do the" Circulating Libraries of well posted on the latest” volume issued | ‘dividual freedom and peculiarities, and
large towns and cities disprove the rule from our brilliant circle of best romance put forth only where the interests of the
in this case.

Perhaps,

¢ declared” is an extremely

mon *¢ the called of Jesus Christ”, and ac-

‘world has nothing to do but indiscrimiwhole.

pers.” Milton was at times distinguished
by the same fluency, and, when the fits of

VERSE 6.

ed that the work of so many eminent
scholars must be the best attainable; that
the ordeal of their consensus is the
highest and last, and that the Christian

a

dering, but the whole sense and purpose
of. the clause is against it. Moreover,

“is a more literal translation than the com-"

mistake to be feared is in taking for grant-

nately accept (or else reject) the result

uttered with that easiness

commandment have I received of my
ther.”
:

;

‘His mind and:

scarce received from him a blot on

nected words into direct contact. ‘I have
power * * * ¢o take it [my life] again: this

If there is any fault in the American reception of the Revised Version it seems to
be a too easy and hasty acceptance.
The

wielded a very facile pen.

ex anastaseos favors indeed the above ren-

for the moment, merely to throw the con-

NEw YORK, June 8.

esting to know, as we know it on the
best authority, that Shakespeare himself

rection from among the dead, which the
apostles preached as the demonstration of
the Son of God.
The order of the words

Jine,mark off,or distinguish.

it of fraternity manifested toward our denomination.
Two of their ablest and
most’ representative ‘men—Revs. R. H..

REVISION.

resurrection

for horisthentos, and does not suit the connection so well asthe literal meaning, de-

testimony to the cordiality and consideration with which Dr.Durgin and myself were

THE

the

A TOUCHING INCIDENT.

A correspondent of the Sunday-school
World, writing from North Carolina, relates a touching little incident. He had
come into a neighborhood to. visit a Sunday-school, and seeing a boy about eight
years old sitting on a’ door step, asked
him if he were not going’ to the school.

katecko, i. e., in order to detain, is exact;
but here it gives the sense of suppression.
tical.
The apostle in the argument following
I hold, then, that the Revision of our \ shows that he-aims at those perhaps tenaversion of the New Testament is only in- ciously holding the truth while sinning
[ I
itiated, not completed, by the ten years’ laTo this the : little fellow answered:
against it in practice.
work of the brethren generally, rather "bor of the American-assisted British Comain’t
been
there
in
three
Sundays—it
is
VERSE 20. A more exact word in place
than of one individual, or at most of the mittee. I submit that such committee, no
Not understanding just
of Godhead was wanted here; but ‘“divin- all ruined.”
few.
matter of whom composed, is not the ity’’, an abstract noun, is not it. Deity is what the lad ‘meant, the question was reBut, it would be a grand thing, should highest gvailable authority, nor by any
80 obviously the word that to have missed peated, but the boy again said: ¢ No sir,
these wealthy brethren, or some one of means a proper authority, for a step so se- .it is almost inconceivable, ¢‘That they
it is ruined.” ‘* Why how is that?” asked
them, find it in their or his heart to say to rious as the introduction of a change in may be without excuse” seems to be withthe missionary.
‘ Have any of the
the Bible of the people.
Once it may have
-the brethren—‘¢
We, of our abundance,
out excuse according to my critical text, teachers had a fuss?
Have the children
been
otherwise;
but
now
there
are
milwith which the Lord has blessed us, will
which reads: ¢ For God hath showed it to been fighting, or behaving badly?” ‘No
give $100,000"—and there are those who lions of English-speaking Christians quali- them * * * unto the them-fo-be-without exsir, I reckon not,” was the answer, ‘‘ but
can do it—** provided you, from’ your fied to vote (after full argument heard) cuse”; i. e., 80 that, or insomuch that,
it is ruined.” ‘¢ Now, my dear boy,” said
on every amendment proposed in the Remore limited means, will add another
they.are without excuse.
the missionary, - * please tell. me, if you
vision before us. It seems to me evident,
VERSE 24.
A similar case to the above.
hundred thousand to it!”
can, what has ruined your nice little
therefore, that the general consensus of the
« Wherefore God gave them up unto unWe have such faith in these brethren
Sunday-schaol.” The little fellow looked:
churches,—to be in some way deliberativeas to believe that should such a proposi- ly ascertained after perhaps five years’ dis- cleanness, that their bodies should be dis- up into his face. with an expression of
tion be made to them,it would-be heartily cussion, is the only rightful authority, and honored among themselves.” Literally to grief peculiar in one so young, and reaccepted, and thus a great work be glori- at the same time immeasurably the highest uncleanness of the their-bodies-to-be-dis- plied: ‘She don't come no more, my
honored among themselves”, i. ¢., the unously accomplished.
;
mind, to which the several proposals of
teacher don’t—itis ruined.” The boy's
These brethren publish the Church Ad- the Revision, can be submitted. Though cleanness of dishonoring their own bodies | estimate of the absence of that teacher
vocate, a weekly religious paper, and the there be not outside the Committee an in- between themselves. The latter might be was a great compliment to her. To use
submitted as an exact and desirable corGem and Workman, iwo Sunday-school
ividual living whose opinion ought to
rection of both the common and revised a Hibernicism, the Sunday-school would
periodicals—each of which is . paying its waigh against that of certain of its membe a great deal better off, if it had more
rendering.
way and providing a small surplus. But bers, still it remains true that no committeachers in it, whose absence would be
An so on, to the end of the chapter;
they have no printing establishment or tee’s agreement can weigh againstethe col- but these illustrations may suffice the its ruin!
0-0-0-&
material, and hire all the work done by lective common sense of the Christian present purpose.
VIDL
them, who are able, were they.so

ed,
But
tion
that

outsiders except editing.

enquired, ‘‘ Is Blaine a Democrat?”

lous sort.

nomination.
Se
"I can notclose without again bearing

Bolton and M. S. Newcomer—were elect-

Indeed, the spirit of indepe

cover and found it to be a voluminous
edition in
fine
print of ‘‘Emerson’s

joined us of an

favorable comparison with that'of any de-

ner’s decease, which effectually closed the ed to represent them at our next General
door against any organic union, and, for Conference, and I think they will be preta time, well nigh severed the bands of ty sure to be there, and will encourage
fraternal feeling. The effect of these dif and help us by their fraternal ‘sympathy
‘A. D. WILLIAMS.
ficulties has now nearly disappeared, and and counsel.
a feeling of the most cordial fraternity is
NEW YORK LETTER.
again springing up.
;

with any other people.’

allowed no

no

spirit, and in work.
;
It is not certain that this “would have
resulted in any case. But unfortunate
circumstances arose before Mr. Winebren-

tions of their

communication and was something of a
human oyster, keeping all things tight
and snug in her own little shell. Chancing to find this book lying upon the table,
she having come in late to dinner and
hastily dropped it, I curiously
lifted the

they have

need to be ashamed, and which will bear a

received, and to the strongly marked spir-

so that there are now few or no indica

lonely way down to the shore. We came
across her often sitting on the rocks by
the sad sea, verily a literary barnacle,
baking there in the sun. That was all

Oft through the day our hearts did glow,
While thou didst speak and stay our tears;
Abide with us, and night shall so
Be day, till endless day appears.
— Rev. Trueman S. Perry.

pieces or

them, as gives promise of permanence
and efficiency as an independent body;

the
her

anywhere.

in

them,

her waterproof on one

arm, a book, note-book and pencil in
other, and leave the hotel, - wending

God with power * * * by

of the dead.” It was not the resurrection
of the dead [plural], but. his own, resur-

commendation

have a ministry of which

with some other people— very likely
the Freewill Baptists. And so, for
time, we cherished the idea and
that they and ourselves would eventbecome one in organization, as we

NO. 24.

would receive

They were not only spiritual and practical, but eminently able and well adapted
to the times and the popular needs. They

Mr. Winebrenner’s death and that of most
of their earlier ** Fathers,” young men of
ability and promise have arisen among

We met at a summer resort on the coast
of Maine. There was no nonsense about
her. She wore glasses and large thick
boots. I never saw her arrayed in but
one dress ; that was brown in color, short,
"| and substantial in texture. Every day
invariably after breakfast and after dinner

Notas thou knowest—with steadfast feet,
Not—as thou knowest—with constant face,

15, 1881.

preached by them during the Eldership

Bat, in the mean time, notwithstanding

self, a distinct recollection of an erudite
young woman from Boston, because she
was unlike anything I had seen before.

‘We would forget our weariness,

of the

Emerson, RusSchiller are de-

voured by wonderful young women—
Massachusetts’ Concord for instance—and
Boston, of course. Indeed, I have, my-

0 Sueiohs, deign to be our guest,

should

essentially were, and are, in doctrine,

with which to beguile the long summer

The Woming Star.

ELDERSHIP.

Thirty-five years ago, leading ministers

country village. You will find something
stowed away beside the crochet needle

days, and $2.50 if not.

GENERAL

of this people freely said that when

route for the seashore, mountain or quiet

if paid strictly
Terms 1-92.00 per year, aid
within the:
$3.20 if
én advance;

STAR, DOVER, N. H., JUNE

lady reading in the cars and on the street
railways. Isnt it a novel, almost always?
‘What is that tucked in the shawl-strap or
side,” surely.

unications designed for publication
caressed to Editor 7'he Morning Star,
3A
Dover, N.

first thirty

This,

ception (I hope).
Look over the shoulder
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hit cal sits suit

facts

and

ar-

guments to be produced.
There is not
one student of the New Testament in
pareek in the world who will freely consent
4
to everything admitted or omitted by the
Revision, and there are no two who will
quite agree in their judgments on its details. Every such student, nevertheless,
has a right to submit his reasons to such
hearing as they may

command,

and

to

the

final judgment of the Christian world, as
to their bearing on the to-he-received version of the New Testament.
The propriety and necessity of such
cecumenical discussion and decision can,
perhaps, in no way be better illustrated

than by a specimen of any individual criticism of the Revision, as the critical reader
in turn will naturally .compare and con-

LITERARY

FACILITY.

Fnnius, the Roman Chauter, wrote
astonishing rapidity, and Lucilius

with
with

such ease that he boasted he could turn off
200 verses while standing on one leg.

Statins.also appears to have been endowed
with preternatural facility. In Cicero and
Livy the faculty. of eloquent expression re.sembled an instinct, though Cicero tells us

that with him, at least, it was partly the
result of sleepless diligence duting the
days of his literary apprenticeship.
In
one year Dryden produced four of his
greatest works, ¢¢ Absalom and Architophel,” ¢ The Medal,” ‘* The Religio Laici,”
and

‘ Mac

Flecknoe.”

He

was

only

six

1. Read
the
Scriptures ' regularly
through.
Read, alternately, portions from
the Old-and New Testaments.
Begin at

the beginning

of each.

leave

off,

and

begin

When

you have

finished

begin it again.
2. Read with prayer.
your own wisdom

Mark
there

where you
‘next

time.

each Testament You can not

understand

by

the Word

of

God.
In all your readings of the Scriptures, seek carefully the help of ‘the Holw
Spirit.
ASk for Jeaus’ sake that he will
enlighten you.
3. Read with meditation. Ponder over
what you read. You see now the deeper
meanings.
It is better to think over a
little than merely to read a great

deal.

‘months in writing ‘The Hind and Pan4. Read with reference to yourself.
trast it with his own. Let us take for il- ther,” three years in translating the whole
Never read only with a view to instructlustration the chapter (Romans 1) at
of ¢* Virgil,” and twelve mornings in com- ing others; hut for your own teaching.
which one would naturally begin, in examposing his ¢ Parallel between Poetry and
Receive blessing yourself first, and you
ining the severest test of the Committee's
Painting.” The original draft of ‘ Alex- will communicate it to others. Always
success, the theological epistles - as reander’s Feast,” was struck off at a single ask yourself, ‘‘ how does this effect me? ”
vised.
sitting.
Dr. Johnson's * Rasselas” ‘was
5. Read with faith. - Not as statements:
At once, an objection arises to the rewritten in a week to defray the expenses
which you may believe or not, but as the
tention of italic lettersto indicate supplied
of his mother’s funeral. Sir Walter Scotts
revealed Word of God..
Receive every
words. In the habitual reading of manrapidity is one of the marvels of literaword as true, with simple childlike trast.
kind italics indicate emphasis. We wish,
ture; he wrote literally as fast as the pen
Rest upon the promises: Read them ab
on the contrary,to make a sort of explanacould move, and when he dictated, his
made for you.
atory ‘“ aside”, as subdued and paranthetic
amanugnsis could scarcely keep pace with
6. Read in order to carry into practice.
as possible. Bracketing in Roman letters,
hin. “The » original manuscripts of the
We must accept his Word as being the
according to the universal custom of litWaverly novels may ‘still be seen; they |
revelation of his will. In it be tells us
erature,” would invariably make this, and
are frequently for many pages undeformed
what to be ahd what to do. He expects us.
and no other, impression on the reader.
by a single blot or erasure.
Beckford's
to be obedient children.—George Muller.
Again,as to the supplied words them¢ Vathek” was composed by the unbroken
Sg
dn cm
1
selves.
‘Three times in the first paraexertion of three whole days and two
graph occur the supplied words to be:
nights, the author supporting himself dur¢ called to be an apostle”;
¢ called to be
Nobody must be morally the worse for
ing his
unnatural
vigil
by
copleus
Jesus Christ's”; “called to be saints.” The
living under our roof, if we cap
possibly
draughts of wine, and what adds to the
only reason for supplying anything here is
help it. It is the minimum of
our duties,
wonder is that the. work was written in
the ‘ambiguity
of
'our word ¢ called”.
French. Mrs. Browning’s ¢‘ Lady Gerald- to make sure that temptations to misconConybeare and Howson remove the ambigare not left in any
ine’s Court,” a poem of great lehgth in a duet or yy
uity in the first instance by saying a
one’s way, jor bad feelings suffered to

HOME ATMOSPHERE.

¢¢ called apostle.”

. But this

spoils

the

ac~

tion, and reduces ‘t called” to a descriptive
sense,
To be deprives
the calling of its
immediate efficacy or identification with
the result; making it in effect, ‘‘icmlled to

become” an apostle, saint, etc.t Better to

peculiarly

difficult

in twelve

hours,

waiting to put

meter,

while

it into

Scott tells us that

was

completed

the printer
type.

was

Sir Walter

Mickle—the

translator

of .the ¢‘ Lusiad’ and the author of the
beautiful ballad which suggested the "ro-

supply 8 comma, to. show that it is no | mance of ¢ Kenilworth”—frequently dis—
nominal calling, or naming, and leave the pensed with manuscript altogether, and
phrases in their majestic solidity. If this + set up” his poems himself, ‘hot from
were not clear, then ¢¢ called [as]/an apos. the brain,” Most of our Elizabethan dramtle”; ‘‘ called [as] Jesus Christ's”; ‘‘called

[as] saints”; would make it clear with
Moreover, they have a large measure, much less blurring
‘of thé-sense.

both of ability and culture. ' The®sermons

HINTS IN READING THE BIBLE.

Pa
a
ov

Verse 4.

“Declared to be
%

the

Son.

of

atists were

remarkable

for the ease and

rapidity wish which they wrote.
them, old Heyward, was
the.

One. of
author,

grow up;

habits of moroseness

or dom-

ineering formed or quarrels kept hot as

they were toasts before the kitchen

if

fire.

As much as possible, on the contrary, everybody must be helped to be better, not

made better by act of the drawing-room,
remember; that is impossible, but helped
to be better.

scold

or

The way to de this is not to

exhort, but

rather

to

spread

through the house such an atmosphere of
frank confidence and Kindliness with servants, and of love and trust with children
and relatives, that bad feeling and doings
will really have no place,no temptation,and
if they intrude will soon die out.—Frances.

«part or entire,” of 280 plays. * It is Tater. |(Power Cobbe.
ak
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r
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THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.

S. 3 Department,
Sunday-School Lesson.--June 26.
SAARI KARE

(For Questions see Star Quarterly and, Lesson Papers.)

THE

GOSPEL

,

FOR THE WORLD.

| DAILY READINGS,

M. The Gospel for the world. Luke 2444-353.
T. The great commission. Matt. 18: 16—20.
Ww. The first sermon. Acts 2: 14—36.
T. Successful preaching. Acts 2:37—47.
¥. The Gospel powerful. Rom. 1:14—20.
S.

Power of the Gospel.

8S.

Gospel for the Gentiles.

1Cor.1: 17-31.,

Acts10: 34—48.

GOLDEN
TEXT: —“Go ye into all the world
and preach the Gospel to every creature.”
—Mark 16: 15.

1. The fulfillment of proplecy ought
to satisfy every ome that Jesus is the
II. The Holy Spirit can now open the
understanding of men, that they may understand the Scriptures. '- .
III. Every disciple of Christ should be
a witness * of these things,” and a preacher of the remission of sins in the name of
Jesus, upon repentance.

TOPICS FOR THOUGHT AND STUDY. '
I. The influence of the Hol§ Spirit
upon the human intellect.
II. ~The present duty of Christians to
preach among all nations.

IIL

The enduement from on high.
veo

GLEANINGS FROM
~ MAKE
It happened,

THE NOTE-

while the two

.

disciples

from Emmaus were telling their story of

Notes and Hints.
It is impossible to determine with
certainty when this discourse was uttered. Luke would scarcely be silent about

Communications.

the way in which Jesus had walked with
them, and how he had been made known

would prefer

OHURCH DISCIPLINE.
BY REV, L. C. CHASE,

In some

reports found

in

a former
to

number of the Star, reference is made

a church as having ‘‘ lost its influence
over a community by neglect of discipline, and is losing some of its members.” We know nothing of the circumstances connected with the case referred
to, but it is a lamentable fact that similar

reports may come from several of our
churches in the West; and while our
brethren have been
considering. the
: causes for so little prosperity, in spiritual
things, we dem
propria to speak
briefly under tHis head.
That there has been a decline of religious interest in many of our churches, in

certain localities, as well as a falling off
numerically, must be conceded by even
the casual observer. While prosperity
has attended the one or two, a half

doz-

to them in the breaking of bread, that the. en, perhaps, have gone back, and with
very
one of whom they were speaking
he many there is not the prosperity that
the instruction given on the evening of

‘the resurrection day; and v. 44 would be
at once regardedas the beginning of a
discourse then uttered,

had we

no other

information. But Luke’s own account in
Acts compels us to believe that v. 49 was
spoken forty days later. We incline to
the view

that

v.44

was

spoken

on the

evening of the resurrection day, that v.
45 sums up the instruction of the forty
days,

and

that v.

46

introduces

the

account of the discourse on Ascension
day, more fully recorded in Acts
1:
4—8.—Schaff. Prof. Riddle agrees with
this view, and it is sustained by Godet and
the Bible (Speaker’s) Commentary.

stood in the midst, and said unto them,
‘‘ Peace be unto you!” Thus it was, that
the two who sought to share their joy with
others were made participants of a new
blessing !
Jesus did for the disciples to whom he
appeared on the evening of the resurrection what he had done for the two disciples
going to Emmaus in the afternoon— ¢ he
expounded unto them in all the Scriptures
the things concerning himself.” He did
this, not merely for

their

sakes,

but

for

the sake of those to whom they were to
tell the story. No worker for Christ is so
well equipped as when he is well informed
in the Scriptures.
44, These are the words. ** This is the
But
though the disciples were to begin
meaning of the words.”—W. B. Jones.
at
Jerusalem,
they were not to stay there.
These things which you see and hear
“prove the truth of my words; they are That only was a starting point. They
the fulfillment of those words.
While I were to take up the foreign mission work
Even before the
was yet with you. Death had separated almost immediately!
him from them, and he was never again work of evangelization was accomplished
the same to them that he had been before at home. A gospel that can not travel
that event. By 'his explanation of the has no vitality.
“Iti is no delay in one’s work to wait for
references to himself in the Old Testament they were prepared for an import- power. And theydid not have to wait
ant part of their work as preachers of the long. Not many days hence,” and it
came upon them. Those who earnestly
Gospel. .
45. Better than all human training seek after that enduement will not be
and culture is the opening of the under- compelled to tary long for it. — National
standing by the Holy Spirit.
** Not only S. 8. Ze eacher.
(From Rev. Dr. John Hall)
must the Scriptures be
opened for
There are great lessons to be learned.
the understanding, but the understanddng for the Scriptures.”—Schaff.
This The following we specify :
(a) The ministry is Christ's ordinance.
influence does not release
us from
the obligation to diligently study the It is emphatically & preaching ministry.
‘Word of God, though it. may sometimes Ministers must: be missionaries in all the
«do for us what ean‘not be done by study. land ; and missionaries become ministers
46. Thus dt ¢s written.
What had and pastors whenever they have any betaken place under their observation was lievers to be built up.
(b) It is Christ that makes ministers;
just in accordance with what had been

written. Suffering is everywhere spoken

be calls, teaches, opens the understand-

of as the: door through which Christ
should enter into his glory. It 'behooved.
It was necessary. Only in this way
could the divine plan of salvation be
wrought out, and the possibility of salvation be opened to the human race. 7b
rise from the dead. This gave full proof
of his divinity, and that established, carries everything else claimed for Christ
with it.
:
47. Repentance. The first condition
of pardon. lt includes and carries along

ing, and sends. His'ministers’ power is
by the Holy Ghest.
(c) Their topics are given them—repentance and remission. Ministers must

with itself all

other

conditions.

sion. - Forgiveness.

Remis-

This can not be had

without repentance. In his name. * The
name of Christ alone is geod authority
for the pardon of sinners. Acts 4: 12.
. Among all nations. The work of Christ's
-disoiples is not done until the Gospel is

wreached in every inhabited land. Beginning at Jerusalem. ‘Out of Zion shall
- go forth the law, and the word of the
Lord from
Jerusalem.”—Is. 2: 3. It
<vas the

capital

of

the

nation,

and

the

«center of opposition to Christ. The Gospel was to be preached to the Jews first,
as the chosen people of God. This clause

i8 by some joined with the next verse.
48.
others

Ye. The chosen apostles, and
who were present with them.

Witnesses.

‘That the truth might be tully

ascertained and proven. For every important event in the life of Jesus there
were competent

witnesses,

and

for the

facts of his death and resurrection an
array of witeesses that ean not be impeached. |
49, The promise of my Father.
He

asserts his kinship with God, and declares
his purpose

promised.

to

fulfill

Tarry ye.

what

God

had

A quiet waiting

is meant. There was no such haste re. quired as to make it needful for them to
go before they were prepared by the

power from on high.
50. And he led them out.

:
Once more

‘they walked together the well-known road
toward

the

little village

where,

in the

‘house of a few fond friends, he had more
than once found a quiet: resting-place in

toil on these themes—not assuming that

the hands,

Why is this?

great extent, we are inclined to attribute
decline of the church

new lump.”

If this is not done, it is

nothing new, nor strange, that the infection should take root, spread, and de-

stroy the church.
¢ A little leaven leaveneth the whole lump.” But care should
be observed that we do not censure the
innocent; and care, equally as great,
that we fail not to censure properly the
wrong; ‘‘ For it is not good to accept the
person of the wicked, to overthrow the
righteous in judgment.” To do this work
and act wisely in our decisions, there is danger sometimes of being too hasty or rash.
In many cases, it may be a thousand times

better to be too slow than too fast. We
would suggest on the part of the church
and its officers a prayerful consideration
of each case of discipline; and let every
possible effort be put forth to reform the
erring before any move is made

tance to Sunday-school workers. ‘It is
expected that more than 800 accredited
delegates will be present, besides large
numbers of visitors. Liberal reductions
of fare have been secured from all parts
of the country.
The Advance, after saying that a pastor
is expected to influence as many Sundayschools as church ‘congregations, pertinently asks: ¢¢ Which department in any
theological seminary is it which has
ever seemed to recognize this fact by the
due prominence given to it in its course
of instruction? ”. ‘We could mention one
or two in the East that have done something in this

direction,

but

they

do not

cases of offense not publicly known,

way:

walketh

disorderly.”

in

whom

the

answers

we

To
have

placed even limited confidence may be
an exceedingly unpleasant duty, but due
love for God, and a proper regard for the
prosperity of his church, will sometimes
prompt to just such 'a test of our Christian heroism. We have our personal attachments, and to sever them we may
feel seriously indisposed; but ‘midst all
we must not forget the words of our Lord
in Matt. 10: 37.
But persons of ordinary moral and
mental force are not apt to take offense
at any church for doing its duty. Anger,

particularly if violent, might indicate a
demoralized condition of the heart unfit
for church membership. = The real Christian spirit may take it calmly and patiently, although falsely censured, or
even if unjustly dismissed. Of the Lord
Jesus it is said that ** when he suffered,
he threatened not; but committed him-

self to him that judgeth righteously”;
and when he ‘was about to be crucified,
being “aecused of the chief priests and
elders, he answered nothing.” ¢ He was

led as a sheep to the slaughter; and like
a lamb dumb before his shearer, so
opened he not his mouth”,—a glorious
example of submission,
and upon his en-

truth, the

ene-

mies of the cross *‘ eried out with a loud
stopped

their

he,

too, dies with the prayer, *‘ Lord, lay not
this sin to their charge.”
We fear that some are more intensely
fearful of hurting. somebody's feelings
than of grieving the Holy Spirit. A
proper regard for the feelings of others is
commendable ; but some fear men more
such

a

disposition

has

given rise to a great deal of evil, and has
‘had much to do in retarding the ‘progress

never stretched out but to were, written in the classes under the of the church, and in bringing the spirit-

bless, were raised in loving benediction
. ‘over those whom he had chosen to be the

supervision of the teachers. ~— National S.

course, are averse

ual

drouth

now

to any

rigid discipline in the

thing

like

churches, and

a
fa-

those speaking as the

Spirit

gave

them

utterance in the New Testament.
May the Lord wake up the churches;
and we humbly trust that the revised
translation of the New Testament is going to have a favorable bearing in this
department of the good work as well as
elsewhere, correcting much error and infusing new zeal into the churches.
There are those, and prominent church
members, that discard the idea of church

discipline, as being unsafe and against
the interests of the church. They would

let the billiard player, the tippler, gossip, ete., pass without

notice for

fear’ of

getting up trouble or causing divisions. in

the church ; but we are inclined to think
that conformity to apostolic teaching was
never any detriment to the progress and
success of the church, but rather “an advantage. Let us strictly adhere to the

of

the good

churches,

by

Book,

even

it, should

be

the church that gives her strength, and
not the numerical force.
« If we should be disciplinarians ;as the
gospel requires,” said a good brother the
other’ day, ‘‘excluding all unworthy
members, our churches would

prevailing.

Let

the

run

down

numerically and we would not have means
enough to support them.” All may not be
so frank and free in their vociferations as
this brother was, and there are doubtless
many holding
the same position. But is
it right? Would not the church be a
greater power if it was purer?
Is it
not the perversities of the church that has
detracted so largely from her success and
usefulness? Well and prayerfully let us
think, and then speak and act.

Frow careful and prolonged

study

of

the Bible, we are forced to the conclusion

that the strength of the church for good
and the efficiency of every Christian
worker lies in a freedom from guilt or
the defilement from sin.
Keep the
church pure, urging upon its members
the importance of sustaining the innocence of true Christian life, and great indeed will be the advance.
‘We ought
therefore to give the more earnest heed

to the things which we have heard, lest at
any time we should
Heb. 2: 1-18.

let them

slip”, ete.
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INVITATIONS TO THE
PER.

LORD'S

SUP-

BY PROF. R, DUNN, D. D,
——

If a member of Congress should invite
another man to take a seat in that

body,

his assumption would be poofof Jpeanity.

But if-he should invits a man legal-

ly entitled to a seat to accompany him it
might be an act of courtesy and friendship.

Ifan invited guest should assume to invite
others to a wedding or private

entertain-'

ment,it would be an insult to the host and

to those thus invited. In all such cases
the difference between an invitation to
the privileges and entertainment furnished, and an invitation of courtesy from
one guest to another for company or conveyance, is marked and distinct. The

church buckle on the armor, cry aloud
A good point ini favor of Sunday-schools and spare not, and go forward : with trhe one must come exclusively from the pro“leaders in planting the seed of the Gospel
in the hearts of men. He whose life bé- was made in a Pennsylvania country ‘Christian patriotism against the sins so vider, and for another to assume the
‘gan amid the songs of * Peace on earth, church. There were two parties in the widely and lamentably' ‘tolerated, and right is an insult or a crime, The other
will toward men,” left the scene of chygoh, one in favor of, and the other op- very soon we would witness the good re- is an expression of respect and of good
;
labors apd sacrifice in the act o pose "Yo, Sunday-schools, and the ad- sults. Prevailing sins brought upén the feeling: and this Is precisely the differ-

:

"62,

A. Teacher. |.

‘them that bad loved unto the herents of the latter, determining t0 emthrough’ them | he blessed the ‘body their convictions in a formal protest,

church judgments,

suffered

in gone-by

ence between the divine and the human
invitation to the Sacraments. God alone
has the right to fix the conditions and

ages. Our prosperity is not going to be
‘had 4 docament drawn up and
posted on _proportionate to our financial or numerithe church. But the impressiveness of cal strength, but in proportion to’ the de- give the invitation. The table ia the Lord's
68. Filled with, joy st the as- this
demonstration was quite lost when gree of purity existing in the church. and not man’s. And he speaks with augiven
them that they had not
the
friends
of the Sunday-school discov2 nor deceived, they gavh | (od that every man of the dissentients ¢¢ Not by might nor/by power, but by my | | thority not only with referenceto the rights
a Aime

to worship

and

ov signed the protest with his mark in Spirit, saith the Lord of hosts.”
lieu of

on

bt 9

his name.— 8;

8. Times..

Num-

bers have little to do with the success of

fs
and

poi

or elsewhere’ without. receiving more or
less of their :reputation. ‘A

congressman

can mot accept of a drunken traveling .
til he comes.” If this law is given to all companion without encouraging drunkenChrist's followers and none are excepted, ness and endangering his own reputation.
then all such have rights and obligations Every Christian has a right to either and
which are'not left to man’s choice or both the sacraments, but no one has a
courtesy.
Two or more officers or sol- right to command the services of those.

by the Master, those who will be

ed when they get there.

To

accept-

invite any

vor the exercise of large charity; and in- others is an insult to the Provider, and a
sist upon due deliberation ; but shall ever falsehood to the invited.
9. Those who agree in reference to
strenuously oppose the ruinous omission
of duty, prevailing so largely. in the “time, place and manner of its celebration.
churches, as contrary to the advice of Some believe in its administration every

ears, and .ran

out of the city and stoned him”, and

and

good

that they are ‘‘ good enough”, and thus, upon these points no more affects the
perhaps, when unprepared to meet God,- rights and privileges of others than
die deceived, and lost to all eternity.
choice in marriage, which is a divine inIn some churches, the importance of stitution for all the world, affects the
discipline, or of maintaining gospel or- rights and duties of those not chosen.
der, is wholly disregarded. Members be- |- Christians then may and must choose
come negligent, careless, worldly-mind- their associates in the ordinances and dued and grossly wicked without any re- ties of the gospel. There is just as much
formitory action on the part of the Bible and reason for inviting persons to
church ; or if noticed at all, it is simply baptism as to the eucharist, and the qualpassed over with an acknowledgment of
ifications and obligations are the same
“wrong done”, and the erring ene is not
in both ordinances. But all can not be
required to make the restitution due, nor,
invited by any one member or minisin many cases, even to forsake the error
ter.
of his way. This whitewashing process,
Who then should be invited to accomnot satisfying the demands of justice or
pany us to the Lord's table?
of moral law, as it must be expected,
1. Those whom we believe are invited
will be attended with much evil. We, of

upon him with one accord, and cast him

"than God;

maintain

sides, the retaining of such inconsisten- the table all the time, everywhere, nor
cies unnoticed flatters many with the idea with all men. And the choice of one

There is also

the case of Stephen who after proclaim-

voice, and

consistent

cern the Lord's body,” to whom his
¢¢ flesh is meat” and his ‘‘bloodis drink,”
are to *‘ show forth the Lord’s death un-

whose location, occupancy of time or con-

victions of duty and ‘tesponsibility

pre-

vent co-operation in the work.

con-

A

gressman by refusing the responsibility

of a traveling companion does not
that deny the right to membership,
an administrator or church does mot
sume any rights over God's house
table, but over their own services

in
and
asand
and

responsibility. It is not necessary to ignore the character of
communicants,

‘‘ commune with devils,” nor wait a year

and then take a full meal at night in’ a

barn, in order to be consistent free-communionists. If one is not acceptable in
one place by one church or ‘administrator,
let him seek associations elsewhere, secure the services of others, or
communion service himself.
pdt

get

up

a

ifeeessemmmm—

OBJECTIONS x THE RESURRECBY W. H,

In a recent paper I gave the statements

of the New Testament respecting the future resurrection of the human body,
showing
that all mankind who die will |
rise again, that the same body which is
put into the grave will rise again, that
this resurrection will occur in response
to the voice of Jesus . Christ, and that it
will be at the end of the -world.
I am
now to answer some objections to these
statements.

1. Itis in
that the resurrection
is impossible, because the particles of
bodies which have been put into the
graves have been widely scattered, and
have entered into other forms of matter,
and into other human bodies. To all

this, I answer, that if a man claimed

he

could effect this, the objection would be
valid—that if the resurrection were mereweek ; others, once in a year. Some only in
ly a speculative opinion, the objection
the evening, and with unleavened bread.
would have force. But when I have the
Some administer only the bread to. the
positive words of Jesus Christ on the
common membership, reserving the cup
subject, I believe them, and when I refor the priests, Itis not respectful mor
Christian to invile any one to do any- member that ** all things were made by
thing contrary to convictions and honest him,” Ihave no difficulty in believing
that ‘“ all that are in the graves shall hear
belief.
his voice, and shall come forth.”
And I
8. Those who agree in its design.
have
no
hesitation
in
saying
Jurther,
that
Some receive this ordinance merely as a
when I read such extfavagant statements
church regulation, and others as an ‘expression of good will, the same as the as,
“ There’s not a dust that floats in air,
bread and water in a Methodist Love
But once was living man ,”
Feast. It is to be feared that this is the
principal object and design with large I call it nonsense.
2. Others object that the matter of
numbers of even evangelical Christians.
which
the human body is composed is enMany millions believe that this ordinance
in the hands of a priest communicate tirely changed every seven years, and
saving grace, and many others look upon therefore they say the resurrection is, im-

it only as a memorial service to recall the

possible.

death of a martyr whose sufferings were
not vicarious. How car these different
classes invite each other or commune to-

the bodies which are put into the graves;

from every | fewer and smaller. It is the character of ‘gether? And how can any one who

* Withdraw

ing with great power the

and

is

to

we

os " than five hundred careless,
orldly-minded professors. The church
is suffering greatly from a disposition, on
| part”of many, to build up numerically.
Let us work more for spiritual, and less
for numerical, growth. It is more pos- diers may have messages and despatches
sessors of religion that we want, not to deliver, each for himself, and each
more professors. A complete surrender and all have distinct rights and duties
to the Spirit and the doctrines and a with ‘which \6thers “must” not interfere;
thorough consecration of all Christians, is and yet they may have their own choice
necessaryto drive out the dross and for respecting routes, conveyances and comchurch renovation. By this we lay the pany. A member of Congress may not
ax at the root of the tree; but just so invite men to Congress, but he may invite those elected, to go in his company.
long as we tolerate, in our churches,
drunkenness, profanity, fighting, slan- An invited guest must not invite others
der, dancing, Sabbath-breaking, etc., not invited but he may or he may not incoldness and indifference is destined to vite those. called by the proper authority
prevail, and, if allowed to go on too to goin the same coach.
So Christians
long, will ruin the church; of this we may not invite any one to the Supper of
have many. lessons in church history, and the Lord, who invites his own communifrom the past we should not fail to profit. cants, but they must choose the time,
The wrath of God rests upon such; be- place aid associates. They can not be at

But if after due effort has been made to
bring back the erring one, he should still instructions
persist in his wrong doing,—there is on- | though our

The
Reformed . Lpiscopalian
warns
teachers in the Sunday-school ¢that
the great question, after all, is not
how many you draw into your school,
but how much do these children carry
away?” If there is very little water in the

tions werg distributed,

it

the duty of the aggrieved party to pursue

emies the severest rebuke.

The Sunday-school of Hyde Park, Mass.,
Mr. H. D. Noyes,
superintendent, on

dis-

the directions given in Matt. 18:15—17.”

have the right denominational adjectives
to please the Advance.

trough, it is not well to call up to it a
great herd of thirsty cattle from the field.

for

missal,—keeping distinctly before the
mind that the object of church discipline
is ¢¢ to reform the erring and protect the
church; and a proper regard for either
will require its enforcement.”
‘In

that

SUNDAY-SCHOOL NEWS AND NOTES.
A Sunday School Assembly is to be held
at Round Lake, New York, beginning
July 6, and continuing one week—a report
to the contrary notwithstanding.
The International Sunday School Convention, at Toronto, Ont., bids fair to be
an occasion of great interest and impor-

and

turbing the prosperity of the church, let
the gospel rule be applied: ¢ Purge out,
therefore, the old leaven that ye may bea

a member

S. World.

to.

before devoted officials than these;

brother

RE

referred

if heretics, or wicked men, are found dis-

dismiss

power that sends him.—S.

above

Have not a large majority of those weak,
retrograding churches been exceedingly
careless in their church discipline?
Has
there been the attention given to the
preservation of purily in those sickly
churches that the Scriptures demand?
No more important questions can come

‘ originality.” An-ambassador

chosen for his imagination or originality,
but his capacity truly to represent the

To a very

the effect to the cause mentioned for the

ly ome

last review day, tried a written review
«the midst, of his wearying work. Bethany. with gratifying success. Over 100 schol‘The village was on the eastern slope of ars volunteered, the school numbering
ithe Mount of Olives, just out of sight of toward 800. Twenty-five printed ques‘Jerusalem. ‘He lifted up his hands, Again

ought to exist.

they are familiar, trite, or commonplace,
and mot blindly or childishly groping after

is not

five zealous,

hristians ,— careful

Christ.

(From M. C. Hazard, Esq.)

Luke 24: 44—53.

-

the church, - For efficient ‘ work,

be-

lieves that this ordinance is to show forth

the death of one who * bore our sins,” and
*t carried our sorrows,” invite in Christian
sincerity any of them?
4. Those are to be invited* who can
unite in the spirit of worship. The ordinances are acts of worship as really and
essentially as public service, prayer-meetings or family devotion. Some very devoted Christians worship with such groans
and shouts, with some peculiar methods
of singing and praying, that others would
not enjoy worship ‘with them in family
worship, and prayer-meetings, nor at the
Lord's table. Others may from personal
acts or general character so antagonize
the feelings and views of communicants
that their presence would greatly disturb

the spirit of worship.

Why not let such

To this I reply, that this argu-

ment does not affect the resurrection
but if it were

of any

value,

of

it would

go against

the continuous

identity

of’

persons

this life.

it

po

in

But

has

value at all: whatever changes
take place in our bodies, we are

may
con-

scious that we are the same persons that
we were years ago, and other persons are
conscious of it also.

Some years

ago,

I

visited England after an absence of twenty years. Not one of the persons 1 met
had seen me during that time; and yet
many of them knew me as soon as they
saw me, and that without being told who
I was, and others knew me by the sound
of my voice ; and they all recognized me
as the same person they had known twen-

ty years before.
3. Still others say that

the

resurrec-

tion is impossible because of thé crowded

state of the earth. .. Some years ago I read
a statement, that the bodies of the people

who have died, cover the earth two or
three feet deep, and if they were to rise
again, there would not be room for them
to stand.
To this I reply that those who believe
character and reputation will not dissuch a statement can never have consid‘grace the church. The Lord's Supper is
ered it, Itis about six thousand years
no more a fellowship ordinance than bapsince Adam and Eve were created. Recktism or any other duty requiring associaoning three generations to a century gives
tion or co-operation.
But certainly the
one hundred and eighty generations, And
Bible is quite as specific respecting those when we remember that in the beginning,
who *¢ eat and drink noworthily” as rethe human race started from a single
specting those who are baptized unworpair, and that about 1655 years after this,
thily. The responsibility of administrathey commenced again from a single famtors is the same, and how a man could ily of eight persons, we have no reason to
receive one to the Lord’s table whom he
suppose that the aggregate of the human
would not receive in baptismis a. mysterace exceeds one hundred times the presry. It may be said that the communion
ent population of the globe. - Call this in
worship by
will do less
5. Those
ny usin the

themselves or where they
harm?
are to be invited to accompaChristian ordinances whose

service is a personal duty. So is baptism;

bat if others co-operate or assist, who is
responsible for that? A man’s conduct

in his family is personal

action,

numbers,

round

and

1,400,000,000,

the

aggregate will be one hundred and forty
billions. Assign to each of these a grave
but if seven feet by three, and the whole of

another opens the door to a ‘drunkard or them would occupy a space of '105,453

to any one who will probably insult, abuse

or disgrace the family, who is responsible for that? An administrator is not responsible for the character of communicants, but be is responsible for any mani-

festation of indifference respecting sin,

for any encouragement to wickedness, and
for associating with others in visiting, in
prayer-meetings or at the communion
service in such 8 way as to injure his

“« good report of them that are without”
or by the ‘‘appearance of evil” show a fellowship for iniquity. A man is known by
the company he keeps; and he can not
voluntarily associate with, ungodly mea

a1 the Lord's table more’ than elsewhere,

without encouraging sit and accepting of
its reputation.
‘Aman will not stop long in a cotton
mill without showing lint upon his coat,
nor keep company with coal dealers with-

vain of the guests but of dut . {oat showing the -marks, nor associate
vitation is law, and all Who, dis- | with those of bad repute in the sacraments
»

3

square miles; so that all who have ever
lived on the earth might have been buried
in New England and New York, which to-

gether contain 115,348 square miles, and

there would remain nearly 11,000 square
miles unoccupied.
I will only add in closing,

that while

that which is ¢‘ in the graves "

is

to

be

raised, it is to come forth in a different

condition. We learn from 1 Cor. xv. 44,
«It is sown a natural body, id is raised a
spiritual body.”

The Yankee boy with his jac Mult fo
boy

an enterprising rival in the Webtern
roll-saw.

with

6

with

1

One

an eye

of the

latter

to business

when Abraham Lincoln's old home, at
Springfield, 11l., was torn down, and

bought all the shingles of the roof for.

dollar. With his scroll-saw he is. now
transforming them into mantel and other

‘ornaments, and finds a ready sale for them
at from 50 cents to $1 each.
»
|
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oe
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Children

like

to

have

difficult

things done for them, and people

.
BY REV. G. C. WATERMAN

like

to

have difficult questions in Christian prac-'

———

tice decided for them. It is so much easier to
get some one to think the matter

AS MUCH AS WE CAN.

Have you ever taken: pains to find out out and decide, than to do it for one’s
And here comes in the minister
how much we are giving to secure the self.
with the practices of the over-careful
of
tion
educa
ian:
Christ
and
conversion

mother, ever doing for his people what
they ought to do for themselves. He decides what may or may not be done, puts

each person living in that part of Indiaes?to
missionari

which we have sent a few

«Year

The

It will not take you long.

it into a sermon, or private advice, possi-

bly gets it formglated into a rule of the

can

Book?” supplies the figures, and” you

dependence.

goes on

will not wonder that the work

such a

yet, the

to do this.

advantages are a thousalid fold greater

and

to

apply

themselves.

conversion

their

of

can,

these

principles

for

Of course

there

are cases

But advice is to assist“in

forming a judgment and not to relieve
from the trouble of thinking for one’s
self.
a
The earnest and thoughtful Christian
may often need advice, and the pastor
ought to be able and glad to give it, and
when given it ought to be taken for what
it is worth and no more. It is no uncommon thing to find people who, on the

Would you like to have

probabilities

the

He

when advice will be sought, and ought to

could get from the annual expenditure of be given.
so small a sum?

permissions.

and ought to lay down general principles, and as far as possible require the
people

risked upon the religious instruction
which might be procured at such a price?
It is true, there are ‘other factors to be
taken into the account, but this is a fair

and proper view of the case, and ought
not to be ignored. Small as the pittance

one hand, run into excesses and wrong
is, when our contributions are divided practices because their minister is not so
+¢ straight laced” as some others, and
others who deny themselves what is right
because their minister is very strict. In
both cases it isthe minister who decides
and not their own conscience.
Too many Protestants have a priest be-

among those for whose good they are
made, there are many who think they are

giving all they possibly can, and sometimes feel like holding back even ‘a part
of

of that.

tween. them

Many people, good people and wellinformed, believe that the ‘world is con-

tinually growing worse in its moral condition. . This opinion probably rests on
the fact that crime is increasing, and that
the spread of wickedness is apparent a

made public through the daily newspaper in answer to the popular demand for
news of that kind. It does not take into
account the other fact, that goodness is
gaining ground in the world, and that
is quiet,

undemonstrative, not

much given to parading its progress or
heralding its triamphs before the world.
Genuine Christian modesty restrains men
from self-glorification, and from boasting
even of the advancement of religion in
the world. Moreover, the increase of
righteousness amongst men is not easily
measured, nor is it as easily estimated as
the gainof wickedness.
The fact that Protestant Christians in-

God still.

Too few

“ What we want is not so much, not
half so much, light for the intellect as
dew upon the heart;” if Robertson had
spoken but this one sentence he would
have been the world’s benefactor. Childhood is charming because it has not lost
old age is beautiful when

covers it.
tellect

it re-

We wonder when men of in-

select for their friends, or choose

for their wives, those greatly inferior in
mind ; but the reason is simple, they desire only ¢* dew upon the heart.”
Mark the anxious, care-worn faces in
the street; they know not what they
want; they think if they had a little
more leisure, money or fame, they would
be at rest; but what they want is ‘‘dew
upon the heart.” It makes one charitable
to

think

of

these

dusty,

toil-worn

men

cent. during the half- céntury previous to
1870, is one evidence of the correctness
of our position. The immense develop-

and women running hither and thither to
no purpose and with so much pain.

ment of activity in Christian
| missions,

by trying

to give it to another.

we

this?

ow is this dew

distribution, evangelistic work,

and other forms of gospel seed-sowing, is
a further confirmation of the same view.
And this is just what might have been
expected. ‘‘Lo, Iam with you alway,

even unto the end of the world”, was not
spoken in vain.
With the promised
presence of the Master; Christian laborers should never despair of complete victory at last, Toward this the army of
the Living God is steadily marching, and
the banner of victory will surely float
over the last

strong-hold

of sin in

due

time.
Christian missions are in
failure.

The leaven

is

no sense

surely

a

working,

silently, it may be, but working none the
less, and the whole Jump will be leavened by-and-by. At home and abroad
the penetrative power of the Christian religion is asserting itself, and pushing it~
self into the haunts of vice and the dark
dens of iniquity. It is destined to dislodge the foul monster from his last lurking place.
No, the world is not getting worse and

worse, on the whole, though it may
sometimes seem to be, and every child
toil, or

saved

and every supplication

from scattered and lonely disciples, is a
part of the power which is to overcome
the evil that is in the world.
‘The morning light is breaking, the day does come
on apace, and the world shall be filled

with light, for the mouth of

the Lord.

hath spoken it.

In many

First,

How can

ways, in little as

what

was

once called

by a humble, ig-

norant woman, *‘ a kind voice.” How it
melts the heart!
How convincingly it
teaches that we are of one family on
earth, and shall be one family in heaven.
How rudeness softens and coarseness refines before the power of a gentle, persuasive voice, so that the rude and coarse
are rebuked into silence as in the presence of death.
Pe
Sympathy, appreciation, placing ours
selves in imagination in anothér’s lot,
will shed ‘‘dew upon the heart.” We
are too given to advice, rebuke, blame,
criticism.
The large-hearted, charitable,

loving people are the true reformers of
the race. I can not believe that there is
any one so fallen that he cannot be melted

by

a loving voice, and

I believe that

many an apparently, cold, indifferent natare is pining for a word of sympathy.
We shall find this ‘dew upon the
heart ” in the writings of good men; they
need not be great men.
Have you never
come across, in some humble

was dry and

by

“

burning, and

another

those

words,

heart, shed

dew

on

Bl

Have a hymn which

I read almost

daily; there is nothing wonderful about
it, yet the more I read it the more strength
it gives me. It is more to me than a fortune ; for it sheds ‘‘ dew upon my heart.”
But moré than anything we can do for
others, or anything

do we need to seek the dew of heaven.
As the flowers gladly drink the dew
which

not only

refreshes, but

retouches

a

minister can be put js to make a parish

There are not a few

people who are ever running to the min1ster with questions of ethics and

Chris-

tian practice, asking if he thinks it right

to do this and do that. And there are
ministers who seem to feel that their of-

fice is ta be conscience for all their parlor at Jogst for ett church,
‘We

recognize

the fact

should be trained to habits

ence, or self-dependence, in

them for life.

of f

ohi

hidien

order

to

fit

There are some over-fond

. mothers who keep
dresses just as long
through i

pressive

that

their babies in lon
as they can,
the Hin a

method, never

allowing

the

child to do for itself what they can do for
it. Such inflict very serious injury
upon

their children. Ministers and iran
are in danger of adopting the same mistaken method in Christian nurture’

upon

Some

his

own

resources,

Sabbath-scheol

enough

class

to teach

well.”

When

I

some mistakes in deciding

. for themselves, than always to follow the

Judgment and conscience of others. And

then, too, a part of ‘original sin" is lazi-

schools organized in that period, meetings have been held, fifteen have confess-

ed conversion, and a church is organized ;

and in another in which I am now holding meetings, seven have expressed the
desire to be Christians. In meetings held
two

brethren,

twenty have been converted ; and at Saturday evening meetings, which I am carrying on for young men, five have been
converted, and the interest is growing.”
reports

twenty-four

new schools organized, with 129 teachers
and 967 scholars; thirty schools aided,
having 129 teachers and 1,106 scholars;
199 Bibles and 281 Testaments distribut137 addresses delivered,and 727 fam-

for

whenever

they

have

the communion. Conversions are unknown.
The congregations are small,
but the church has a settled pastor and
the expenses are paid. Perhaps not one

Forty

or

the

income

is

$400

or

$200. Instead of the dead burying the
dead, this may be said to be the dead
keeping the dead alive.—Journal and
Messenger.
?
If You

Are

Sick,

IRead

the Kidney-Wort
advertisement in another
column, and it will explain to you the rational method of getting well. Kidnev-Wort will

doctor's

bills than any

other

medicine known. Acting with specific energy
on the kidneys and liver, it cures the worst

diseases caused by their derangement.

Use

it

atonce.
In dry and liquid form. Kither is
equally efficient; the liquid is the easiest, but

the dry is the most economical.—Interior.

Blymyer

(

mon!

Manufacturing

breathed

tastes
an

and

filthy

atmosphere

habits,
well

fitted

and
to

stifle the spark of divine love that had
been kindled in his soul.
Tt was a
gifting time in his life, and no doubt Satan
ever
to ¢*
His

‘“desired” him as earnestly as he
did any young heart that was tryin
seek first the kingdom of God an
righteousness.”
“There was every-

thing in his surroundings to quench endeavors after holiness, and nothing to fan

the feeble flame into a brighter burning.
‘He soon left this place for another where
the influences were more refining; but
where he was obliged to work from six in
the morning unfil eight at night, and two
‘hours lateron Saturday nights. After a
few months’ absence he returned for a
and many

re-:

appearance.
There was a gain, not only in. grace, but.

in: manliness. Interested to trace the
cause of this improvement ‘I asked if he,
found leisure to read.

F.

W.

Kingmun

and

Dr. Schenck givesthe evidence on

“Which Ie bass hi arto

3

recommended
creasing.”

Liver

They are the

that

of

Adamsom’s

all

other

medi-

cines I ever used,
$
From an honored member of the Society
of>
Friends, North Vassalboro’, Me., July 30, 1878:
** I have been afflicted with dyspepsia for years,
and had to eat gruel for seven months at one time,
and that distressed me. My back was so weak
that I had to lean on the sink to wagh.
Feet and
hands were so cold that I had to warm them in
midsummer.—Death seemed Just before tne. I
ommend using Dr, D. Dyer’s pills in October,
1877, and found relief at once, and am enjoying
good health, eat any kind of food, work all day
th ease. I have sold 36 dozen in one year, and

they have given good satisfaction.

4
DANIEL AYER.
From a Deacon at Madison Bridge: DR. DYER—

DEAR $1R :—I have used your Golden Ointment:
for piles and your pills. I was so low when I commenced using your Bills, in 1868, that my friends
and physicinis desp
my life. I have been
cured by Fi pills, and
mow enjoy .comfortable
health, ,They work like a charm. One peculiarity in them is,-a continued use requires a less dose.
With thankfulness I remain yours,
ed
v
EDSON DUNTON.
Sample packages free to all, Price 26 cents per
box, b for $1.00, Address all orders to the proprietors,
DR. D. DYER, & SON,
22
Burnham, Waldo Co., Maine.
oe

°

Sy,

The Morning

disease.

truly,

J.B. WEICHERT,

be very doubtful, as I was

308 Shai Tomamption
family.
J
was 80. we

should con-

as

naturally

delicate,

also raised

nat t

he

Boston,

Your next visit was

n August, and when I called on‘you, you said

that my Jungs were affected, but that you could
cure me. At this time I was a mere skeleton;

sud Sou hardly aa

oF

ms et.

iately began taking
the
Seaweed Tonic and aD

East Cambridge, March 24th, 1881.
DR. SCHENCK:
Dear Sir—Last winter I had a dry,

I lost

saw that they

were

i Snes

me good.

perfectly well,
ever since.

and

were badly

affected,

but he thought he could cure me. I therefore
went Gp,
treatment und took his medicine for over a month, but I was getting worse
all the time.
I at last got very
much discouraged, and from the advice of Mrs. Young, of
ambridge, who informed
my husband that

she had been cured of Consumption

by your

medicines, I concluded to give them a trial, I
forgot to say that at this time I had raised

some blood, and that the doctor I was

under

said that my lupgs were ulcerated.

I commenced the use of all your medicines

to health was entirely due to the use of your
Please accept my thanks

for

all you have done for me. Yours truly,
!
MRS. AMY H: YOUNG,
Sth St., Near Spring St., East Cambridge,
ass.
'|
:

Postage 9 cents
postage 4 cents.

Yours truly,

a

FLORENCE

77 Washington

L. YOUNG,

Butler, of Charlestown, Mass.

history.

Eighteen years ago. I was so sick with what
my physician pronounced Consumption, that
neither my friends nor myself thought that it
was possible for me to recover. Ihad a ter-

with

often as once a week.
Seeing that T'was

severe

getting

hemorrhages

warse

After examining

in«
his

he said that

were

my

they

sound,

trouble came from the liver,
badly swollen and inflaméd as

my

and

lungs,

that

which was so
ress on the

of the Free

Christians

York,

ters.

=

; in Elm Bf; Charlestown, Mass., March 18th,

Weakness of the Lungs, Caused hy
FROM AN OLD RESIDENT OF ALBANY.
~ Heavy Colds and Lung Fever,
White Line Central Transit Co.
George C. Redden, Ag’t.
N. Y. Central Freight Depot,
Corner Orange and Water Sts.

In the month of ‘August, 1880,I took a heavy
cold on my lungs which weakened them very

"="

‘much. I was often exposed in bad weather,
and over-exerted myself at my work, so that

Albany, Feb. 16,1881.

)

J

DR. J. H. SCHENCK, Phila., Pa.:
at last my lungs became much inflamed, and fiDear Sir—I write this to let you know that
nally I was thrown into lung fever. My phymy little daughter Henrietta, whom you saw
sician soon broke up the fever, but I -was left on your visit to this city in the fall of 1879, has
with a bad cough and great soreness of the entirely recovered her health by the use of your
lungs, which it seemed he could
do nothing
Medicines.
I wish also atthe same time to
for. At last, through the advice of my em- ‘give you some facts in regard to her case
ployer, Mr. Thomas Vaughan, I began to use
which I did not have time to do when you
Dr. Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup and Seaweed
were here.
My daughter was considered a
Tonic, and after continuing their use for some
healthy child until the month of November,
weeks I regained my former
health
and. 1878, when she was attacked with Remittant
strength. I believe Dr. Schenck’s medicines Fever, with which she was sick for a long
to be good and reliable in lung diseuses, hav- time. As she was recovering from it she took
ing beard of several persons since my recovery
a heavy cold; which settled on her lungs; pro=
who have used them with great benefit.
ducing a constant hacking cough. "As several

HIGGINSON,

of her

mother’s

relatives

had

died of Con-

sumption, we were much troubled in regard to
her case, especially as. our physician told us

.

that her lungs were weak and after her cough

kept getting worse, until at last he told

us thut there was no hope for her recovery;
and, to satisfy us that he had done all that it
was possible for him to do, called in two other
doctors. They, after consultation, agreed that
she must die, and that all we could
do was to
make her comfortable while she lived. This
was in the month of September, 1879. Although
we were assured by our. physician that our

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED.

|

I informed

you were last in Boston, I am
acquaintances

you

Evening Times the statements of many

when

had been cured of serious
your Medicines, and feeling

telling all my

what your medicines have done

for my family. But, feeling that 1 can do so
much more for Ngee who are suffering
with

lung diseases by giving you a statement

of my

case for publication, [ have concludedto do so.
.In coming to this conclusion, I have been influenced by the fact that mine was a case of
hereditary

Consumption,

to

prove

which

I

had the evidence of several Jromisen physicians of this city, as well as the fact that my fa-

ther; mother and sister died of the disease.
My sickness bepan in June, 1880. I contracted a heavy cold at this time, which settled
on my lungs, giving me great pain. I had a
continual hacking cough, which weakened me
very
much ‘and kept me from sleeping at

night. In fact, I had all
symptoms of the disease.

the

well-known

It is probable that I should have gone to
early grave but for the cure you had made

an
in

my daughter’s case. Her restoration to such
erfect health by the use of yoyr medieines,
nduced me to use them,

for previous

time I had always considered

to

that

patent medicines

who

lung diseases by
that they at least

could do her no harm, I concluded to give them

atrial. I therefore went to the drug store of
Mr. Miller, a gentleman with whom I was

well acquainted, and asked him what he knew
or thought of your Medicines. He said: “I

have heard them highly spoken of by my customers, and believe them to be good.” i then
bought a bottle of the Pulmonic Syrup, as well

a8 some of the Mandrake Pills and Sea Weed

Tonic, and my daughter commenced to use
them according to the printed directions. We
all soon saw that they
were doing her
good.

When she had taken them about two weeks we

noticed by the paper that you were to visit
Albany professionally, and, taking advantage
of this opportunity, we had you see her. Although you did not see her at the worst, you of
course remember her apparently hopeless condition. We can only say that from the Medicines you gave her she soon rapidly
improved

and became healthy and strong. We give you
this certificate or letter that others may know
of your great Medicines.. I am satisfied that
you saved the life of my child, aa she was
pronounced beyond medical aid by three of the

as humbugs. - Before Lad ta en one bottle of
the Pulmonic Syrup I felt’greatly relieved, and best physicians of this city.
I was then sure-that I had found the medi-"
Respectfully yours,
cines that I needed. I continued the use of
GEORGE C. REDDEN,
them until last October, when I considered
Agent of the White Line, Albany, N. Y.
myself entirely well, : I have never had such . DR. BCHENCK’S MEDICINES are for sale by
perfect health as I have had since that. time, all Druggists, and full directions are printed on
and it-seems that I am growing better and bet- the wrappers of every-package.
ter every day, ...
s
An interesting treatise on the causes, Treat
I think I have’ reason to believe that your
and Cure of Consumptiop,
Liver Commedicines are a Cure for Consumption, for, ment
plaintand Dyspepsia is sent free on application.
I have tried them in my own case, as well as
Address
all
communications
to
Dr.
J. MH.
that of my daughter.
Yours truly,
J
SCHENCK & SON, Cor, Sixth & Avch Sts.,
RS. D. A. YOUNG,

79 Washington St. Cambridgeport, Mass.

cts;
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Baptisls

till the time

of theiy

$1.00.

:

:

Philadelphia, Pa.

Price $1.2 including postage.
Lommentary,

by the same author,—Prof. J. J. Butler, cone tains’ two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the

other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.

It is an:

excellent help for Sabbath schools and family
reading. $1.00; postage, 12 cents,
Sermon bd
REV.
BENJAMIN RANDALL, preached in 1803,
at the death of a child, and printed by Joquest.
Ne only published sermon by Randall.
Price
cents,
The Golden Sheal by
Mrs. H. C. PHILLIPS, illustrating indo

Christian

heathen,

experiences

of Bai,

life -

a converted:

Price 50 cents, postage 4 cents.

Butler's Theolo
discusses briefly,
of dectrinal

;
:
but clearly, all the questions

theology,

and

the

author's

views

are those generally accepted by the denomination.
$1.60 postage, 12 cents,

i=

Lectures
ON THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE; an excel.
lent book for all who would *‘search the Bcriptures.” Twenty-two lectures on the mest im.
Boren} points of Bible study, 1.00; postage, ©
Minéster’s Manual,
designed especially for ministers.

but useful for all church members. It contains
Scripture Selections for more than thirty different
occasions; Order of Exercises for ten or a dozen
different nekings; Formulas and Suggestions.
The Rules of Order are comprehensive, and yef
very coneise and well aia
; atating in fifteen
Jages all the important parliamentary rules of de-

erative bodies. Price, Flexible Leather, 75
cents.
:
The Church Member's Book
is a valuable little wrok, and every Christian
Foil be benefited by reading it. 26 cts; postage
cts.
Rules of Order.
are the same ag those in the Manual, thick
paper covers, 10 cents.
v
Church Records
a book of 260 pages, the first 64 being Tables
for Pastors, Deacons, Clerks, Treasurers, Sabbath-school, Church Statistics, Resident and NonResident Members, and

about

nice paper, for the records

200

pages

of the church,

of very

Price

$3,00, including postage.

Biographies of
Geo.T. Day, - - Jd5,
William Barr, - - 70
Daniel Jackson, - - - .50
John Stevens, - - - « B50

always looking over the papers to try to find
something that would at least preserve her life
for a time. One evening I read in the Albany

Cambridgeport, Mass., March 21st, 1881.

in New

Butler's

and

WM.

$1.00, including postage,

The Memorials

tage, 1 cent,

morrhages.. |

‘MRS. ELLEN E. BUTLER,

.

65

Jungs, causing the cough.
' and
]
Wiesos
. He prescribed his Pulmonic Syrup, Seaweed. | i" Doctrine
(is a small book in pager covers, embracing
Tonic and Mandrake Pills, which soon gave I" the firss 44 pages of the Treatise. Price 6 ceats, .
me; great relief; and, by. their-use for afew or 50 cents per dozen, and 4 cents postage.
Weeks 1 was entirely cured.
have since advised their use in a gréat many a
. A volume
ofof 10)
300 pages,
pasts, con Sopialuing tweniz.th
wenty-three .
¢ases
of lung disease, and they have always sermons, by as many different F. Baptist Minisdone all you claimed for them,

Cured.

Morocco,

The Minutes of the General Conference
are published in Tamphles form at the close
of every session, and the
bound volumes embrace
the Toueedings of the first sixteen sessions.
$1.00, including
postage.
7
The
ise
Bil.
containg
brief statement of the doctrines
held by
‘the denomination,
and our
general
usages in church-building. It 18 published
by au»
thority of the General Conference. 25 cents; pos&e-

every day

visits to Boston.

Small,

give the rise and progress of this body of

as

from the treatment of my physician, I was
duced
tb call on Dr. Schenck on one of

each.

union with the Freewill Baptists.

great loss of flesh, night

sweats, and had quite

:

in churches.
TERMS; $1,50 for single copy, $1,20 for the supply of churches. Abridged book, 75 and 60 cents.
The Sacred NMelod;
is a small book, o 225 hymns and 1 Severs}
tunes selected especially for prayer meetings,
cents; postage, 2 cents.
The History of the Freewill Baptiste
covers the first half century of our existence;
from 1780 to 1830. It describes with censiderable
detail, the early events. of our denominationak

The Statementof Mrs. Ellen E.

cough,

for
the
cents for

for the vestry and social worship,but is often used

St., Cambridgeport, Mass.

¢

rible

th

8

Spiritual Songs.
This book of nearly 1100 hymns with tunes is
flered to our churches as the best of all books of
the kind now before the public. The abridged
edition is a selection of just one-half of the hymns
and more than halt of the tunes found in the
larger book, and is designed more particularly

health
’

became so weak that I was unable to. do anything through the day-time. I also had very
severe pain in my lungs, which continued
most of the time. The doctor whom I consult-

one £opy-«

Icon-

I have had good

i

oly

Lesson IP
'g
;
“J of the International Series, for both adults
and children, are printed monthly, at the rate of
100 copiesto one address for $5.00. Payment
in advance. Discontinued when time expires.
Sample copies sent free.
The Psalmody
. is the demowinational H
Book, exten.
sively used. Large book, in Shee
80; Morocce, 90; Morocco Gilt, 1,25; Turkey Gilt, 1.50,

Pulmonic
Syrup,
Pills, and I soon

doing

73

. TERMS; 20 cents per copy in
year, or 25 cents ob BALAI

tinued their use for several months until I was

my appetite, and was very much reduced in
flesh from general weakness,
I was soon attacked with severe night sweats, which would
continue every night until 12 or 1 o'clock. I

ed told me that my lungs

:
paper of eight pages, in it

be equal toyihe beets

burea ary ins put
«XL Was confined
to

‘worst, 1

‘you next visited

vince the most skeptical.

hacking cough for over two months.

Star.

is a large religious

.
Boston, Mass., March 21st, 1881. ey sent.
__Bample copies sent free.
DR. SCHENCK:
:
)
’
Dear Sir—In February, 1880, F was inform-/ 8. 8. Quarterly.
This Magazine of 32 pages, contains the Intered by my physician that I had Consumption, national
lessons
for
three
months,
dictionary,
and that my recovery
from the disease would maps and various other helps. If is
nded

i

which

reeds only $65. Pianos $125 up.
Catalog. Free. Address BEATTY,

fifty-third volume.
It is able, literary and pro
grogsive.
All
communications, shouldbe ade
dressed to Dover, N. H,
:
Terms ;—$2.00
per
year, if
d strict] y
in advance 3 $2.50 i
a d Pon
within
the
first thirty days, and
$2.50 if not.
Postage is paid by the publisher.
The Little Star and NEyrile
are S8abbath-school papers, printed alternate
weeks, on superior
paper; beautifully illustrate
Both papers are of the same size, but the LITTLE
STAR' i8 for an older class of readers than the
MYRTLE,
2
Terms: single copy, each, - 388 cents,
Packages of ten or more to one ad-:
:
<p utia - BS cents
dress, each, =-.
=
Payment always in advance, discontinved when
time expires, and no commission allowed on mon-

‘caredof
Consumptionby your
idines, and
Clear and explicit statements from well’ :80.1
coneluded {8.50 you, if pessible, when
persons,

i

Freewill Baptist Publications.

my bod a ons at the time. I Bad a bad
‘cotigh| with severe pain in both of my/lungs; I

known

rudfy

Ti

‘Washington, N.

Hereditary Consumption Cured. |

CONSUMPTION
~ CAN BE
CURED.

DR. SCHENCK:
Dear Sir—As

Pill.

Deacon T. G. Earle, of Park St. ¥. B. Church,
says, ‘Ihave used Dr. Dyer’'s pills for headache
and dyspepsia, and have recelved more benefit
than from

ours

i

T'S ORGANS, I8usefal stops, 5 sets
A@-1llus.

13 Metropolitan Place, Boston, Mass.

have

to be, and their sales are rapidly in-

from one box of them

:

2

1y1

that I can say any more in

cines when first attacked with the

ear.

Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches
Schools, Fire Alarms, Farms, etc. FULLY
WARRANTED,
Catalogue sent Free.
VANDUZEN & TIFT, Cincinnati, 0.

little daughter could not get well, yet we were

Liver

‘(proprietor

know.

:

steam.

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY

Herald,

have saved myself many months of painful
sickness, as well as hundreds of dollars in
money and loss of time, had I used your medi-

Ong! Cinatunati, Ou

by Them.
Mandrake

Boston

curable Consumptive,as I know that I should

but she

seek employment in a neighboring city.
coarse

I donot

EE

of 40 Years’ Continuance

Great

the

regard to my case, I earnestly advise all who
are afflicted with Lung Disease not to wait
until they are what is usually styled an In-

to the disease.

with Thomas Vaughn, Show Case Manufacturer, No. 4 Merrimac St. Boston, Mass., Mar.

DR. D. PYER’S

been Cured

in

read,“ Consumption
can be cured,” and

had continued some time, that they were seriously affected. He prescribed many things
for her, principally cod-liver oil and stimulants;
oy

Dyspeptic
Pills.

1

followed, I concluded to give your medicines a

BELLS.
1

SOSEPH E. RING, D. D.. Fort Edward, N, Y.

trial. This was about three months ago. After
taking them for two weeks I began to slowly
gain strength and flesh, and when I had taken
them for about six weeks I was able to go to
my work as usual. - I kept on taking thera,
however, until the present time, and I now
consider myself entirely cured.

are liable

taint or other cause,

24th, 1881.

a
a
a

cure me, he

fifty

persons a year are buried there,and at $10
each for graves

would

after reading the certificates of cures which

And also by those who, from hereditary.

there, and its principal revenue is derived

Cough Balsam, a valuable remedy), Augusta, Me.,
says, & Dr, Dyer’s pills are better than they
are

among men of.

whieh

Those

by

Read

Should he

of our readers could conjecture how. The
church has a grave-yard, the only one
from the sales of graves.

anything

8st,
with

Rullding,

Lad
a eR
iis “and distinct:
Three. years,
Col
te course; Go lege preparatory;
Business ge ratoryi Musicl 13 plo fessors ahd teachers:

advised me to go to sore other climate. This,
‘he said, might prolong my life for a time.
One day I was attracted by.
the heading of

+O
1

The power of God’s Word to enrich a
soul united by a living faith to the, Lord
Jesus came to my notice not long since.
A young man, less than twenty years old,

He was at first thrown

not think that

Within & hundred miles of New York:
stands an old church. It has but one
deacon, who lives fifty miles away, and
has to be sent

24th yeor,

no

use of my taking medicine, and although be did

People,

great medicines,

of the normal classes was followed by a
revival. There is a marked increase of the
number of *¢ evergreen” schools, and mn
the interest taken in | Sunday-school conventions,—S. 8. Times.

|

I was very weak and

physician that I consulted, that there was

ventions, institutes, normal classes.

TESTIMONIALS:
Rev. A. Ridlen, (Cong.) Hallowell, Me., says,
“] take great pleasure in recommending your
pills, for they do more than you claim for them.”
Rev. S. P. Fernald, i=
.) Melvin Village, N.
H., writes, * Your pills give the best of satisfac.
tion, Please send me 40
boxes.

home to

from

ilies visited. Many schools were visited
repeatedly. Much work was done in con-

bi

went forth from his’ boyhood’s

Interesting

as you direct, and iii a very short time saw a
great improvement in all my symptoms.
I am
now well, and I consider that my restoration

One

I was

thin in flesh, and;‘in fact, bad all the symptoms
of Consumption, . I was informed by the last

Sunday-school

missionary in Nebraska, reporting five
months’ work, says:
‘At one of the

Ly

{

Letters

:

=

wer

=

5, er

March 21st, 1881.

gag

who are afflicted with Consumption.

~ Mflicted,

he

Union writes that fifty conversions have
been reported to him from his personal
work during last year, when he organized
and aided thirty-eight Sunday-schools,
with 159 teachers and 1,484 scholars. A

A Kansas missionary

Which

a

gave his views of an ideal teacher, I saw
that his ambition had no narrow range.
I mentally compared this young man
with another who had received all the
social and educational advantages that
wealth can secure, but who seemed ‘to
care for nothing nobler after leaving
school than training his fathér’s horses.
Both boys were about equally endowed
by nature, both lives were rooted in the

by me, in connection with

Mass.,

4

your advertisement

way.

but

Fort Edward Collegiate Institute,

Dear Sir—I, wish to give my experience
with your remedies, for the benefit of those

with

I can never be much of a scholar,

should like to know

Boston,

DR. SCHENCK

\

useful reading. * * For,” said he, “I must

more

EI

sick for many months before I commenced their
use, aud had been
pronounced an incurable
Consumptive by all the doctors I had consulted,
My cough was very bad, ['bad night sweats,
and bad raised considerable blood from my

"the

saying

make the most of myself in every

save you

‘

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED. |

lungs at different times.

the

hardly a common-school education, putting forth, in the midst of toil and hardship, powers of mind and soul which already gave promise of a rich fruitage.
The mental quickening was no less murked than the moral.
ith his Bible study
he was pursuing a systematic course of

Headaches

Jey seem to think it dangerous to leave
ans “to follow their own con- day's visit to his old home,
; Rlences, forgetting that it is better for marked the change in hi§
em to make

<

turning

» chapter to myself and thinking it over a
it?
Th
Here was a youth thrown from early

for. we forget, if we have ever learned,
that * what we want is not so much, not

THE ENGRAFTED WORD.

PARISH OONSOIENOES.
conscience of him,

after

it helped to shuf out the sound by

Headache,

o-

which

the
my

I am frequently

so,

OD

CONSUMPTION
BE CURED?

to master the rest. When 1 was at my
other place\and
“heard so much profane
and vulgar
e, you've no idea how

their faded colors, so should we open the
petals of our hearts to receive those heavenly influences, those kindling aspirations
which our heavenly Father is so much
more ready to give than we to receive;

dew upon the heart.”— Sel.

to

cially in winter;

ed;

i

=

sent to the cellar to draw molasses and
you know it runs dreadfully slow, espe-

others can do for us,

half so much, light for the intellect as

Selections,
One of the poorest uses

«0, I don’t wait for night,” was
reply.
I snatch a few minutes from

during the day.

ITTI

in my

devil with.”
fa
‘“ Aren't you too tired to study much
after the day’s work is over?” I inquired.
;

boyhood

WBE

EE

yo-

mind or I should have nothing to fight the

book, or in

a newspaper, a sentence full of feeling
and refreshment?
Perhaps your heart

I

by

to be gained?

well as great. What power the human
voice has to shed ‘‘ dew upon the heart.”
Ask not for the voice of the singer,
charming as is the gift; ask rather for

spoken

its own self-denial, is helping to bring in
the reign of righteousness upon the
earth; every prayer-meeting of Christ-

loving women,

do

your

that drops into’ the missionary box a penny, earnedby its own

plied, ‘* but I must store that up

sionary of the American

DEW UPON THE HEART.

the dew;

creased in number more than 170 per

Bible

he

think and act conscientiously for them- soil of New England society, but ore culselves. Too many ministers like the au- tivated only the natural stock, the other
thority and keep their spiritual babes in ‘grafted into his being the scion of God's
long dresses as long as possible, and Word.— Congregationalist.
0-0 ng
a
non
feed them on the milk of authority rather
It'is sometimes objected against the
than the strong and stimulating diet of
principle and reason.
‘‘I will not allow Sunday-school that it bears no direct insg} man to keep my conscience and I fluence on evangelization ; in other words,
will not be the keeper of any man’s con- that the workof ‘the Sunday-schoo] has
science except my own,” is a good rule been instruction, rather than conversion.
Here are one or two reports which tell
for pastor and people.— Golden Rule.
O-O-0-o
their own story: From
Missouri a mis>

Be not deceived; we can not mock
God. He that soweth sparingly shall
reap sparingly.
SUCCESS ASSURED,

goodness

and

Bible,”

ways, I have committed t6 memory more
than half of John's Gospel, and I intend

Christians are not

regulation, or by ex-cathedra

prohibitions

TI

4.1

Safe Christians are

He can not train them by

rules and

here than there. The work there must
be done in the face of obstacles of which
we have but little conception.
Would You like to have your children
grow up with such education as they

WE
7

+ Not much besides my

work

a

Pa

3

faucet, I take out my Testament and learn
afew verses. “ln this, and in similar

this

not made in that way. God has given
every man moral sense, and it is his business to use his own conscience, and it is
the minister's business to train his people

exrather slowly. You would hardly
from
ry
‘count
this
in
pect great results
expenditure, and

Robust

made in that way.

y

spiritual

chureh, and so encourages

You nay be
and perhaps

easily make the reckoning.
astonished at the result,

pitiful

MO

: 3
rg

MISSION WORK.
CONDUCTED
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Close or Qoon Communion.
“An
Experience, and an Argument,
page . Price 20 cents.
Christian Baptism
a book of 113 pages, Price 25 cts.; postaged
cents.

'

Sabbath School
estion Books
are for adults and children.
' LESSONS for Every Sunday, ,18, postage ,0
STORY of Jesus,
»18,
H
J
WONDERFUL Works of Jesus, 15,
£2
Thongls upon Thoughl.
title
The
al pho book forSyoung men.
gescyibes it. Price 5 cents.
acts
- were not

stereotyped . till within the last tew

years, and we can
ots.

per

furnish oply the following:
;

dozen ;50 cts. per hundred.

17

on Denomwation, which contains a histor.
jcal statement, and a brief notice of our doc.
trinal basis,church polily and institutions.
On Faith & Covenant is a confession of17 ay
ticles of faith and a desirable church covenant.
Establishment is a brief historical
statement, &o. Published by order of the General Conterence, and for gratuitous distribution.
tanks

10 ets. doz.
.
Pariage Certificates,
M.
Cor, Messengers’ Certificates,6 «
8 &
Certificates,
urch Members’
Engravings
Of

T, Rats

Dr. G.

25 ots.

« «J L. Phillips,
25 and 35 ots,
Send youronldersto ° .
The above named pooks are sold by the dozen,
at 20 per cent, discount for cash with
the order,
or on receiving. the books,
MAP OF ORISSA. On cloth, 26 by 36 inches in
size, showing the field and all the stations of the
Free Baptist Mission in India, with much of the
.
adjacent country.
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OUR GRADUATES.
This is the season of school anniversaTies.

A great number,

having completed

"their course of study, go forth to their
life work, as teachers, in the professions,
in business and other employments.’
Hitherto secluded,

they

now

enter

the

arena of the busy world. To most it will
be amarked change,and much will depend
upon the success or failure of the next few

‘months.

Most graduates succeed. Their

school training has been a- real preparation, and they turn it to good account in
after life.

But some, too many, have

not

made a good use of their early opportunities, and never make themselves useful.
Vicious habits, not always
contract-

ed in school, bring numbers to a premature grave, or cleave to them and cripple
all

their

subsequent

course.

Some

are

hindered by false ideals or impracticable
_ theories, and so fail.

Others seem unable

{0 obtain the right place,

or

to adapt

themselves to their work, always, as it is

With those one rarely fails; without
“them, always.
;
Much depends at the outset-upon a wil-

lingness to grapple with realities, and do
the best. One may feel his deficiencies,
and have to meet much that is adverse,
yet overcome all and establish a valuable

character and reputation. . But he who
assumes the part of a privileged being,
destined to ease and fame, will surely
Years his folly. Happy those who are
able to profit. by mistakes, and correct
their follies and misconceptions before it

is tqo late:
"Much

also depends on steadiness of aim

and purpose.

A double minded man

is

unstablein all his ways. It is‘highly important to start right, make the proper
choice, and then adhere to it. ‘What can
be expected

of one

who

is

perpetually

changing? If satisfied that'a wrong road
has been taken, of course the sooner it is
left the better, and the right one obtained.
But let there be one main pursuit, and

-that followed with a single eye, up hill
-and

down,

through light

and shadow,

firmly, earnestly, persistently ; and at the
close there will be the most satisfying

of

all assurances: that we have done what

ave could. No more is required of any.
he world has a duty to “these young
‘persons. At is impossible to say how essential our schools and colleges are to the
prosperity of communities and nations,
What would society and civilization be
“without their influence? This annual infusion of literary life into all the centers of
activity is of incalculable service to every
beneficent interest. The school graduates
should therefore be welcomed to the com. petitions, the labors, the trials and successes of the busy world. They arenot to
be viewed with distrust, severely tested,

and killed out-right if possible; but received for what they are and for what

they may become.

They should be re-

-oeived confidingly, generously, and never
down

as

worthless,

.-are in progress in’ the

until

superstructure

_ tian faith, due care should be-exercised to

-show that the foundation upen which it
(rests is still firm and secure. Unbelief in

any form should not be allowed to ‘do its
pernicious work.
The claim which the Bible has to be recognized as the Word of God rests upon

‘

the fact of its inspiration. Let this be established and the claim is substantiated.
When we speak of the inspiration of the
Scriptures and -seek:-to prove it, it is important, first of all, that we understand

§ » Lo

non-essentials it should retain a firm hold

1.

5,

a
hated

truth without any error either in religious

nevolent one.

doctrines or religious

Even when the desire is right and the
BRIEF NOTES.
motive good, it may not be best that we.
The National Baptist’ is utilizing the revishave our own way. The apostle desired ed Testament as a premium for new subscribmost earnestly to be delivered from the ers.
thorn in the flesh, and prayed persistently
If there was no doubt about the position of

sion of the countenances ns a whole.
Price, $1,00; or $1.25, express charges
prepaid. A dozen or more sent to one
address with express charges prepaid,
one dollar each.

impressions.”

It

claim

is made either for scientific and historical
accuracy, or for the words of any particular translation. Nor does this definition deny to each individual writer the full exercise of his own powers and the manifestation of his peculiar characteristics. On the

for such deliverance, yet
him, even grace to bear it,

with

this

mission.

through

known the history

is

all

Feel thut we are ignorant,

and

God

discipline

our work,

. OUERENT TOPICS. ——THE practical treatment of the. subject of church discipline, by a contributor
to this paper, demands thoughtful consideration. When the author remarks interrogatively, ‘“ Would not the church ba
a greater power if it was poorer?” he

would be darkness and despair. This
book also with such characteristics in
other respects, advances
the claim of in-

spiration in its own behalf, and ‘thus de-

will, of course, be understood in a

clares itself to be the Word of God.
Moreover, its teachings have had a most
elevating and beneficial jinfluence upon
the human family. In viewof these considerations and others which might be

characler and influefice of the Bible be
accounted for, than‘that it is the Word of
God, given by inspiration.

quali-

But what is the Word of God? Unques-

——Wz are highly gratified to observe

tionably, that which came from the pens the moral reforms inaugurated by the
of the sacred writers. If the original War Department. A short ‘time since,
manuscripts could be produced, all ques-' Superintendent Howard endeavored to
tions . respecting the. text of the Bible secure greater respect for the sanctity of
could be settled. But the original ‘manu- the Sabbath day; at the military academy
scripts failing to be produced, we must at West Point, by ordering the discontinrest contented with what the best Chris- uance of the military coneerts which have
tian scholarship of this age of advanced hitherto been given on Sunday evenings
learning deeides to be'the nearest possi- by the cadets. More recently still Secreble approximation to those manuscripts, tary Lincoln has prohibited the use of, toespecially when’ their decision is sapport- bacco at this school,—a. rule which seems
ed by testimony . that is overwhelming. to have been called for, as it is said that
This question being thus answered, it is a four-fifths of the cadets were addicted to
conclusion from which there is no alter- the pernicious habit of using the narcotic.
native, that the English speaking people Now let President Garfield countermand
must accept as the Word of God the best the late supplementry order which modpossible translation of what is thus decid- ifféd his prohibition of the use of intoxiand attachment to
certain = Seripture
phrases and words must give place to
what is actual truth.
In the light of these testing principles,
founda-

tion upon which the Bible stands as the
Word of God is not only undisturbed, but

18 still firm and secure, and that the revis‘ed version, the product of the best Chris-

which

tian scholarship of to-day, will-prove itself
to be the best, and even the most beauti-

straits, trials, hardships.

care-

riages be treated with similar public exposure.

At present, by a peculiar indul-

gence which is not granted fo other® communities, the

the mode of baptism

gains-anore than it loses

in the new version,

and if the preferred readings

of the

American

members of the Commission

could have been

incorporated, it would have gained more

than,

A contributor to the Independent fitly represents ex-senator Conkling when he says of

Mormons

are

allowed

to

to do, a civil contract in every case,

such

as is required elsewhere, and then prosecute for bigamy all yiolations. Let no
marriage be held valid unless duly licensed and recorded. Let in the light! Down
with the screens!

——AN incident has just occurred at EnIt is often a field, N. H., which is thought by some to

presage the disruption of the ‘Shaker fra:
ternity. Last week a prominent member
of-the family of Shakers
at that place,
Elder Henry Cummings, was united in

he comes to submit, he sees that itis all

right, and is grateful for it.
When the sinner is brought to the feet

marriage to Miss

Shakeress.

of Christ and yields to him, this is the be-

The

Arabella

Churchill,

bridegroom

is

of Congregationalism is moving westward, one
of the proofs of which it finds in the fact that
of the 125 new churches of that denomination
organized in the United States during the last
year, only three were in New England.
The Tribune gives the following sensible
advice to town people who are going to the
country
for change
of air and reereation:

“ Jeave your nobility of descént and your
cherished caste behind you this summer in the
empty

town

house, and

for once

goout

into

down together, and choose your companions
The management
Railway
has taken

of the Central Vermont
a fiotable stand on the

question of Sunday trains, resolutely refusing
all requests for such, The superintendent, Mr.
J. W. Hobart, gives as the reason for their
position that any: variation from their rule
would encourage all sorts of public Sunday
gatherings,
which inevitably cover a great
Sonn of drunkenness, swearing and ; earous-

ng.

Benominational Hebos.
Lyndon Center Anniversary.
Anniversary exercises at Lyndon Center, Vt., were inaugurated Thursday evening, June 2, by the usual lecture before
the graduating class. The church was
well filled at’ an~early hour to listen to

ism

in our

educational

interests, of Pa-

ganism, . Mormonism,
Skepticism and
Catholicism in our present and future religious welfare and prospects. €andor, wide

research, breadth and scope of thought,
with eminently
practical suggestion,
characterized the effort throughout.
The examination of classes occupied the
ehtire day ' Friday, June 3, and ‘was con-

ducted in the fairest manner, evidencing

an entire absence of disposition to display

pecial

mention.

lish branches,

attention.

Natural

Science, Eng-

Reading, etc., received due

The classes in Evidences of

Christianity, and Moral Philosophy were
examined critically and acquitted therselves with much credit. ‘Independence
of thought, absence of preparation for effect, thoroughness of drill, high moral tone characterized the entire examination. . ‘It has been eminently . fair

ment of the business affairs of the

beginning. He is still exposed to temptation from without and within, The old

society

principles

of

alists, and their organization is based

«ence upon the minds of the sacred writers shall see that the dealing with us-has been
n

wind

[Tea

| he

4)

and

Foreign

Mission

treasuries.

hold that celibacy is necessary to a perfect Christian , character, and absolutely
| condemn all marriage relations except for
the purpose of procreation. The Spiritu| alist excitement in 1837 gave considerable
| impetus to the progress of the Shakers; but generallytheir increase in num.
fo

ence a central figure inf the picture, with
Assistant Moderators, Clerks and Foreign

encouraged.

with balanced

accounts,—and

I do

see how we can close it any

in the congregation.

7

:

Vermont.

:

Massachusetts,

Winter St. church, Haverhill, welcomed
eleven "persons into church fellowship, ‘June
6th. The pastor, Rev. 4 Malvern, baptized

eight ofthem in the beautiful river Merrimack,

not

other way

before a vast assemblage.

The

Joying its usual prosperity.

churchis en-

If the long stand-

ing debt was paid, the futore would be exceed.
ingly hopeful. Ifall its friends should help,

it could be done.

:

;

—
-—

Western.®

0-0

Michigan,

Elsie, Clinton Ce., is a little village, 2 miles

north of Ovid; Ovid is the nearest R. R. Sts.

Prof. Fullonton has alread y called attention in the Star to the critical condition
of the treasury upon which the Disbursing

The F. B. church has a small but attractive
house of worship, with good organ and bell.
Rev, Ira Allen has preached to them for 1s
years and is greatly beloved by his flock and
the public in general. A short time ago he
resigned, believing that a new man would do

Committee are depending for funds to aid]

our Theological students at the close of
the present term. This .term closes the
school year. Two things are absolutely
necessary to save us from a painful defi-

more good, but the church is now trying
to prevail on him to take the charge again. The

church

is

well

united;

congregation

good,

with a noble choir, and an excellent Sabbathgchool, under the management of Deacon Ben-

which, under the circumstances,
be very serious:—First, the im-

net.
¢
Rev, 1. D. Kerr has been obliged to resign

mediate payment of all dues on the /n-.
stallment Notes; and secondly, generous

the pastorateof the

New Haven church because

contributions which shall be forwarded

of poor health.

without delay.

thy and prayers ofall. The church
is again
without a pastor, and passing under
a cloud:
if some good faithful minister of Christ
could

We need

the money

hand by the 20th inst.

in

Let every one

who has been hoping to do something for
do it now. Let every church send in
at once all funds in hand for this cause.
Especially let every. one whose Installeffort

to ¢an-

the Master, no doubt the cloud would
soon dis.

appear. . Rev. I. R. Spencer is doing evangelical work in the bounds of the Sanilac QM

A large and hopeful tield is before him.
The following items are gleaned from the

Hillsdale, Herald: On Sunday May 22, Rev.
Prof. Dunn baptized eight more persons
in

cel it without delay.
E. N. FERNALD, F. Sec.
Lewiston, Me., June 13, 1881.

That New Hall.

Our great effort after we

received- the

offer of $5,000 from Bro. Anthony, was to

new building

must

stand.

Nature bad

in

new Hall at least

before

we

begin

can

school next fall. Firmly. believing that
God has called us to this great haren-

vest fleld, that he is calling us to this

ties,—to all who

are

interested

good cause, to help us.

in

the

Belles Letters in Hillsdale College, has recent-

ly departed for Berlin, Germany, where he
will engage in the studyof the Gérmiad lan.
guage and literature for a season. He intends

to remain abroad until next fall; ‘ut least......

The returned missionary, Mrs. Libbie Griffin,
has procured the pictures of the * Nine Stud.

ent Missionaries in )ndia”—Mr, and Mrs. T.
W. Burkholder,

Maine,
chureh

Street

Wisconsin,

iputed by

by

THe

and

now

God

winter.

had

Years

called

many

had come for some of them to publicly put on
Christ by baptism.
How glad were the hearts

of the faithful ones who all these years of dearth
had stood firm in their confidence in God, and

his promises, How triumphant was the heart
of the young pastor, who for two Weary years
bad, with tears, almost despair, been scattering

the precious seed. , Rev. R. Cooley chanced to
be in the community and preached in the
morning. In the afternoon a great multitude
gathered at the lake, and therein the eyes op
that multitude eighteen

happy converts

were

interesting

lect-

buried with Christ. Can we doubt that God
and the angels looked on approvingly? In the
gave an

evening Bro. Cooley

ure on India. From there he went to sttend
the Regular Baptist Asso. at Omro, as eorresponding messenger from the Waupun Q. M.
Towa.

Hev. 0. BE. Baker guve the oration

at Wat-

erloo on Decoration Day, and it was listened

by a large assembly of people,

to

in the Master’s cause,

The Union and Broad-

of Lewiston

has

services

Quarterly Hlertings.

are

publicly to renounce their sinful past and to
receive Jesus as a personal and present Sav

Sunday, June 0, Rev. J. J. Hall,
churcH,

Auburn,

PERT Sr

STRAFFORD Q. M.—Held
with the church

3=0,

A

very

I

Si

its

last

session

at South Strafford, Vt.,

pleasant timé¢

The
churches were well
letter
and
delegates. ,

was

June

enjoyed.

represented
by
The .
preaching

was excellent, The sword’
of
the Spirit
was unsheathed.
Our
social
meetings
were very spirited, Rev. Bros. Clerk and

Representatives on either side: and just baptized for Bro. Jordan eleven pérsons, and
the Soriih
M. were present,
above them are represented the founders | in the evening of the same ay sixteen persons Land from
ive
us good service,
of the denomifatjon with other represenwere received into church fellowship. There | gran with Ae chureh at East ans

tative men ‘who have departed this life,

| are several others yet to go forward who are
The others in the pictare, making the now rejoleing in a newly-found Saviour. May
the good work continue, and the best of heay-

.

Sop pi Vey OO

tober

1st

a

.

SL PREAH,

Clerk.

en’s blessings rest upon “the church and

their

York Co. Q. M.—Held its last session with
the North Berwick church, and was quite wel

riverside,

con-

at No. Lebanon,

attended. Harmony and dispatch In business;
are grouped as the necessities of the case pastor-in-charge,
hes
aching Spirlina
‘Insiructive,
elevating,
seemed to indicate, owing to the faet-that | Rev. W. T. Smith has entered upon thé Jesus magnified
in his lif ving and all-sav‘ing
power and the Holy Spirit honored. Resome were side views one way and some |: pastorate of the West Poland church.
e licenses of. Brethfen B. D, Newell
the other and some partial side views; | A very good degree of revival interest con~ new
and J.
M. Remick. Delegates to Y, M.—Minand the variety of pictures sent embraced | tinues withthe F. B. church fn Augusta. isters, J. W. Parsons, A. G. Hill, 0. 8. Hasty,
B. G. Blaisdell; laymen—L, W.
Stone,
old and new photos; steel engravings, Sabbath morning, June5, the pastor, Rev. C.
m. Neal,J. Q. Fernald, and C. Conant.
F'. Penney, baptized fifteen candidates at the
wood cuts, tin types, &b.
The

‘design

‘in the

arrangement

has

gregation,

in the

presence of a very large

These with one other were

receiv-

‘ Next session

:

with the 2nd Lebanon church,

‘

Y. Burru, Clerk.
I

J

x

-

way churchies have enjoyed revivals’ during
the winter. The preaching by Bro's, Rates,
Tash, and Higgins was very practical and in
demonstration of the spirit and power.

Babbmth

Street

baptism

of last

vine blessing. There was a good attendance
from all the churches and a disposition to work

largely attended, and
nearly every Sunday
evening some persons are led for the first time

Court

the converts

from the world to be his children, and the day

Jordan of Auburn, a continued season of spir-

of the

Mrs. R. M. Law-

Pres. Durgin is to visit Earope this summer,
and will leave Hillsdale on the afternoon of
Commencement day.

been enjoying, uhder the labors of Bro. J. B.

pastor

Mr. and

rence, Mr. and
Mrs. A. J. Marshal,
Hattie
Phillips, Ida Phillips, and Milo Coldren, which
she has nicely framed and they now adorn the
Y. M. C. A. room.

The Rarmony Q. M. held at Broadway,
June 4—6, was especially favored with the di-

Winisters
and Churches,

jour, On

been made in the college

Ohio,

N. C. Bracket,

ros

itual prosperity,

recently

had passed without any addition to the church

This makes it necessary, contrary to
our original plan, to have a part of the

Pine

have

was

chapel must go.

The

ments

grounds at’ ‘Hillsdale...
... Mr. John'S, Copp,
’69, the Alumni Professor of Rhetoric and

They were just where the

made the spot for that very purpose—to
put it any where else would mar the
beauty of our site forever. So three of
our recitation rooms are gone, our library
is packed away where it can be of little
use, and in a few days the entrance to the

;

Hillsdale two of whom were college students

and the other five children from the Sundayschool......
Rev. R. Kenney recently baptized
seven candidates at Hemlock Lake, No, Reading, F. B. church......Some decided improve-

The first Sunday in June was a glorious day
for the Grand Prairie church—a day long antic-

was hard to give them up, but there

no other way.

Bro, Kert' needs the sympa.

settle with them, and lead them in the spirit
of

thiscausethis year, but has been hindered,

ment is due make a special

“pp

years of age he stunds erect, and is ‘able to .
preach with clearness and force, as in the past,

The June Disbursement.

would

'

candidates for baptism who may go forward
soon, Our highly esteemed father in the
gospel ministry, Rev. J. Woodman, is now in
the Wheelock Q. M. fora season. Though 83

full.
E. N. FERNALD, F. Sec.
Lewiston, Me., June 13, 1881.

ciency,

Last Sunday was child.

Rev. M. Atwood recently baptized nine
converts at Sheflield and received them to
the
membership of the church. There are other

keeping the treasuries
O00

much

increase

rated with flowers and birds were hung up
in the church. The outlook is promising.

with clear consciences,—without liberal
giving into the Lord's treasuries.
Let
ns kee ot conics clgar and our

hearts warm\by

There has been a large

ren’s day and the church was beautifully
deco- .

more quarterly payment is due from each
this year. We can not close the year

Centennial Conference Picture.

with key attached so that any one can des-

times indicated by unanimous ‘votes.
The church at East Rochester is very

One

Eastern.

It is 14 by 22 inches, ready for framing,

and we learn that he has the vote under seri.
ous consideration. The Lords will is some.

cess in all respects.
Painful deficiencies exist in both Home

ro-r

It is now ready for the publie, and delegates and others are receiving it.

The Great Falls church has voted unanimousfy not to-accept Bro. Perry’s resignation,

wards making the Yearly Meeting a suc-

had the valedictory, with the * Gilding of
our friends, to the churches, to the Sabthe Yeurs” as Her subject.
The conferring of diplomas succeeded bath-schools, to Woman's Mission Socie«
and the entire order of exercises was witnessed by a large and enthusiastic gathering. The St. Johnsbury Orchestra furnished music for the oceasion. For the Committee,
, E. OWEN,

New Hampshire.

unto the Lord for his cause will go far to-

way he will provide the means absolutely
necessaryto the reaping, we appeal to

Miss Mabel 8S. Hall, of Lyndon,

up- | Centenary number
one hundred complete,

Indulgence cherishes the selfish tenden- on a community of property. They

pendence, and return to the old way.
Then chastening may come, and we be
y, in the la
e of one of America’s involved in trial. Perhaps the object is
Prof. Park, not seen, and out lot seems hard,” but if
theologians,
e
m
i
n
e
n
t
most
‘that * inspirationis such a divine influ faithful, the result will be good, and we

'

at an early day,

"Rev. T. G. Wilder has accepted a call to the
Ist. Belmont church and began his lubors' there
:
:
last Sunday.

on

largeruent of our plans, and that in some

a,

at Enfield,and his voluntary abandonment

propensities unless repressed will revive ; of one of the fundamental

- of the essential thing. We: consequently

the Missions.

and also

torian, with * The Cultured Mind ” as his

there is need of eonstant vigilance and their religion (celibacy) is said to be re- ignate the persons. It is arranged in
laborto keep the
body under and bring it garded with great uneasiness by his old as- oval form with the Moderator of Confer-

our de-

hearts,

theme.

well

known in connection with the manage-

Still itis but the

cies and we are liable to forget

some shoulders and

in baptism

past week....... Religious services are continy.
ed with the church at Hollowell, The pastor
of the Augusta church preaches there each Sabbath afterpoon.

A large number of Yearly “Meeting
sessions will convene this month.
. There will be excellent opportunities to
rally around the Mission causes, Home
and Foreign, and relieve the treasuries
of their pressure.
/
:
The weight is pretty heavy just now on

him that, ¢ coming into public life on the tide
. Friends of the cause, let us have a gloof the excitement of the Wur for the Un
ion, he has been a noisy and dramatic drum- rious June Rally from Maine to Minnesomajor in the Republican army, while getting | ta in our annual gatherings, in which so
advantage of its strength.”
; ‘| much has been done in former years for
The Golden Rule observes that the center our Mission work.
A generous effering

hold their marriages in secret, and this is throughout, just the kind of examination I
believe in,” said an eminent educator
the prime reason why the crime of polygapresent.
With ‘regard’ to the Literary
my among them can notbe punished. We
programme
of the evening, suffice it to
heartily endorse this demand :
say, the patiw ee well sustained.
Chas.
Let Congress require, as it has the right T. Walter, of Lyndon Center, was saluta-

mystery, he complains and frets at his lot,
though graciously designed, and when

ginning of a new life.

if applied ‘may

prove effective, is prescribed by the Go/den Rule for Mormon polygamy. The
Massachusetts Legislature has just passed
a law prohibiting the use of screens before the bar in liquor saloons, and our
contemporary demands thatdormon mar-

ful superstructure ever reared upon it.
Above all things, let it receive that

Baptist belief as to

——

Others

Several new cases of Inquiry have occurred the

to Rev.

or to affect beyond the reality. Principal preserve the old chapel intact, so that
Brown fully sustained his well-earned if the money to complete the new ome
and enviable reputation as a practical ed- ‘should not come, we shopld have neither
ucator, and a thorough disciplinarian. to go in debt nor be turned out of doors,
Prof. Nason possesses an unusually happy but could go on as we have been doing.
faculty of communicating instruction, and After mature deliberation, and 'consultaof awakening enthusiasm in his classes. tion with a first class Atchitect,—Mr.
Lauritzen,of Washington,~-we ttnanimouscating drink among the militia by except- Miss Hall, though but one term here, has
ly
concluded that there is but one way to
ing wine, beer and cider, and let there be ‘labored earnestly and effectively in her
do,
namely, enlarge the present building.
a strict law of total abstinence from all department. She is evidently a teacher
The plan as presented by the Architect,
of
ability
and
tact.
unnatiital stimulants.
Such moral disIn Cicero, Homer, Virgil, Cesar and and accepted by a vote of the Trustees,
cipline, applied alike to rank and file,
is to have a central building 43 x 58 feet
will make them deserving of the respect German, the classes all gave satisfactory
and a wing on the other side 42 x 42, like
evidence
of
careful
training
and
thorough
and confidence of the nation as well as a
the old one. This made it necessary to
preparation.
In mathematics, Algebra
worthy example for citizens to follow.
and Arithmetic were fully up to the stand- remove the old wing, containing the
ard, while Geometry was deserving of es- library and several recitation rooms.
It
——A REMEDY,

Preconceived notions

we rest in the conviction that the

:

fied sense. So far as the church may be
made poorer numerically or financially,
by the elimination of the element which
is a standing affront to the gospel standard of holy living, it would be undoubtedly made corfespondingly a greater power Prof. A. B. Meservey, of New Hampton,
for: good in the ¥world. Consecrated 'N. H. His theme was, ‘‘ Some of the difwealth the church needs, for the propaga- ficulties in the problem of our civiliza| tion.” He treated of Tariff and Revenue
tion of the gospel of holiness.
in our Politics, of Negroism and Roman-

mentioned, the conclusion is inevitable,
that in no other way can the existence,

ed to be that word.

ery?

will go forward

The June Yearly Meetings.

much

=.
eth

ed to membership with the chureh.

A. M. Richardson, Cowlesville, N. Y.

argument now to prove that it wus Anti-slav.

for no other reason than that like meets like.”

ig

and without. she knowledge of which there

on the slavery question, why is there so

reaches its highes, eonceivable power.”

to

All orders should be addressed

pefores#the war,

the fresh green world where God has set us all

still to give up all to God, saying with the
Saviour, “Not my will but thine be
done,” this is sweet, blessed; it brings
present fruition, and certain victory.

of

denomination,

‘the stillness of a soul now absolutely at
one with the will’ of God—that prayer
While-fally: committed

nowhere ‘else;
and jplan

fin-

stand. If we learn to bear all in weakness, relying upon the divine guidance
we shall see that the promise is sure, and
all things work together for good: to them
who love God.
Submission is essential to effective
prayer. Says Dr, Palmer:
‘I can not
help believing that'it is just -when faith
completely triumphs and the impassioned
desire of the suppliant ceases—sinks into

tence and character, including his love,
it makes

and

that for the time it is difficult to under-

the ages, while many contemporaneous
writings have perished; and it receives
the thought and attention of the enlightenment of to-day, challenging all hostile
criticism as no other book does. It treats
of God and declares the facts of * his exisas they could be learned

to

the Methodist

‘| it hus.

We may need.a .training

book,

exalted, and brevity and
comprehensiveness are among its marked characteristies. Though written ages ago
and
in periods
comparatively
unsurvived

came.

is wise; we are fallible, he is infallible.

having one purpose and free from all es-

enlightened, it has

for

It is important that in all the varied experience of life we learn and practice sub-

defini-

Its language

obtain

ished the great atonement.

natural and acquired, and occupying dif‘sential contradictions.

and

to the divine will he triumphed,

tion of inspiration is abundant and conclusive. Written in different ages of the
world and by men of varied attainments,
ferent stations, it is essentially one

not

glory in his infirmity that the power of
Christ might rest upon him. Jesus himself prayed again and again that the cup
might pass from him: but in submission

characteristics were supplemented and
aided as needed by the divine influence.
The evidence that the Word of "God is
inspired in accordance

did

it; but he did obtain what was better

other hand,it affirms that these powers and

". should be neither too broad nor too nar- very hard to be crossed or. disappointed.

‘to be attained; or: casting aside

ae

JUNE

STAR,

into subjection. So
here is the Christian sociates. The name of the sect is ** United
what definite meaning is attached to the | warfareto be waged to the end. Having Society of Believers in Christ's Second
term employed. This first foundation- obtained the victory the Christian needs Appearing,” and it was formed 4n 1770
stone shotild be laid with the greatest to maintain it faithfully and secure the | Py AnnLeeof England, who is believed
possible painstaking.
Error at
this fruits,that he may be a conqueror at last. by them to have been the pgrson in whom
starting point will produce
incalcu- . We like to have our own! way, our ¢ the second coming of the Christ” was
lable mischief. The definition employed hearts have their chosen objects, and it is manifested. They are practical Spiritu~ wow, Lybut should have in view the precise

PE
A

about 4,000.

fairly

avhich contains the embodiment of Chris-

MORNING

A

a
A

and this hope. . So .the process. 1s a be-

ful study and candid consideration to
which it is justly entitled.
proved to be such.
Ee
lM h’r’sysy;tr; t
“There is a mutual doty, and there may
SUBMISSION.
be a mutual helpfulness. Society needs
The highest good to man is a heart and
the work done, and the youth need to do’ life in harmony with God; the greatest
"it. Give the graduates a fair chance, and evil is separation and alienation from
they will well perform their part.
him. But this lesson it is hard for the
—
pp pp
‘sinner to learn. He is ‘proud, willful,
selfish; the more
these feelings are
THE BIBLE THE WORD OF GOD.
Just now, a marked interest is deserv- cherished, the more obstinate he becomes ;
edly manifest in the revised version of the and it is only by sincere conviction, reNew Testament, and there is much discus- pentance and faith that he is brought into
sion respecting its merits.
In connec- -subjection to the divine will. God in his
tion with these things, the Christian
benevolence uses various means to subteacher should seek to render prominent due his opposition, following him persistthe claims which the Bible has to be recog- ently through every path of: life while
mized as the Word of God. While cer- hope remains. He seeks to win him by
ain needful repairs and improvements love and kindness; he brings him into
set

a
a

and especially to communicate religious

redemption through Jesus Christ, presentsaid, unfortunatey,
Really there is very ‘ing along with them such a picture of hulittle in luck or ane
Of course there
man sinfulness as man unaided would
are favorable
And unfavorable circomnot and could not have painted; and itrestances, having important influence one
veals facts of immortality and the future
way or the other; but the. issue depends life which could not be otherwise known,

chiefly on earnest labor, and perseverance.

a

been to group the Centennial Constellation in a way to produce the best expres-

made the esse ntial thing, while no

PROF. J. FULLONTON, D. D.,
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bers has been very slow and at present
they aggregate a membership of only

in religious doctrines and impressions is

EDITORIAL CONTRIBUTORS :

[ie Sai

merciful. Tribulation works patience,
and patience experience, i. e., proving,

will be observed that freedom from error

Editor.

HP

i

as caused them to teach in the best possible manner what they intended to teach,

: The. Blormng Star.
G. F. MOSHER,

=

a

a

ogy

RNC

i

SA RR

—-—
ffi de
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~ THE MORNING STAR,

fa

e

CET

session

its June

eld

It is stirptising that sensible men will continue

Q. M.—H
ROCHESTER
- It was: 8 prof
with the E. Reed church,
by
hed
table session. Sermons were preac
.

to suffer

Stacy

, Cook, Stephens and

from

cheap

Revs. Hart, Hoag
T.
pleased to welcome Rev.
The Q. M. was
Bro. Step
A. Stephens to share in its work. Penfield.
A:
ens has recently settled at I.be pleasant an
hope his labor withjss may

Kidney

trouble when

effective remedy

there

©

|,

Use DAY'S KIDNEY PAD,

?

he sent), Lewiston, Me.
C. A. Hilton, Treasurer,

Rev. W, T. Smith, West

One new church
by baptism.
membership
rs,
was received into the Q. M., with 22 membe

rT

Nothing equal to Pearl’s White Glycerine tor
Sunburn, Prickly Heat, and to remove Tan. Use
Pearl’s White Glycerine Soap. .

propects of building up a good F. B. church.
Ora church sent upa request for the ordina-

T. DeWitt Talmage says in his third sermon

ing of Bro. V. B. Suttler, our
assisted by H. 8. Gordon, It. is in the midst
of a Ulose Baptist settlement. There are fair
|

Bro. F. M. Shaw; also Murphysboro
asked that Bro. John H. Jones be orbling,
h
to the ministry,” A committee of exam- th
was appointed and reported favorably. | theBE
important fact
comclose
the
from
Bro. Shaw is a_convert
ands of people die
union faith, having been identified with the | Colds that might
Baptist church for sevgral years. ‘Bro.

United
Jngland, having
Jones recently arrived from
been educated there for the ministry in the MethNot content with his baptism,
odist church.
he joined the Particular Baptists and was im-

mersed by them.

ed communion

G A Gordon Campbell Hill Ill
Wm Ayliffe Millington Tuscola Co Mich
Geneva Varney 8 Vassalboro Me
Benj
Fogg Unity Me
Milton Mills N H
| hor es
JH French Medina Ohio
H VoseBle RapidsiMarshall Co Kansas
Bowdomham Me
Rev G W Gould
‘Wm M Stout Danville ay
win Cook No Fairfield Ohio .
J M Mathews Burlington Vt

to his “ XX COT,” a peron arriving this side the Atlantic he found a our advertising columns
home in the Freewill Baptist church, to whicl| fect bed; no mattress or pillows; better than a
he and his wife attached themselves,
hammock, as oné'can lay straight, and it fits the
The discussions on the different topics were body pleasantly; just the thing for Hotels, Offices,
animated and interesting,—especially the subCottages, Camp-meetings. Splendid for invalids
, on which our people are and children. Price, only $2.00.
ject of tem
legal
short of
to nothing

“called fanatics, holding
prohibition.

T

Father
particie

and listened to a funeral discourse by
Gordon, after which a Jace company

Supper.
ated in the observance of the Lord's
inner being on the grounds, at about 3'oelock
there was another sermon, after which Bros.
John H. Jones and Francis M. Shaw were
ministry,

set apart to the gospel

publicly

the laying on of bands and prayer by

Henry

Johmnson’s

by

Bro.

|
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were
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The meetings were all attended with a good

was received into the Q.

in March

The spirit of God seemed to rest up-

interest.

M. Cloud, T . P, Taylor,W. J.
following
A. Striemer. The

4. Weed, R.
Fulton and

and

next session of the Ohio River Y, M:—

say that a great

Ministers, H. J. Carr,
B. V. Tewksbary,
Jas. W. Martin, F. Brooks, 8. J. Weed, A.
Striemer,
R. M. Cloud, J. M. Davis, W. J."
Hartsook, Jno. Sherrit-and T. Fugerson; Laymen. Jno. Haning, 8. B. Blake, Geo. Hamser, M. D. .J Hickerson, Ransom Hanning,

lost?

Next session ofthe Q. M. is to be held with
‘the Union
Grove
church
Aung.
2-7, at
which time the brethren of that church, expect to have their new house of worship
ded-

R. M. Croup

Rirtey (Ind) Q. M.—Met

with

,Clerk.

the

HOLLAND

Dearborn Q. M. was present with a letter
of correspondence from that body. Revs. D,
‘A, Tucker ‘and Wm. Tucker, Bros. G. W.

SOUTHERN

doctrinal sermon on Saturday, subject: “ The
Sabbath Day, shall it be observed the last or

.

A. Tucker.
=
Wext session with the Union

»mencing

- August.

Friday

after

E. C.

the

Saturday

Clerk.

WiLLiams,

R. R. will stop

in

at that place on

The most of the ministers were

present.

Moderator,

Fourteen churches

by

reported

and

uble

guarded

sacred,

and

ull action

from

should

be

liable to

1,

General

were

clearness. This session passed
ful fervor and
Pleasantly and we trust profitably to all pres-

Center
.

ry

H. LOCKHART, Clerk.

Business Hotuces.
Tlave Wistar’s Balsam of Wild Cherry
“alwaysat hand. It cures Coughs, Colds, Bron-

ohitis, Whooping Cough, Croup, Influenza, Consumption, and all Throat and Lung Complaints.
50 cents and $1 a'bottle, = ©
87

=

months ‘ago, and now I weigh 190 pounds,

three

I can

not write half of what I want to say, but Warner's

Safe Kidney and Liver Cure did it all
i
H. O, ROURK, Rahway, N. J.

Summer18 now upon us, and in-order to stand
the hot weather of the: snmmer months, the sys.
ion should be kept in Dorfoct condition, with: all
u Jrghns petforining
eir office work. Bilious-

ness, iverLive Complaint, Dizziness in the Head , In
: digest
Constipation, and all similar oiseases,
Bi d

oo

{ly to the effect of Baxter's

Price
26 cts. per bottle.

Association

TOWLE,

».

Mandrake

Try it and be

LG.
White's Pulmonary Elixir has no su.
agi
perioras
fya Cough g remedy.y. PriPrice 3) and 50 Senta

Sunday-school

virtues;

meeting

attending

by re

hoki

Commencement

medny,

Week

ass.
Thursday, 23d.—Examination

Friday aud Satarduy, 24th, 25th.—Examination
of Sophomore and Fréshman classes.
Saturday, 25th.—~Examination of Theological
school.
Examining Committee of ths College—A. R.
Savage, 4 « W. V, Rich, Cyrus Jordan, Albert M

a complete Treatise on the Roe, 70 pp. elegantly illustrateall.
u.
describes 500 newest and choicest varieties — free to

THE DINOCEE & CONARD CO. Co, Pas
West Grove, Chester
:
Rose Growers,

¥ Txomiuing Committee of Theological school.
H. F.
M.
. J.
Neosv o Sion

Bailey,

BE. W.
ey; E,W.

Po

Porter,

Sanday, 26th.—Bacealauveate exercises at Main

street Free Baptist church, at2k% o'clock, P. M.;
7% P.M. Sermon
sermon by President Cheney.
before Theological school by Rev. C . F. Penney,
!
Sank
of Augusta,
Prize
.—Sophomore Champion
onday,
Debate at Main 8t. Free Baptist church at 8, P. M.
States to Adopt the
Question—Ought the United

Aff.~E. A. Tinkham,

C.

E. Sargent. Neég.—0. L. Gile, C. J. Atwater, H.
HM. Tucker. Junior exhibition at Mam St. F. B.
church, at 73%, P.M.

Tuesday 28th.~Clags Day on the campiis.

Ex.

eroises w. i commence at 2, P. M. Annual meeting of luni 0 Hythorn Hall, 4, P. M. Concert
3
;
at 7%, P.M.
Wednesdav, 20th,—Annual meeting of the Cororation in Rathorn Hall, at 9, A. M. Examination
or admission to College at the Library at 9, A. M.;
Anniversary of Theological school at Main St. F.
of the
B. church, 2, P. M.; Literary exerciseg Hon.
L.
Alumni, at ¥.B, church 7%, P. M., orator,
poetess, Miss Jennie R, North,
; son
H. Hutchin

at Main St.
Thursday. Commencement exercises the
Literary

F. B. church, 10,A. M.; Address before
Societies by Rev. E. . Bolles, of Salem, Mass., at
Ed
ot
RK. P.M.
Friday. the President's reception to the graduating class, at 8, P. M.

Lyndon Institution.

The Annual Meeting of the Corporators and

Trustees of the Lyndon Literary Institution will
be held in Uhapel Hall at Lyndon Center, on
Monday, June 20, 1881, at 2, P. M., for the election

of officers und to transact any other proper business of the Corporation.
full attendance is
I. W’. SANBORN, Sec'ys
Yequested.
yndonville, Vt., June1, 1881,
s
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very
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and
each,
cts.
cis. to 10
The following are excellent
occasional singing,

are called
and practical structive works, and more:
+ Primers,” but are really a great deal
§ 50
1. Rudiments of Music. Cummings.
1.00
2. Art of Piano Playing. Pauer.
1.00
3. The Organ. Stainer.

4,

5.

#.

7.
8,
9,
10,

Musical

Forms.

Harmony.

Stainer.

1.00

1.00
1.00
50
1.00

Instrumentation. Prout.
Violin. Tours.
Musical Terms. Stainer.
Composition. Stainer.
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A New Sunday-school Song Book. Byreducti
on for
cents. Liberal
36 ce
INTOSH. Pri

quantities.

“ Light and Life to all he brings,

Risen with healing on his wings,

Prince of Peace!

Hail, thou heaven born

. Hail, thou Son of Righteousness !"
From the attractive title to the last page, outside
and inside, the whole book is full of Life. and full
of Light. Send stamps for specimen copy. Speci:
men’ pages free.
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the best physicians in this State, aad afterwards
in Boston, withoutbenefit. Six bottles of Clarke’s
Rheumatic Elixir cured him, and he has had
For sale by all Drugno return of the disease.
PrePrice, $1 per bottle; six bottles, $5.
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eceitimpossible,
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suffer.

Pills
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Purgative

who will take 1 pill each night from 1to 12weeks
may be restored to sound health, if sucha thing

Cured.—Mr.
Permanently
Edgecomb, Me., testifies that he

contracted Rheumatism

bound, for only 50 cts.

Blood, and will completely change the blood in

for circular and terms to the Twombly Knitting
Machine Co., 409 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
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Restores

Health

where

or Confirmations of the Scriptures.

to

Physicians Failed
to Give Relief,

Dr. 8. HARDY’S

distinct
sources;
Illustra«
of God,

5000
A new and massive work, containing nearly
testimoniuls gathered from wnelent and modern
Facts,
,
Arguments
of
Thesaurus
splendid
a
forming
tions_and Yividences of the Truth of the Word
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Prices low.
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to

sell our

MT PAYS
more than pleased to give in” my testimony in
Circulars
Stamps.
favor of your valuable remedy, the Woman’s
RO., Cleveland, O.
My daughter Rosalia bad very delicate
Friend.
health especially after the age of 12 or 13 years,
not being able to go a full term -at school, and
sometimes would commence a school and have
to give up teaching on account of poor health.
‘We had the best physicians in the community,
but found no relief until we were induced to
try Dr. Hardy’s Woman's Friend, which gave
her sound health. She is now teaching by the
year in North Carolina. Others have tried it
in our community with similar results.
Respectfully yours,
A.J. KNIGHT.
Dr. 8. Hardy’s * Woman's Friend” is the |
to
.best remedy known for. diseases peculiar
It is put up by S. Hardy’s Sons, prowomen.
Flat, N, H.,and for sale by
prietors,.Cornigg
Price $1.00 a bottle.
druggists generally.

free.

I gladly
perfeet remedy and effected a cure.
send these, hoping they may benefit those who
are suffering.

MARY A.D. LEAVITT.
Woman’s Friend” is the
Dr. 8, Hardy's
best remedy known for diseases peculiar tof
women, 1tis put up by Dr. 8. Hardy's Sons,
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by

which did no good. I persuaded her .to give
the Woman's Friend a trial; she did so, and
was perfectly cured, In my case it proved a
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after

Another, who was
your Woman’s Friend.
discouraged because she had used many thipgs

proprietors, Cornish Flat, N. H., and
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using many other remedies, and it proved to
be the best of all. Also one in Macomb, N.Y,
after suffering a long time she was relieved
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Printing
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Vol
partment of Human Knowledge.
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1000 Royal Octavo
One MAGNIFICENT VOLUME. Four
styles of bindsages. 100 Illustrations, Full Index.
free. AGENTS
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Send for circulars,

and
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JOHN B. GOUGH'S bran’ new.book, just published, entitled

Dr. §, HARDYS SONS, Cornish Flat, N.H.

New Hampton; N. H.
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13t14

FAST RUMFORD, ME., Feb,
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Pauer.
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she eould not speak loud, nor sit up half. the
now she
time; six bottles cured her, and
Her name is
works in the telegraph office.
Lois Pine.
T have sold Dr. Hardy’s Woman’s Friend for
the last fifteen’years, and can positively say I
know it is the best medicine for what it is recIt saved my daughommended in the world.
ter’s life after the doctors said she was liable to
die at any time.
Mrs. Russell, of Waterbury Centre, Vt., says

2.00

Singing. Rondegger,

of

Address N.W, fitzgerald
PATENT Att’ys, Lo
0x 688,
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2
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of Junior class.

Mrs. S.A. Allens

De

STOWE, VTs, Feb. 11, 1881.
S. HARDY'S Bons :—I sold some Woman's
Friend to a lady from New York, who came to
The doctors said she must die of
Waterbury.
Isaw her and persuaded her
consumption.
to try Woman's Friend, and when she had taken ome bottle could walk one-fourth of a mile

Stund

sore

of Senior

WORLD.

at

ing descriptions, testimonials, etc, mailed
free to all.
J. W. WEAKLEY, Jr. & 00., Ofnciunatl, 0.

Chicago.

man’s Friend.
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all to come.
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for circulars.
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the Doctors Had Given Her Up.

SHAKESPEARE

P.M., and

superintendents, and three delegates from each:
church, to be present without fail, as there will be
business of vast importance; and let every one
bring provisions and come soon enough to make
their camps. The good people of National Springs
will assist in keeping delegates and ministers.

Policy of Free Trade?

was

Send

St., N.Y.;
Chicago.

A.H.MORRELL.

of our ministers, deacons,
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76 East Ninth Street, New York...
Street,

far
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the only Benefit Fraternity for
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BICLOW & MAIN,
81 Randolph

is

is the best chance ‘ever offered

H. W. LADD, 108 Fulton 8t., Boston; 207 Canal

church,
Clerk.

This Association will be held at National Springs,

largely attended, Many were glad to hear
again the voiceof their much esteemed brother and pastor, Father Woodman, who, though

1 would never

Towa.

Logar Co., Arkansas, Sommoncing Friday, at 12
o'clock, before third Sunday in July. We wish all

o

It.is just the

NOW

& CO.

10 Federal St., Boston,

Bible extant,” Gov. A. H. Colquit, Ga.
Give a,
experience, and send this,
W. Y HOLLAND
Springfield, Mass.
I
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by

For 50 cts. extra, with order, I will prepay ex:
pressage to any railroad station east of the Mississippi River, and north of Mason and Dixon’s
Line. For 75 cents, in Minnesota, Missouri and

Notices.

June 11.

:
:
the services.
_Sermons.were preached by Revs. Sherwood,
Russel, Shepherd, Atwood, Woodman and

.
$10.00.

Those

Friends who have borrowed books of me will
confer a special favor by sending them by mail to

a brother invite the minister, but in all
such

church.
Collection for missions

given.

Chepachet, BR. I. I presume many
other booklenders desire the same favor of those they have
accommodated. Sincerely.

«ases that said Jpastor have charge and conduct

Next session with the Brownington

offices, cottages,

place in the homse.”

Notice.

let-

Self-fastening.

Sent on

L.

That it is wise on the part of

The meetings on the Sabbath

hotels,

AROQOSTOOK Q. M., with the Blain church, commencing Friday. June 24, at 2. P, M., and continuing over the Sabbath. Will the churches please
send in their annual tax of ten cents per resident
member? All are invited to attend and make bis
session a profitable one.
:

all our churches to. employ in all ordinary
cases the acting pastor to attend such funerals.
2. That in special cases when it has been
the sacred request of the:deceased to have
some particular minister preach, the pastor of

Milliken.

nstantly.

children.

be

J. 8. HARRINGTON,

weunken such relationship, and whereas thé
y the respective parcalling of ministers perio
ishes to attend the funerals of church members
is misleading and damaging to the relationship
ve
of pastor and church, therefore,

2esolved,

will

tine Bridge.

notice

3

GOLDEN

omce.
Agents are making $20
to $50 per
week.
Millions want this work.
Outfit 50c.
No time to lose.
Address HUBBARD
BROS,

Send for Specimen Copies.

Makes a perfect bed.
No mattress or pillows
required. Better-than a hammock,as it fits the body
leasantly, and lies straight.
Folded or opened
Good for the lawn,

by rail will be mei at Adrian,
taken to place of meeting.

carefully

injure

A.
C.

MAY

1t

40.000 already sold.

OF

BR. Either Book sent post paid, on receipt of price,

-

HH

men, ete.

if previous

SUNDAY-SCHOOL

1tf

i

23, until 8.15,

HILLSDALE Q. M. will hold itsnext

ter and others were reported verbally. No
“special interest was reported in any of our
churches. The following resolutions were submitted and adopted:
Whereas the relationship between pastor
people should be the most honorand

4

for 20 years. $1 a bottle. Sold everywhere. Send
for new Daiphles free. H.D, FOWLE, Chemist,
1 Cenprl W harf, Boston: Sent by Express.

complete and accurate Edition of the Revised
New Testament, with a full history of its Re=

vision.

SMALLER QUANTITIES AT SAME RATES.

£3

the Fairfield church.
Opening
sermon
Friday
evening, June 24, by Bro. Carter.
Parties coming

attend-

The

June

Quarterly Meeting

and sisters enjoy these means of graces we
would that more of the churches should rally
at the Quarter] Meetings and be better prepartheir several churches at home.
in
ed to labor
“Some of our churches are without pastors, and
there isa great work to be done in this Quarterly Meeting.
Next session with the Bottom Creek church,
JonN H. Swarres, Clerk.
August 12=14.

“ance was fair.

Thursday,

lh

EDITION

For particulars

WAGNER

a failure

Not

thanks.

with

failure, as above,

of

WANTED IMMEDIATELY.
“Active Ladies and Gentlemen to sell the most

20 sone Books For $26.00

& CO.

3

Bridge (6 miles from

CORINTH Q. M., with the East Orange
June 17-19.
CHESTER DICKEY,

enjoyed hy all, and while a few of the brethren

Q. M.—Held its June session
Danville church. Rev. Mark

Palatine

——

long

WORDS ONLY OF
COOD AS GOLD,

Dorchester, Mass.

P.M., to carry them to Ames. Any wishing to
come earlier than Thursday will be met at Pala-

The

WHEELOCK
‘with the No.

1 ) - W

coming via. D. & H. C. R. R. t0 Sharon Springs,
will be met by friends there. Come all!
D. A. Jump, Clerk.

mission board engaged the service of Rro.
Spencer as a missionary to work within the
hounds of the Oxford and Sanilac Q. Ms.
“The spiritual part of the meeting was good and

Atwood was chosen

at

Jlace of meeting) and a full supply of teams

its last session
May 6—8. The
a large
was
churches were
the conference

was done with dispatch and in harmony.

Nashville

otherwise, are req sted to give notice to D.
Jump, Ames, N. Y. Those coming via. N.Y.

chureb, com-

third

SANILAC { Mich )Q.M.—Held
with the Burnside church,
there
fine
being
weather
delegation, though not all the
of
business
The
represented.

Rev.

by

Sunday evening, conducted

was held

with

DELEGATES and others comingto the Central
New York Y. M. at Ames,by public conveyance or

Children’s Meeting

A

of the week?”

M.

OHIO & PENNSYLVANIA Y.M, at Auburn, O
June 24.
Sr. LAWRENCE Y. M. with West Paris bville
church, June 24.
UNION (N. Y.) Y. M. at Sherburne, June 17. _

chosen corresponding messenger, to the DearD. A. Tucker preached a
born Q. M. Rev.
first day

Y.

off

a

25 Books, Words and Music, at 30c. §7 50
$17 50
195 Books, Words Only, at 10c.

chureh, June 23.

were

‘Webster, Lemuel Hall, and Silas Tucker

MINNESOTA

AN

ANY

ZX 007 (nob painted, White Duck) 52.00,

PURCHASE Y. M. at Pike, June 17.

save: sometimes

‘JUST PUBLISHED.

Sold by Grocers everywhere.
hill

and

In Board Covers, at $10 per 100 Copies.

Chocolate, a8 & drink or eaten as conarticle ; highly
fectionery isdeda | delicious
by
rate.
Baker's
Broma, invaluable as a diet for children. German Sweet Chocolate, a
most excellent article for families.

a3

cause,

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS. gi

adapted for invalids. — Baker's Vanilla

CENTRAL NEW YORK Y. M. at Ames, June 24.
SUSQUEHANNA Y. M. at South Apalachin, June

Rev. D. A. Tucker was
Bro. C, C. Ruble of the

church, May 27—29.
Moderator,
chosen:

224

PARIS, 1878.

We. BAKER

ht

want in.

‘

spell of illness. 1ts effects are gentle and thorough,
and its general use would prevent much suffering.

Baker's Premium Chocolate, the best

WISCONSIN Y. M. at Warren, Ill, June 24.
MINNESOTA Y. M. at Minneapolis, June 24.

Zion

will correct the acidity, relieve the pain, carry
the offending

of plain chocolat for fam7 preparation
ily use.— Baker's Breakfast Cocoa,
from which the excess of oil has been
removed, easily digested and admirably

Yearly Meeting Notices.
GENESEE Y. M at Scottsburg, June 17.

BLOOD. Entirely Vegetable. Internal and external use. Ask your druggist or dealer to buy it
for you, and I will return the money in every case

HAT LOC

—We

DYSPEP-

KIDNEYS,

RHEUM, RHEUMATISM,

‘SIA, CATARRH and all diseases of the SKIN and

here used for

STRB00 years Rey.

liberal terms, address

CHOCOLATES

E., G. EASTMAN.

four in the worst cases of LEPROSY, SCROFULA,
CANCER,
ECZEMA,
SALT
PSORIASIS,

and

:

ticleof real hygienic mer

BAKER'S

who

have not often met with us, for the success of
this session.
I believe the Spirit’s influence is
being felt in the right direction.
And what
new light is about to dawn upon us? Shall not
all the ministering brethren come up, and il
the key-note is sounded, are we not ready to go
forth and recapture what has been apparently

A. A. Moulton and G. W. Hill.

icated.

interest is felt by some

I WARRANT
ONE
BOTTLE A PEFECT
for all the worst forms of PILES, two to
CURE

ered by a Buddhist Priest

:

Beldon,
‘A. Beldon,danghterof the late Rev. Henry
.
also of Dresden, N. Y.

MEDAL,

5

LADY. AGENTS, WANTED, ioc

June 1,
In ThishuITs. Y., by Rev. John Willis, J. Barat the residence of the bride, Mr. Oliver Florence
Miss
and
Y.,
tholomew, of Dresden, N.

COLD

Shark,
known as Carcharodon yo

3

with CATARRH §
1S
or BRONCHIT!
Saiobtcctiiy

pubobit

You, PU HUMGR

IN-

or

& CO.» Sole Agents for America, t Dey Sto New X orks

Junel, by H. Lockhart,
Miss Anna Steel, both of
—

In St. Johnsbury, Vt.,
Mr. Abel B. Stone and
St. Johnsbury.

in which

form

nutritious

from a
ellow Sea,
410," Its

Mr. Fravk P. Remick
. Denltry,
Rev. C.
N.H.
Miss Flora E. Durrell, both of Tamworth,

MONTVILLE Q. M, at Washington, June 17.
Conference
at 2 o,.ock.
am
glad
to

to

delegates

appointed

were

persons

wmamed

OIL JELLY

Hlofices and Bppointments,

preachEld’s S.

on his people, and wie op the word
Preaching during 1 e session by
ed.

LIVER

Cod Liver Oil car be used, and with more benefit
gecured to the patient by. a single teaspoonful” of
this Jelly than by double the quantity of the liquid
oil, and the most delicate stomach will not Iject
For sale by all'druggists, and E. H."TRUEX,
1y6,
Platt St., New York.

wvith the Columbia church. The attendance
was very good, although a few of the church.
organized

and

Tl

Screw Cutting. Price $5 to $50.
Send Stamp and address
d EPHRAIM BROWN, Lowell, Mass,

Tis virtues were

cover,

Permanent and Positive Cure,

Boys and Girls}

dail

us

EAFNESS itis
rl

In Wells Branch, Me. May 19,1881, at the
A.
residence of the bride's father, REV. NEWELL
AVERY, of Epsom, N. IH. and NIss SARAH C:
Wells, Me.
pf
GOODWIN,
W.
In Bowdoinham, Me. June 8, by Rev. G. Me.,
Gould, Geo. D. Parks, Esq. of ‘Brunswick,
bam.
Bowdoin
of
and Miss Anna S. White,
Thomas H.
In West Greece, June 2, by Rey. father,
Mr.
brive’s
Stacy, at the residence of the
Mary B.
Miss
and
Fairport,
of
John’B. Downer.
;
Hannahs, of W. Greece.
5, by
‘At the parsonage in North S8andwich, June an

0il

for Man

PR

Married

Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New
York for coughs, colds, bronchial and tubercular
consumption, scrofula and general debility. The
most mild, bland,

session

remedy

and

fd

copy, paper.

Rev. T. P. OHILDS Remedies are the outgrowth of
his own Sxperience he first obeyed the injunction
“Physician heal thyself.’ His treatment is the only
tist,
own means of permanent cu re. —.
Home Treatment, Thousands of Testimonials. Valuable treatise sent free. Rev. T.P. CHILDS, Troy, 0.

for Home use} pte
Hen,
Fret aud Scroll Sawing, Turning,
g, Drilling, Grinding. Polishing,’

?

Throat affections and bronchial diseases are re:
Neyed immediately by the use of Downs’ Elixir,

Clerk,

May

its

Q. M. (0.)—Held

ATHENS

Arnica

Linimentis an external
Beast.
i)

Jobn
H. Cully. The. charge was delivered
and the hand of fellowship extended to the
S
brethren.
Next session With
Cedar church,
near
Murphysboro, Iil., the fifth Sabbath in July.

G. A. GORDON,

&

Fons

LN’

Sample

Whohonestly
desire Relief, I can farnish meansof §

PAPER.

OYFUL
News for

e)

Dyer White New Lancaster Kansas
Mrs L € Brown Bristol NH

Never ask a Drapes; person what he wants to
take a few doses of Baxter’s
eat, but let him
Mandrake Bitters and his appetite wall be all
right. * Price, 25 cts. per bottle.

THIS

post-paid.

ax SUFFERI

EVERYWHERE.

WANTED

AGENTS

y

Mass.

Boston,

Street,

Tremont

MENTION

Geo White Durand Station Til

|

be 11 o’clock service on Sunday

was held in the grove adjoining the church, in
people assembled,
which perhaps ‘about 1

y mail,

Address all communications to
Manager.
W. H. BROWN,

96

Y

25 cents. Send for it. Sen
pages free.
Aadress,
W.J. SHUEY, Dayton, Ohio

:

$2.00.

Size,

Double

CAROLS"

This book is considered: superior to any of their
other books in adaptation to. all the wants of the
Sabbath-school, ¢ Never before were the authors
so successful and happy in their music.”
192 pages, hoard cover. Single copy, 35 cents;
r doz., $3.60 by express, not prepaid ; $4.00

CURE

Size, $1.00.

Small

“HEAVENL

SONGS” 2

And all Nervous and Brain Diseases and
Paralysis. No other like it!
"2
Sent by maileverywhere!

aration makes such light, flaky, hot breads, or’
luxurious pastry.
Can be eaten by Dyspeptics
without fear of the ills resulting from heavy ndigestible food. Sold only in ¢ans, by all Grocers. ~
ROYAL BAKING POWDER Co0., New York.

N Y

C H Latham Esq Lowell Mass

OLDEN

‘RHEUMATISM!
NEURALGIA!
DYSPEPSIA!

Made from Grape Cream Tarter,—No othe prep-

:

Rev T H Stacy Fairport N.Y
1. H Stanchfield Corra Minn
Rev O L Cooper Cincinnatus

WILL

Absolutely Pure.

BY MAIL,

Hermon W. Ladd, Boston, calls atténtion through

home with them than before, but

comfortable

annually from Coughs and
be saved to earth by the

Now that the hot weather is upon us, most people are considering how they can sleep comfortably at home, in the country, or at the sea-side. Mr,

more

of believers, he found no

POWDER

|

RN
Bi Shae
‘Books Forwarded.

Srion
that thousands upon thous-
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BATTERY.

Russ—J Stanton—LSchuyler—J M. Southworth—
LL Sweet—T Spooner—M Thompson—L W WalH Walrath—W Walker—J
Walker—J
Jace=1
;
foung.

timely use of Adamsown’s Botanic Balsam.

Not endorsing the restrict-

i,

lee—H 1.

Ra

J

L Russell—A

Penney—C

Peck—B

menti

not

does

he

but

-

W Parker—J H

§ Otis—E_Owen—J

Nutting—H

on ‘Night Side of City Life,” that every day
in christendom $80,000,000 change hands

tion of
church
dained
ination

to

J Aldrich—TW Angell-B F Andrews—J W
Barker—M L Blake—S B Borden—P § Bashite—
Mrs J G Babbage—T B Cqbey—J Crain—E C
Clisby—H J Couch—M F Chilk—T H Drake—G GC
Dixon—Mrs J Day—dJ Dayo 1. Downing—H
Elliott—E H Fernald—R C Fuller—Mrs J M Fenner
—B 8 Gerry—B Grover—M Gatchell—J 8 Gould—
A H Hathaway—J F Heath—JW Hicks—A HopC
kins—O C Hills—L Hutchins—Mrs: A Hayden—
A Hayes—J B Hill—J F* Hamblen—T C Jorden—
—A
G H Jones—S' S Keese—S 8 Libby—A Lopaus J
Losee—B S Moody—F J Mentor—F B Mosher—

-

the preachorganized a few faye before under
blind preacher,

Poland, Me. .

"Money Letters Received.

.

rops & Pinkham, Dover, N. H,

Y.,

b52t

(5238)

. ¢ BUCHUPAIBA.”
New, quick, complete cure 4 days, urinary af:
fections, smarting, frequent or difficult urination,
kidney diseases. $1.
Druggists.
Depot, Loth.

Several havebeen added to the

good success,

N.

Association shouldbe sent,

Rev, L. B, Potter, Lansing, Mich., to whom all
money contributed within the bounds of the Mich.
Y. M., should be sent for F.M, H, M. aud Ednca(25t)
tion Societies.
Rev. C. H. Smith, Wallingford, Conn.

ham.

bell Hill. All of the churches
four;-some
ed by letter or delegates, except
some very
showing a fair degree of interest and

!

Societies shoaid

All money
contributed for the Maine State Misgion should be sent to Rnfus Deering, Portland,
Me.
25622
Rev. 8. D. Bates, Treasurer Ohio Free Communion Baptist Association, Marion, Ohio.

druggist

unon,
successful; At the close of the sessielves for for Rough on Rats. 1t clears out rats, mice,
roaches. flies, bedbugs. 15¢c. boxes.
_ day evening, several expressed thems
others
departed |
Vo
: the first time as trying to be C Christlans,
to become such.
as desiring
SKINNY MEN.
God might rest uppraying that the blessingof
beginning of 8 reWells’ Health Rénewer. Absolute cure for nervon what appeared to be thewii
dash.
ous debility and Weakness of the generative funcvival in the Summer de} amlin
chypeb.
on W
tions. $1 at druggists. Depot, Lothrops & PinkClerk.
,
Rex ealon THOMAS H. STACY

ld its 3d
' LOONEY SPRINGS, ILL., Q. M.—He
, at Campcession with Looney Springs church
were represent-

all con

52t
North Parma,

whom all mission money within the Bounds of the

Central

¢“ ROUGH ON RATS.”
The thing desired found at last, Ask

(to whom

from the churches for Es

.

DR. RHODES’

ER

post-Office Addresses.

REV. E. N. FERNALD

is a

within their reach.

i

1881.

a

ONISNASNVYL

i

iol

Ea

“THE

Poetry,
THE

BOYS.

¢¢ It’s too late for me,” said a poor old drunkard
when urged to reform—** it’s too late for me, but
oh | for God’s sake, save the boys!”

the brink,

Of the first fatal glass that tempts and - destroys,
I’d have taken a vow.
It’s too late for me
now—
Too, late, but oh! for God’s sake save the
boys!”
’Tis a grand, Ged-like mission to rescue the
souls
That are wandering in mazes of darkness
and sin,
To lead them up Higher, with courage in-

spire

to win.

But by far ’tis a higher, a holier work
protect the dear
they are pure—

children

while

yet

To bidthem beware of the Drink Demon’s
snare,
‘Whose glittering meshes their young feet
- allure.
O mothers.aud fathers! keep
The black
wolf’s abroad,
:
ous, and bold,
And its fangs may devour
“ hour—
Some innocent lamb of your

poy

vigilant guard;
cruel, treacherin one careless
precious home-

x folds

(hr

.

—Youthk’s -Temperance

“ THESE

Banner.

-

‘ Ask on,” said Faith; “ he that in prayer
believes,
;
Sooner or later, all the good receives,”
“ He that in patience holds an empty cup,”
Cried sparkling Hope,“ the Lord will fill up.”
So Faith and Hope wandered on;
Charity waited till they both had gone,
Then sweetly, in the beggar’s empty palms,
Without a word bestowed a golden alms.
— Selected.

Famalp Carele.
MARK HANAFORD.
BY

CHaP;" 2.
uttermost

that

‘Mrs. Spencer returned ey and after
she had told her husband all she had seen
and heard, she added : “ I think we shall

have to give that boy
a trial.

‘“ You do

beat

all,

James,”

she

said

His mother

says she is afraid he will be quite discouraged, and grow desperate. I don’t like
to have him come here with our children,
but it appears to be duty.”
“Iam glad you think so,” replied Mr.
Spencer ; ** we shall doubtless secure the
interest of our own children better by
teaching them to sympathize with the
poor, and to help the needy, than by at-

tempting to keep them by themselves.

band, I know you -are right,

and

I will

try tohelp you. But dear me, it is‘hard !
I have not attained to the grace that

makes such duties easy.

Just to think of

putting that dirty, drunken

creature

into’

one of my cleanbeds !”
« He must have some supper first, ” replied the husband smiling. ¢ I think he
is faint with hunger.”
i
Supper was given him and then he was.
persuaded to go to bed. After this was
accomplished, the family assembled in
the sitting-room to talk over the events of
offer their

evening

wor-

ship to God. Mr. Spencerread the thirtyfourth psalm, and then he prayed earnestly for the poor and sinful, he prayed
for themselves as a family, and that they
might have grace and wisdomto walk in
the Master's steps, like him to seek the
lost, and to aid the fallen. When they
rose from their knees Mrs. Spencer re-

~ the frightened crying of little children,
and the feeble expostulation of a woman.
*¢ Come in” said a voice as he knocked—
‘“ Come in,” as he opened the door,
¢* Come in, if ye want to see a nice comforlable home!
What's the reason that
woman doesn’t getup and get me some
supper?” He arose and would have ap-

proached the bed but he was too drunk to

walk, and staggered back into his chair
with frightful oaths that we will not record. Then turning to his visitor he said
with a drunken leer, ** It’s mighty nice in
you, Jim Spencer, to come heré spying
round a poor man’s house.” The little
children were huddled together in a cor-

ner and the boy Martin stood resolutely by
his mother’s bed as Mr, Spencer walked
in, and laid his hand firmly on the should-

er of the drunken man.

‘ Mark

ford,” he said, “* get up, and

come

Hanaout

a contrite spirit! surely he is with our
poor, heart-broken neighbor.”
¢¢ And if he can find in her a‘ contrite
spirit, He will surely save according to

ble

d seated

him

JUNE 15, 1881.

and we were ready to start.
stood up in front to hold

Fiterary Wliscellany,

Billy Smith

the

pole,

and

will

two of the large boys took their place on
the sides to steer. Herb Martin stepped

| have told Martin to be uppearly, and

behind and pushed the sleigh two or three

you

think

Mark

I fancy the

morning is the worst time with

him,

we

|.

rods as fast as he could run, and then
leaped aboard. We were fairly under

bed in the-early dawn, it was with a calm

sounded

assurance of faith, and

distinct.

with

a Christian

love, so broadened, and deepened, that it
extended, in earnest heart-throbs of sym-

opened their door, and found
Mark
Hanaford, sitting
with bowed
head
on the step, weeping like a child, they
were not so much surprised as delighted.
They understood that God had been preparing them to minister to this weak,
tempted, yet penitent soul.
They led him into the house, and heard

him tell with sobs and tears, how he had
gone home and found his wife sitting up

making, and there

reading the Bible; and how

time

to lose.

the love he

‘Mark Hanaford woke with a feeling of once felt for her came back like a great
bewilderment
that was not easily shaken
off. He examined his clean, soft bed,

and comfortable room, so unlike his own
‘home, and the events of the last evening
grew clear to him.

He arose, and dress-

ed with a feeling of abject
self-contempt.

shame,

and

What right had he to any

thing decent or clean? He would have
stolen out, and, driven by the ever torturing thirst, he would have rushed to Tim
Flanigan's dram-shop, but Mr. Spencer
was watching for him as he left his room,
and with a kind ‘* Good morning”, and a

good food, and coffee made purposely
strong, were served to him.
After breakfast and the morning worship were over, Mr. Spencer said, ‘ Mr.
Hanaford, I want to hire you; will yon

work for me a few days?”
¢ 1 didn’t suppose you would want me

about,” he replied sullenly. « Decent folks
|. don’t generally.”
«I do want you, and I will pay you in
advance. I will send my team with a

load of wood, and provision for-yourdam.
ily, and you may pay in work.”
‘ You are kind,” he replied, tears coming to his eyes, * but you do not know
me.
There is a devil in me that is
driving me to destruction. He has no
pity for my sick wife and starving children I would be glad to help them but he
will not let me.” °
Mr. Spencer took his trembling hand
in his and said earnestly: ‘* Mark Hanaford, there is One stronger than the devil
—One ‘who is able to deliver you. from
his power. Now for the sake of your
family, and for the: sake of your own
soul make an effort to regain your man-

“God knows I'll try,” he said, * but
he'll have to help, or I shall not hold out

tinguished,

heart.

glimpse into the bottomless pit, and I
have seen how

the

loving

heart

of the

dear Lord yearns over these sinners that
ate rushing into it, It is wonderful how
eagerly that poor woman, whom I have
only

thought

of as a hardened

sinner,

grasps the comfort brought to her in His
word. I carried her a Bible to-day, and.
read to her some of the precious promises to the sorrowful and penitent, and she

wept for joy ;
Joc} or fire to
pe I may
oe towards

revived,

and

glowed

in

his

He saw the wretchedness to which

he had reduced these loved ones, and he
cursed himself, and wished to

die.

In

she said it was better than
feel that God cared for her.
learn, never again to be
the Srring, fBop wopeloss of

a terrible straggle. When I saw that the

his wife, trembling with fear, begged him

to sit down by her bed, and she read from
the book in her hand these wonderful
words: ‘ Come now and let us reason

together, saith

the

Lord; though your

sins be as scarlet they shall be as white
as snow, though they be red like crimson

they shall'be as wool.”
him that she had
afternoon, and

been

what

Then

she told

reading all the

she

had

read

had

filled her with hope and joy. She read to
him awhilé, but their light went out, and
then they talked till late into the night;
and as she repeated the invitations and
promises of God’s word, the blackness

he is, T am not hopeless of hint!

I have
al

he)

which the Home Secretary answered

fate of the. Minister who-propesed

papers, however, had contrived to create a be-

lief that the Government had made a mistake,
the bitter fruits of which they would harvest
by-and-by. And I suppose they did persuade
a good

place

of

A RACE

WITH

* Boys,” said father,

‘can’t

Mr. Fenton's sleigh home

you

take

this Horning

as you go to school?”
Of course, we could take it, just as well
as not. - John was seventeen and I nineteen, hale and hearty; and the long
sleigh, with three seats and

heavy

swan-

against him.
The indictment was framed
partly under the common law and partly under
certain statutes. Itcharged Most with publish-

necks in front, was soon at the door. The

dinner-basket

and

books

were

placed

therein, and each took his place at the
pole for a brisk run along the icy road.

- “Let me say one

word;’ boys, before

you go,” said father. ¢ Don’t
to ride down hill. It's icy a

undertake
its dan-

glorious time, and we, can

get back

be-

fore school commences. Come!”
./
In less than five minutes the long sleigh

was lle with a laughing. merry crowd,
r

PAC

a

would be found guilty, have the prudence not
to refer to their predictions. Others say that,
though a British jury has in this instance failed
to show itself a palladiam of British liberty,
their failure ¢ leaves the case against such pro-

will

have

cution and verdict it must be in the future.
It does not disclose itself on the instant.
‘‘ But is there any such mischief; and if so,
what is it? I read all the articles I have’
referred to above—read them at the time they
appeared, and much regretted not to be able to
say then what I thought about them and about

of

i

leading English

not

one

book in

1,840 goes through a

second edition, and not one in many
thousands.
a third.

An Ichthyophagous Club has been
started
in New York.
As the'same indicates, it is for

the benefit of printers with but

a few sorts in

their cases.

Puttick

&

Simpson,

tle

London

literary

auctioneers, lately offered for sale a poem by
Burns, written by him on two panes of glass

‘which once formed part of a summer house.

There are now believed to be in circulation
no fewer than 148,000,000 copies of the Bible,
as against only 5,000,000 copies in circulation at
the commencement of the present century.
Among the reprints which Mr. Eliot Stock,

of London, will issue shortly,

willbe a fac

simile of the first edition of * Robinson Crusoe,”
from the

very

fine

‘Rev.

W.

T.

Dorson,

copy

in his

in

Mr.

*‘ History

of

Literary Frivolities,” refers to a man who discovered there were 33,535 ways of spelling .the
word scissors, and who accordingly sat down.
and wrote them outin a: volume containing
three hundred pages of three columns each.

The narrative of * Loukis Laras affords a
graphic picture of life in and about Greece

during the war of independence, with

accom-

panying views of Chios, the scene of the recent
earthquake, It purportsto be the reminiscences of a Chiote merchant,
and is well
written.

is the editor

of
has

dictionary, and will

The London Times pays five guineas a leader
and three guineas for other matter; bat these
are only its regular business rates, for an
article of special merit or happy suggestiveness, or the like, is rewarded with & check for
ten, twenty, or even fifty guineas. Of course.
it has its special staff, one of whom ‘Teceives
£2,500, snd another £2,000 u year.
A former compositor on the Utica Observer
has a situation in the Khedive's printing-office,

in Egypt, and writes a suggestion to American

travelers

in the same journals to-day.

He says:

now did I share in the apprehensions express-

called:

Tt was calculated in England, some time
ago;

that

this Freiheit case. 1 have read those appearing

ed. I think that I may say that Americans set
as much store by liberty of the press, and free
speech, as Englishmen do. We are quite as

assistance

Webster's or Worcester’s

to-

nor

art

of

appear in July. It

not be completed for ten years yet.

If any miSehidf is to come of this prose-

Neither then

the

artists,

will

promise of being very great, lives near London,

which

is. dead

magazine

but is a Scotchman about forty-three’ years old.
The work will. be about five times as big as

any principle—of Magna Charta, let us say—
yesterday

London

Dr. J. A. H. Murray, who

maintains that the liberty of the press has
really been diminished by the verdict. Nobody
seriously says that speech in England is any
less free because of Most’s conviction, or that

which was in existence

of his.

materials for an English dictionary which

ceedings intact.’ But Ihave not yet come across

any one of these loud-sounding organs

A pew

English Etchings,

reproduced

a scandalous,

hight

there who are annoyed

Ly beggars,

‘‘ AsI walk about the city wearing

wy turban, I am generally taken for a Turk
or Greek, and so escape many of the beggars

and

their

Pleas for bucksheesh—a

gift of

money.”

apt, I may add, as they to turn liberty into
Where do the profits of sales of the Revised
license. But I never yet heard of ‘any AmeriNew Testament go? The re is no Bible Society
can definition of liberty of the press which
or Missionary Association to profit thereby,
could be stretched so as to include incitement
but after paying expenses, which by the Ento the assassination of a particular class of
glish committee are given as $100,000 for work
individuals and of particular individuals also,
thus far done on both Testaments, all other
mentioned by name. In England, and I may
profits go to the University Press publishers,
assume in America also, there is a statute

in

who at the outset, in lieu of the

copyright

which makes incitement to murder a criminal guaranteed all the expenses
to the revisers
offense. Most was indicted under that statute. |
then. The American committee, however, do
If the argument about the liberty of the press
is worth

avything

it would

not receive and will not get one cent.

extend to the re-

The Literary Worid for June 4 contains an
extremely interesting sketch of Miss Amelia
B.'Edwards, the English novelist, whose last

peal of that statute. Yet I have not seen that
repeal specifically recommended.
“Perhaps The Pall Mall Gazette may be
meiitioned as the chief of what I call

the

work,

pro-

popular. This isthe most complete ant EY
thentic sketch of Miss Edwards which has ap-

its radicalism is of a type that might—in

by
peared in this country, and will be enjoyed
all readers of her novels.
Another good thing
in the World this week is a $100 list of good

more

called revolu-

tionary. The fact that its confidence in the
British jury has been misplaced need not effect
its argument on the merits of the case. It may

Rooks for boys and girls.
The National Temperence Society has just
published a Temperence Lesson Leaf express-

be relied on, moFeover, to state its own case in
the strongest and ablest manner.
Whatever

ly prepared for the last Sunday in the quarter,

can be said against the prosecution of Most has

ending June 26 1881.

been said with the utmost vigor and intellect~
ual force in this

paper.

Yet

to-day

This Leaf contains Text,

‘Cutline, Home Readings, Questions,

it is re-

tions, Illustrations, Hymns,

duced to the necessity of misstating the point
at issue—innocently misstating it, of course—

ings, and Primary Lessons.

It has

Crafts.

volved in Most’s case is ‘whether
exhortation to practice tyrannicide

lexioographer,
that he so loved

It Is related of M., Emile

a general
published

sovereigns and rulers as such. But it also contained a specific exhortation to murder Alexunder III. and the Emperor William.
And I

suppose even The Pall Mall will admit that,
for the purpose of criminal jurisprudence, it is
one thing to justify tyrannicide in the abstract,
and quite another thing to incite to the killing
of two particular persons whom the writer
believes, rightly or wrongly, to be tyrants.

‘ Most’s article was a long one.

It is not

disputed that-he approved the murder" of
1 Alexander
1L., nor, so far as I know, that he

counseled

that of his successor.

But I will

citea single passage which puts the matter
beyond .doubt.. Of the murder of Alexander

been

pre-

Sunday-school workers of the day. The Primary Lessons are arranged by Mrs. W. F.

writer has got entangled.
The Pall Mall
tells us that the important legal question inin a newspaper’ is an offense. That may be a
legal question, but it does not cover the legal
questions in Most’s case. His article was full,
no doubt, of general exhortations to murder

Explana-

Responsive Read-

pared by Rev.WF. Crafts, one of the foremost

but good faith in such a case is only one more
proof of the logical difficulty in which the

sakura.

so

been

kxs

Brackenbury,”

‘‘Lord

testing newspapers. It is the function in life
of The Pall Mall to take critical views, and
than one sense of the word—be

Scotland, and the shamrock of Ireland.
On the Mikado’s flags, pagers, and carriages, and on the soldiers’ caps and uni-

the

newspaper

passed the

popularity as a novel writer in France.
Robert Zimmerman complains of the
deluge
‘of books published in Germany,
A collection of short articles by the Rev.
Dr.
Cuyler has been published under the title
of
* The Cider Christian’.

Huth’s library.

malicious and immoral libel, justifying assassination and murder, inciting) persons
to conspire
against the lives of the sovereigns and rulers
of Europe, and to murder them; and especially
to murder Alexander III., Emperor of all the
Russias. The last two counts charged him with
inciting to the murder of the Emperor of Germany also. Most has been tried on this indictment and has been found guilty. Some of the protesting newspapers, who were 80 sure he never

day.

the’ thistle of

Littre,
his

the great
work

that

he was ready to sacrifice health and fridhidly
associations for the sake of his literary projects.
He was fond of jelly, and when

he

found that

an indigestion stimulated his mind, as he funcied, he kept jelly and bread in his library and

lunched off them.

It is also suspected that he

was only too willing to be a little indisposed so
he could deny himself to eallers. But he was

seldom too ill to write and study.
The Russian press frets under the activity of
foreign correspondents in Russia, and the free-

dom with which their home affairs are discussed
abroad,

The

St.

Petersburg

almost pathetically : “The

Golos

says,

foreign press is free

and says what it likes about us, while we dare
not mention many subjects, and can only
touch upon others from a certain given point
of view. Who, therefore, will give us the
credit of sincerity in our opinions and believe
them to be the frank expression of what we

tree, which is valued only for the beauty ‘IT. Most says: “ Who is scoundrel enough. to
of its blossoms. From an entire tree you, bewail the death, of such a beast?’ He then think?”
:
{
could not get ripe cherries enough to adds: “Butit is said: - Will the successor
“of
Recent political events give especial timelimake a pie; but the blossoms are massed the smashed one do any better than he did? ness to the consideratioti of the growth of the
We know it not.

together on the boughs like clouds, and
the blooms are often as large as a rose.

Picnics in Japan are called, * Going to
see the flowers.” In June, millions of
gerous.”
the people go out to sing and sport and
“All right,” we vepliod as we started laugh
and play under the cherry trees, or
on a run,
to catch *‘ the snow showers that do not
- The half-mile’ that intervened between
fall from the skies.”
our place and the school-house Was soon thousands of stanzas There are tens of
of poetry about the
| passed. A number of girls and boys cherry-tree..
Some of the people become
were running about the yard as we came 80 enchanted with
the lovely blossoms
up.
under them, as to even worship the fa| * Hurrah for a sleigh-ride-£a genuine mous old trees,
Selgalyold-fashioned good one I” I shouted, as
we halted before the door, ¢ Come, ‘boys | I have lived to thank God that all my

We'll have a

ing in the Freiheit

ahead of the cow-catcher, and with a sud-

over Japan, by the ‘millions,

it behooved

‘was called on to plead to the indictment found

anguish! Thoughts of home and eternity
passed vividly through our minds in quick
succession. The girls clasped each other's
hands
and with
staring eyes and
bated breath tremblingly awaited the
dread moment. A moment only we had
to think ; and we were at the crossing,
and the crisis was at hand.
The sleigh struck the iron rails just

form, you will see the open chrysanthemum. But the flower of the people and
the nation is the lower of the blossoming
cherry-tree. The Japanese cultivate all

new

tried. Most—I do not at all see why he should
be called Mr. or Herr Most—who was’ punctually locked up at the time of his arrest, and
hasbeen living ever since at the public expense,

pierce our disobedient hearts with mental

flower of Japan, as the rose is of En-

A LOOOMOTIVE,

that some

“Yesterday, however,
the Freiheit case was

fences seemed to dash past us like flames
of lightning. Little pieces of ice from the
road-bed flew spitefully in our faces, and
the wind blew so.hard we could scarcely
breathe.
0, how forcibly did father’s kind words
come back to our recollection now, and

gland, the lily of France,

people

they have been watehing ever since.

of

to

much he loves much.

worthy

danger had arisen against which

trated effort to ‘check our lightning-like
career. Bl the moment their feet touched the surface they were thrown violently
upward, nearly jerking them from their
positions, and the mad runaway sleigh
dashed on as before.
The engineer seeing our sitaation opened the throttle and threw on all the steam
the engine was made to bear: Fearing for
our lives, he made the effort to pass the
‘crossing before we reached there. The
sleigh-tracks spun out behind us like silver

fore him; and he even feft" his mark,

many

them to be on the watch, and for aught I kuow

like the knell of approaching death. The
steersmen grasped the side of the sleigh

den shack leaped forward and upward.
There was a frightful clanging and hissing around us, and a deafening scream
from: the ‘Steam-valves, as we leaped the
track. The hot breath of the fiery monster
fairly swept in our faces as we dashed be-

it. Then

the storm died away. Fresher excilements
occupied the public mind.” The ultra-Radical

and

corners

his

No jury, said the

Lord Palmerston’s Congpiracy bill, and to the

It rang alarmingly‘in our ears

and

with

LITERARY NEWS AND NOTES.
Mr. George P. Phelan is compiling an anthol.
ogy of Roman Catholic poets.
A history of the Government Printing Office
at Washington is in preparation. oh
The Rev. James Freeman Clarke’s
‘ Life of
Thomas Didymus ” is aving a large sale.
Zola seems to have

protesting newspapers, will ever conViet anybody accused of Most’s offense. The liberty of
the press is ‘imperiled.
The right of free
speech is denied. The English Government,
one heard with surprise and from surprising
sources, is doing the dirty werk of foreign
despots. There were ominous references to

promptly

a littl" ‘the shape’ of a long and deep indentation,
gleam of hope, and he had cried out to on the rear of the sleigh-box.
The girls uttered a wild shriek of dethe Lord for help, and for salvation;
;
They heard his confession with ‘tender spair,’ and two of them fainted. Billy
compassion, and were ready with earnest Smith sank down, pale and trembling,
loving words to direct him to the Saviour and the steersmen tottered and shook’ as
that taketh away the sins of the world. though their almost palsied limbs were
The chains with which Satan had bound struck with deathly weakness.
It was all over, however. We had won
him were stronger than iron, and they
showed him faithfully that there was. but the race; we were at the bottom of the
one hope for him, and that was in the re- hill, and we were safe. The engineer
deeming and sanctifying grace of God, and fireman swung their hats, and a score
through Christ. The struggle through of handkerchiefs fluttered at the car-winwhich he passed was fierce and sometimes dows as they dashed past us; but we
doubtful. Two worlds were at strife for were too much frightened and excited to
return the congratulation.
his soul ;
¥
‘We returnedto the school-house ten
“ Hell moved to work its woe,
minutes late. The teacher had heard the
Heaven stooped to give it life.”
¢‘ Thanks be unto God who giveth us’ story of our narrow escape, but he did
the victory through our Lord Jesus| not mention it to us then.
Father forgave us when he heard of it,
Christ.” Thanks be unto God that he is
but
it was the last of our riding down
able to save even unto the uttermost,
hill; and from that day to this I can not
those that come unto him.
Fifteen years have passed since that witness the spot anywhere near the railday, and Mark Hanaford and his wife way without recalling my fearful experhave proved the sincerity of their conver- ience, when so many of us passed through
sion by sober, industrious, and useful such a narrow escape from a death so
lives. When his reformation was under- horrible.— Selécted.
stood, friends gathered around him, but
JAPAN'S NATIONAL FLOWER.
he says he has been kept from falling by
The cherry blossom is the national
the love of Christ. Having been forgiven
his despair had given

and a dranght appearedto relieve him, | to Mr. Fenton's
with us.
Without that, 1 fancy he would have
rushed away beyond my control, I
have had some talk with him, and low as

a

frenzy of despair he called on God to take
him away, that he might no longer blight
their lives, that he might not drag them
farther towards the gulf of ruin. Then

> +O++

ily were assembled for evening worship.
Mrs. Spencer said humbly: ¢ I have had
an experience in these two days that I can
never forget. I feel as if I had had a

and

the danger signal—sharp

ribbons, and the stumps

wave over his soul, and the tenderness of

the father, that had seemed so nearly ex-

all day.”
The day had passed, and again the fam-

us,

as follows

forgotten the outcry
Freiheit was seized
one Most, arrested.
protested very loudly

sual cidar decisiveness.

pathy, to the lowest and vilest of all those ‘with the energy of despair, and setting
for whom Christ died; and when they their teeth together, made a last concen-

in bed, with the little babe at her breast,

was no

saw

A London correspondent writes
to the New York Tribune:

indeed. -Questions were asked in Parliament;

passed over, until the keen air blew in
opr faces, and the trees and fences seem-

The engineer

LIBERTY OF THE PRESS IN ENGLAND.
“ You can hardly have
that was heard when the
and its editor and owner,
Some of the newspapers

offering them redemption, ‘and that he is
calling us to work with him to save these ed to dash past us at an amazing speed.
souls that we had thought were abandon- We had not taken into consideration the
ed to destruction.”
~
icy road, and the weight of the load that’
* That night there was fervent prayer for was propellink the smooth steel sleighthese perishing souls—prayer that did not shoes with almost irresistible power.
end at the family altar, but through the
« The road extended along the steep hilllong hours of silence and darkness rose side, in a south-west direction for half a
‘to God with strong crying and tears. Mr. mile or more, when it crossed the railand Mrs. Spencer had been members of way, near the foot of the descent. In a
the church for several years, but this was moment the shrill shriek of the locomoa new experience for them. They were tive rang fearfully in our ears. It was
led into a sympathy with Christ in the the up mail-train, sounding its approach
- travail of His soul for sinners as never to the station.
Neck and neck we flew
before, and they had a new revelation of along, even with the great puffing monthe marvellous grace of the atoning Sac- ster below.
It was a wild race for life;
rifice, and the power of the Holy Spirit to for if we met the train at the crossing, no
‘earthly power could save us.
save even unto the uttermost.
:

he led-him'to hi®own bouse. fever and thirst were becoming insupwill wife say to such a guest?” he portable, 1 offered him the coffee can, and girls, get in. Load up, and go down

g linens as he aig his door
g wrelch into

for

The family were early astir in the
morning. It was the season of sugar

ve something to say to you.”
a
~' Heled him to the door, and turningto Any. soul,”
+
“ Shie has the comfort of having her
‘Martin he said, ¢ Take ‘care of ' your
"mother to-night,” aad they went out. It husband home sober to-night,” said Mr.
was hard at
first to keep him on kis feet, Spencer. * Poor fellow! he has done -a
but the open air and the exercise sober- pretty good day’s work, but he has had
ed him a little and without a. great deal

ons

work

When they rose from their sleepless

peated the eighteenth verse of the psalm :
*: The Lord is nigh anto then: that are of
a broken heart, and saveth such as be of

The path of duty is always the safest
‘path, though it may have perils and difficulties. This boy has been exposed to
very bad company, and we may expect
him to have bad habits. There is all the
more need why he should have sympathy
and help.”
¢ I will try to do what is right, "she replied, ¢* though I cannot help shrinking
from such people. We certainly ought
to try to save this boy from drifting into hood, looking to God for help.”
the whirlpool that is sweeping his father
‘ I'll work for you to-day,” he replied
to destruction.”
with a bewildered look, * I'll work for
¢ To give him steady work, and good you just as long as you can keep me.
wages is the best way to help the family,” May-be I shall hold out till Martin can
said Mr, Spencer. I will go over and find some work. Poor Martin, nobody
see him, and if I find Hanaford at home, wants him because he has a worthless,
and sober, I will have a talk with him.” miserable father.”
The twilight was just deepening into
“I am going to hire Martin for the seanight, when Mr. Spencer reached the
son; and if you will keep sober and try to
drunkard’s home. As he approached, he
help them, there are happy . days..befoxe
heard the angry tones of a man’s voice
your wife and children.”

uttering oaths and imprecations, he heard

seen Martin, apd he will begin

near to them with infinite love, that he, is

half laughing, balf erying. I thought
I was good to let that boy come here, and
now you have brought Mark himself, and
drunk too!" I know you are right, hus-

cordial grasp of his hand, héded him to
the breakfast table, where abundance of

MRS. V. G. RAMSEY.

‘‘ He is able to save them to he
come unto God by Him.”"—Heb. 7:

to bring him here at once.

:

his word,” said Mr. Spencer.

THREE.”

Faith, Hope and Charity, abroad one day,
Saw, as they went, a beggar by the ‘way.
For some small alms he humbly knelt to

pray;

tonishment.

the day, and to

Each faint-bearted, struggling one victory
To

us to-morrow.”
She said, “Do
come? |

STAR,

must have breakfast réady. A good meal way. Before we had gone ten rods, I beCan we not bear her burden one night 4 Will help him.
Itis borne in upon my gan to see that we had undertaken a danfor the sake of Him who commands us to mind, that this is a crisis in the history of gerous ride. On we flew, gathering
bear one another’s ‘burdens?”
this family.
I feel that Christ is drawing speed faster and faster with every rod we

And never can I gdin reprieve or release,
.. Pve a ruined, frame and a crime-blackened
name,
A sunless old age and a desolate even,
In exchange for my life, my home, and my
wife,
My childhood’s deep trust and my soul's
hope of heaven.
If someone had only warned me to beware

room with
the children, and said to, her,
«tI am giving your patience and Christian charity a test. I have brought Mark
Hanaford here to spend the night.”
« To spend the night?” she cried in as* Yes, my dear; he is drunk, and his
poor wife must have rest or she will die.

‘It’s too late for me,” was the poor drunk"ard's cry;
‘I’ve fallen too low for forgiveness or peace,
For the Demon of Drink holds my soul o’er

MORNING

bs

SAVE

L

prayers have not’been answered. —dJean

Ingelow,

But this we do know, that

the same can hardly be permitted to reign loug

if he only steps in his father’s footsteps.

we

could actually wish

that

Yes,

it should so

happen.’

“The translation, I beg to 847, is not mine,

I quote from the official version, the author of

which is inspired by the samepassion for

|

pedaptic literalism of rendering which hus
guided the steps of the authors of the .Revised
Version of the New Testament. Most adds,
with reference to the supposition that Alexander III, may prove a more liberal ruler than
hid father:

¢Be this as it may, the throw

was

good, and we hope that it was not the last,
May the bold deed, which,

we

repeat it, has

our full sympathy, inspire revolutionists far
and ‘wide with fresh courage.”
The business of the Frynk Leslie publishing

How can any one say, ‘Some other way house, in litigation for a considerable period,
will do as well,” when Jesus said, “Thus -has beeh, under'an order from the court, for.

it becometh

us

fall

ness” P—/, Leland,
,

n
:

al

ri Zh

4 Gi ive
.

sy

ng 2

mally transferred i
assignee to Mrs. Frank
Lay €, who will hereafter personally conduct
te
:
.

machine,
and the most effective way to
“ smash” it. It is announced that the July
number of Scribner will contain the first of a
series of important papers entitled * The Peo-(
ple’s Problem,” discussing the subject in a new
and vigorous way. The writer, Mr. Albert
Stickney, is a well-known lawyer of New York
city, and though his remedies may be found
‘radical, they have the advantage of being those

of one who has given thorough study‘to
subject in its historical and moral aspects.

the

The Revised New Testament is the subject
of universal comment and criticism among the

press and the pulpit. ~ Generally the tone of
this comment has’ been either that of acceptance and approval, or’ that of respectful consideration. The first declaration of downright
hostility comes from Rev. Mr . Talmage, who

has indeed declared war to the bitter end upon

the Revision. ’ He calls it a mutilation and
profanation, a literary botch, a religious out-

rage; and announces that he will never accept
it asa
gion.

pibstitate

for

the Ring

James

ver-

i4

A

Jeff Thompson of Confederate fame.

died

in

RS

%

ONE OF THE OLDEST AND MOST RELIABLE
REMEDIES IN THE WORLD FOR

EL

i

of Duxpatient,ae- |
the circle
8 more

«ore

has left and all of us who loved her be able to

e

st

formed from the habit, he should be kept

n Limington and
and 14 days.
He was born
was the second son of 13 children, of Robert

even then

be sure

be introduced into the country, but.in the

latter year the treaty with Kngland was
modified, and opium is now a legal im-

The recent American

port into China,

treaty provides that American citizens
shall not in any way be connected with
the opium trade in China. There is a
very pathetic side to the stery of the. opium trade. China was forced at the point
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to the
of her wedded life attached her to her husband
with a strong tie, which in breaking gave him
a heavy blow.
Sister D. was unquestionably a
Some years since she united with
Christian,
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paster). The evidences of her piety and devotion grew clearer as she came slowly down to
the grave.She was almost helpless for about
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Christianity, and the Chinese hate the | the two ends by sutures ;, the nerve unit- | ers of true piety, ever sustaining a Christian
and casting a public Christian influforeigners whe bring opium to them, not- ed, and the paralysis caused, of course, character
ence. Bro. K. never united with any church,
withstanding they use the drug so freely. by the excision of the piece of the nerve, but was always a strong supporter of the F, B.
A'great deal of opium is now raised & was recovered from. Dr. Gluck repeat- interests in 8. He did a large work for the soChina, but the government is strongly ed the experiment, and his confidence ciety when the present church was built, as an
against itsuse. China's total receipts for and skill in the operations: were reward- active member of the building committee and a
subscriber and then gave the bell entire.
tea and silk are more than spent upon ed by his being able to exhibit the fowls liberal
He was an earnest advbcate of Christianity as
with full restoration of power.
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opium.
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Holcombe said he would
the all-suficient source of hope, and an avowed
not criticise England, nor did the United
The American exploring party, con- opposer of whatever to him seemed opposed to
States move
first against opium,—the sisting of Mr. Joseph T. Clark, Mr. Bacon it, even at the sacrifice of worldly plaudits; for
late czar of Russia did that,—but China and ten young men, are on the ground at many years a constant reader of the Star,
which he loved for its advance positions for
needs the sympathy and help of the world.
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ago, proved a source of strength and comfort
during his sickness. As death™ap proached, he
made all arrangements for his dep arture, with
the utmost calmness.
He has left a widow
stricken with a triple bereavement, in the Trecent loss of husband, father and brother,
DEA. Ivory HiLL died Apr. 2 at West
Buxton, Me., aged 71 years, 6 months and 25
days.
Bro. Hill became a Christisn ‘and a
member of the West Buxton church 48 years
ago. Throughout this long period, his. course
was marked by steadfastness and fidelity of
service for the Master. He was a pillar in the
church, always at the post of duty, ready to do
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mass of iron, weighing 434 pounds, and
is to this day pronounced one of the finest
meteoric specimens in this country.
To demonstrate the feasibility of keepinga balloon inflated long enough for a
transatlantic voyage, Professor King, the
aeronaut, is preparing for a trip threugh
the air from the Mississippi River to
the
Atlantic coast. The Minndsota Agricultural and Mechanical Society has offered
to furnish the gas and $1,200 toward the
other expenses of the voyage, provided
the-start is made from its Fair Grounds
in Minneapolis on September 7. The
balloon will have a capacity
"of 100,000
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66 years and 8 months. He was born in Farmington, Me., and was the youngest son of Rev.

No. 2 is Miss Flora
Torrey Wagstaff, also
of Emporia. Miss Wagstaff is a hand:
some blonde, very lady-like and refined

old standar-

)

us

ing similar names. . Be sure you get

bappy in the Lord, leaving his wife to mourn.
Rev. C. Bean and H. Wentworth were present
at his funeral and gave Christian service.
Y
B. 8. MOODY.

Benaiah Pratt, one of the early

the

AMEDICINE NOT A DRINK.
A PERFECT SPRING AND SUMMER

A WELL-KNOWN PHYSICIAN WRITES:
““ It does not dry up a cough, and leave the cause
behind, as is the case with most preparations, but
loosens it, cleanses the lungs and allays irritation,
thus removing the cause of complaint.”

|

ion 50 years ago under the labor of Rev. John
Stevens and was baptized mr him. He died

ter to Mrs. Lincoln.”
It was the unrestrained outpouring of sympathy from a
full heart. It has never been published;
as the Lincoln family regarded it a violation of propriety to do so.
:
Kansas has a second woman lawyer,

at

s

‘Every affection of the
;
AND CHEST,
THROAT, LUNGS

years ago to Miss Betsey Lewis; they had 3
children,—Joseph and Jeremiah yet live, who
with their companions cared for their father
well in life and death. He experienced relig-

ed, Queen Victoria wrote a four-page let-
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Croup,
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and Mary Davis. Twelve have passed away
but one yet lives. Bro. D. was married 47

to the London World, was secretly great.
ly pleased at the departure of Lord Dafferin. Russian diplomatists had for some
time recognized in the late ambassador
at St. Petersburg a statesman whom, in
spite of his suave manner, it was impossible either to cajole or to bully.
:
‘When Abraham Lincoln was assassinat-
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‘Whooping Cough,

Josepn DAVIS died at his residence in Lim- |
ington, Me., May 9, aged 78 years, 10 months

The Russian Foreign Office, according

.quered, Sketching the history of opium
in China, Mr. Holcombe said that from
1844 to 1858 opium was not permitted to
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Laconia,

her home in London to visit a daughter who resides in Laconia where she wus taken with
pRenmonia and died after a short sickness,
he was a peculiarly sweet Christian woman.
In many ways she answered the type of those

governs, Wind and her three oldest sons being with.
active asympathy . with the Chinese
-
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weeks at the Soldiers’, Home,
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greatly enjoys himself in society.

Mr. Holcombe said that if the truth were

probably
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standing his advanced years, he likes to
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of having run a mile in the fastest time on
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¢ It is true that the constitu-

Professor Robertson Smith is to join the staff

of the Encyclop=dia Britannica. '
An esrthquake has destroyed thirty-four villages in the pashalic of Van, Turkey.

The Bey of Tunis and all the members of his
government have declared in favor of France.

The President and Secretary Blaine

only about 25,000. American negroes, and with
this little handful can not wage very extensive
‘war against the institutions of the vast unnumbered multitude of aborigines which press her

Ido the justice

A thousand stocking weavers
to emigrate from
Chemnitz,
America:

to

her more enlightened citizens to say they do
oppose slavery, I am equally truthful in stating that the ignorant masses, fresh from slavery themselves, which are picked up and sent
out by the colonization society, do not. form
very able aiders and abettors in this crusade
for freedom.”

at Cleveland Wednesday.
Senator Sherman
presided, and made a speech indorsing Presi* dent Garfield, complimenting Secretary Win-

|

dom and denouncing personal primacy in politics.

Resolutions

were

adopted

warmly

in-

the General Assembly should submit to a vote
of the people such amendments to the Consti-

quence

a

At

continues,

The

York

Democrats

Legislature

his civil rights.
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made,
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beginning
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loss of

and cold.
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been

Michigan.
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have died

recently

God

in
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be the largest ever grown in that State.

000 pounds, an inerease of 32,000,000 over
of 1878.
Recetit

twenty children

a population

(Md.)

words

to

pound cans.

for it.

These who keep bees

cadets at

be a representa-

crop now

;

On the Alleghany

river alone 7,000,000 feet haye been swept
some thousands.
After much stone-throwing 4 away, and at other points the destruction will
and some bayonet charges, the marines were, be equally great.
ilway traffic is also large-compelled to retreat to Bantry under the pro- ly interrupted in various directions,
tection ,of a priest. Two ‘were severely in-

A case of intermarriage between a Chinaman

named Lee Chin "and a white woman, Mrs.
Eva H. Lee, is attracting much attention in

.

last

Wyoming Territory. The statutes of Wyoming forbid such intermarriage, and the couple
_bad the ceremony performed in Denver. Mr.
and Mrs. Lee Chin hive Deen indicted = for

week’s

floodsin the Ohio valley will <be great. Hune
” } dregs “gcres of valuable land are entirely

cinity hundreds of people were driven from

their homes by the rising waters.~—Turkey
intends to protest against French protection of |
“I'unisians residing in that

country.——The

our

Electric-light picnics are announced in New
Orleans. =
:
i
The Mormon missionaries who have been
trying to make proselytes in Germany are to

be expelled the eounfry,

ea

opinion that whatever will tend to improve

. Powdered hellebore, which is the powder of the
root or rhizome of veratrum album, is a poisonous
[" substance, which, in most instances, destroys cat.

It is expected that American tourists Will * erpillar life very promptly, but there are some inspend $5,000,000in Europe this year. At least pects much less sensitive to its effects than others,
1 100,000 will go over the water,
‘will uverage, at the
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estimate; |

. The * Chicago Memorial Association”
are
ghout to “issue subscription books throughout
the city. It is expected that
of od
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and for th:

Contraty to expectation, if we may form an opin.
ion from thie number of blossoins. we shall “have a
good cropof fall apples. Winter varieties will not

and ‘museum, commemorative

be so abundant, and now our wives, mothers, and

:

they

will

‘

There are three beet sugar factories building
of the St. Lawrence and two in what are known as

ape ep

the Eastern Townships of the Province, which are
jus¥north of New England. The government of
the Province gives a bonus of $10,000 a year for
the
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eight to twelve per cent., besides being bruised:
and otherwise injured by being huddled together.
The use of such cars would

Canker.
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and I was suffering all the while.
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matter
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anything

Erysipelas.

operate

so

Tumors, Ulcers or Old Sores
Are caused by an impure state of the blood.
Cleanse the blood thoroughly with Vegetine, and
these complaints will disappear.

Catarrh.
For this complaint the only substantfsl benefit

not sit

rapidly

Constipation.

Piles.
Vegetine has restored thousands to health who
had been been long and painful sufferers.
, -

or

Dyspepsia.
If Vegetine is taken regularly, according
to directions, certain and speedy cure will follow its
use.

That was

Faintness

went to reading extensively, and

Vegetine is not a stimulating Litters which creates a fictitious appetite, but a gentle tonic, which

are put up by

analyzing

more

wholesale,

stamp
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the

simply

and

because

are

sold

Wrapper,

ction.

Female Weakness,
Yopetine uci directly upon the causes of these
complaints.
Jt invigorates and strengthens the
Whole ystorin acts upon the secretive organs and
allays inflamation.

General
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Itothee ‘bloodblood santana
throw:
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0of being
n
system. No one with perfect kidney 8 or
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gists.
Vegetine is Sold by all Drug2t24e
ow
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reality it is from trichina, and the result of eating

mn

of

I, R. STEVENS, Boston, Ms.

as usual. We have no right in the medical fraternity to sit back and declare there is no such thing
us improvement or advancement, or that we have
a monopoly of, the remedies which nature has
given to mankind. There are great changes going
on inevery Sepurtment of life and there are
b
developments in medicine as well.
Thousands of
eople die every year from suppesed typhoid

pork.

deficiency

Vegetine

well; the

lever, rheumatism “or other comp!

debility

as

its

pain and inflamation are all gone and she around

pox cooked and diseased

it;

take

effects of the Vegeafter commencing to

deno

blood, and Vegetine acts directly upon the blood.

they

me.

Debility.

In this complaint the good
tine are realized immediately

with a

I saw

at the Stomach.

assists nature to restore the stomach to a healthy

manifest absurdity, and resolved that I would be
bound by it no longer. Since thattime I have
‘prescribed ropriotary remedies nearly every day,
n my practice, and 1 have no reason to regret
having done so. Why, only a few days ago, I ad.
vised a lady who was suffering from a serious female difficulty and displacement to use this same

‘We have the most unequivocal
to its cura,
tive powers feom many persons of high character, intel,
ligence
and responsibility. Our book, “How
a Life was
Saved,” giving the history of this new discovery,
and a

Vegetine is

the starting point with me, and my prejudices
faded very rapidly after that I can assure you. I

they are writing every day,

ments. In short, such isits intrinsic merit and superi
ority, that it is now the only recognized reliable remedy,

the blood.

Vegetine does not act as a cathartic to debilitate the bowels, but cleanses all the organs, enabling eachto perform the functions devolving
upon them.

effectually
as
that
did.
I owe
health
to-day;
and
for all
I know,
life also-to
the
remedy
known
as

government

discovery
has rapidly increased in favor, gaining the
approval
and confidence
of medical menand those who
have used it ; it has becomea favorite with all classes, and

inn.

Reason should teach us that a bletchy, rough or
pimpled skin depends entirely upon an internal
cause,
and no outward a
.
the defect. Vegetine is the great
: be
Bo

simply of water with a little flavoring. A vast
majority of them all, however, I found made up
of prescriptions -used by physicians in their
every
day practice; but out of the entire
number I found
only
two
that
contained
absolutely
harmful
ingredients
and then in
very slight quantities. Indeed, we are prescribing things constantly that have more deleterious
matter in than they had. After discovering this,
1 said to myself, whi should the medical fraterni.
ty be prejudiced agalnst those prescriptions which

devoted years of study and experiment to find—a Specific for Diseasesof the Kidneys, Bladder, Urinary
Organs and Nervous System—and from the time of its

ver failed to cure the most
lla
Met

7

Pimples and Humorson the
Face.

them I found perfectly useless, being compounded-

as an old practitioner, that Warner's Safe Kidney
and Liver Cure is one of the most'valuable discov.
eries of the 19th century. I can not say too much
in its behalf. Pittsburg, Pa., April 6, 1880.”
_ [Signed]
J. H. CONNELL, M. D,

wherever introduced has

3

Vegetine
velo pr

extensively,and I supposed I analyzed all the leading proprietary medicines that are made. Many of

Aver,

Rheum.

can be obtained
-through
intense agony,
| the great blood purifier.
Some one ad.

Warner’s Sufe Kidney and Liver Cure.

cured thousands

Most Unhesitatingly

never

go
my
‘my

who were suffering from Dyspepsia, Debility, Liv" er Complaint, Boils, Humors, Female Complaints,
etc. Pamphlets free to any address.
Seth W.
Fowle & Sons, Boston.
3
‘“ Now

ne.

I did quietly begin trying the remedy, but I promise you I said nothing to my brother physicians, or
even to my family about it. Well, sir, it was a
revelation to me; for in all my medical experience

pastime

success in

Saivly yield to the great alterative effects of Vege-

remarkable cures it was effecting; but my prujodice was altogether too strong for that. However,

that will make an evening pass pleasantly. A
little forethought during the day, a little pulling
of wires that need not appear, will make the whole
thing easy ; and different ways and means may be
provided for making the evening hourspass pleasantly, and a time to be looked forward to with
pleasant anticipation. We visited once in a large
family where it was the duty of each sister,in turn,
to provide each evening’s occupation; and there
was a pleasant rivalry between them as to whose
evening should be the most enjoyable. As a natural consequence the brothers were rarely absent
from home,
No

in-

Tetter, Salt Rheum, Scald Head, &c., will cer-

vised me to go out of the regular channels and try
a remedy that was becoming quite famous for the

PLEASANT EVENINGS. Make the evenings pleasant mothers, if you wish to keep your husbands
and children at home. A lively game, an interest.
ng book read aloud, or, in musical families, a

new song to be practiced, will

For more than a month I could

the most

The Vegetine meets with wonderful
the cure of this class of diseases.

as

pepsia, and consequently imperfect kidneys and
liver, that I feared 1 should have to give up my

to cure

. Mercurial Diseases.

for ex-

meat and be a saving to dealers and railroad companies, besides serving the ends of humanity, and
it is barely possible, although not probable, that

Humor.

Vegetine has never failed
flexible case of Canker.

‘ Oh, they are the result of my experience and
observation. I obtained my first ideas upon the
subject, however, from having been cured after all
my care and the skill of my professional brethren
had failed to relieve me. Why, I was so badly off
with a complication of troubles, including dys-

of the car. With the ordinary car the cattle have
to be unloaded and fed three times on the trip

sib

The marvellous ' effect of Vegetine in case of
Cancer and Cancerous
Humor challenges the
most profound attention of the medical faculty,
many of whom are prescribing Vegetine to their
patients.
4

as these, doctor ™

out

stock

Cancer, Cancerous Humor.

physicians are using every day. You see the code
is established and sustained by old physiciant like
myself, who make the rules and insist upon their
enforcement in order to keep the younger doctors
dates twenty head of cattle, or four more than an from obtaining a foothold and encroaching upon
the already established practice of the older omes.
contrivance, |
ordinary car. By a mechanical
which is operated from the end of the car, the cat- This is largely the reason why young physicians
have such
tle can be fed and watered in their stalls, all at the the code, a bard time of it; they are fettered by
and have only their personal influence to
same time and as often as is necessary, the feed
depend upon in securing practice.”
being stored in the top of the car. Ina trip from
‘““ How did you tome to get such heretical ideas
Cincinnati with twenty head of cattle they showed
been

fresh

Vegetine
will eradicate from the system every
taint
of Scrofula and Scrofulous Humor.
It has
permanently cured thou
in
and vis
cimity who
been long and painful sufferers.

tention. It is the size of an ordinary car, but is
so arranged that each animal bas a stall to iteelf,
‘The space is 80 economized that
the car accomo-

not
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pulsion from any medical society in the land to
prescribe any patent medicine whatever, no mat-
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“ Invariably, and it is sufficient ground
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liable to expulsion from the medical fraternity,
bul I am supremely indifferent to their laws.
‘* Are the medical fraternity of the country combined against proprietary medicines, doctor?”
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my brother physicians are with me or not. Why,
I prescribe medicines every day, some of them so-
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ever, I prescribe and advise
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cows over cows with horns, same in size, on the
same pasture or fodder, and the polled ones will
keep 1n the best condition. There is not a single
to

BUTTER.

tove, and the indications are
;
touched bottom for the present. Shut; price: have
NEW NORTHERN,
Creamery choice # Ib....ccie avaavednin
al @ 22
Do. FRIr 10.200
cer snarsesec
anssnsanl
0..
. y
Dairy lots, Franklin Cty, Vt., ¥
Dairy lots, Vermont choice# ,Bb.
New York, choice. ...
Doi.
fair t0 goods essesriss

the ‘old school’ order,too; but I have, after years of
experience and observation,come to the conclusion
that truth is the highest of all things, and that if
prejudice or bigotry stand in the way of truth, so
much the worse for them—they are certain to be
crushed sooner or later. Why, when I knew you
in Detroit, I would no sooner thought of violating
the code of ethics laid down by the profession, or
of prescribing anything eut of the regular order,

An experience of fifteen years’ breeding polled
cattle has taught me that horns are not only .a

objection

hite at 50@ 52e,
Ade; and No 3 white and No.

know there are some people who prefer to remain’
in the wrong rather than acknowledge the manifest
right. Such prejudice leads to bigotry of the worst
order, and of precisely the same nature as characterized the sixteenth century when people were

is frosted with boiled icing, flavored with orange
juice. The receipt comes from the Isles of Shoals

dangerous appendage, but too expensive.
keep an increase of twenty per cent, of

the

and that is I have overcome my

warmed flour,which should be lightly sifted in,and
the white of egg last, just whisked in, and the cake
hurried into the oven. It should be baked in layers three times as thick as jelly cake, which are
thinly spread with orange marmalade while hot,
and half an inch of finely-cut orange pulp lightly
sugared, placed between two layers,and each cake

where the women are either born
poetry.— Congregationalist,

pes

Oat Meal, common to
5
A
Oat Meal
fancy,brands. ceoeeecerenserdd85 @
CORN, High mixed and yellow have been so
At62X @

ot no way

health since you last saw me and I hope also in
many other ways. One thing however, I have
succeeded 1n doing, and it is one of the hardest
things for any one, and especially a doctor, to do

delicacy, Angel cake, which was so popular from
the White House down, being Mrs. Hayes’s favorite cake which the lady housekeepers of Washington vied in sending to her daily. Orange cake isa
refreshing treat, the flavor and mild sour of the
fruit blending with the sweets in a way most grate.
ful to the appetite. It calls for one-half cup of butter, two of sugar, three cups of dried and sifted
flour, and four eggs, the yolks and whites. beaten
separately ; with the sugar mix the juice of two
fine oranges and the grated yellow peel of one,
then

knew

as to justify their reproduction in print.

Orange cake is a very fine thing just brought to
will

that he

and uttered some trnths so scientific and valuable

eight years.
Boston, which

declared

P.

two

ing his entire time and attention to an extensive
medical practice, and was on the crest of the wave
of popularity. From Detroit he removed to New
York where he could find a more extensive field
for his talants and experience.
though several
years had passed, the doctor’s physical condition
had evidently very much improved, for he was
looking much better than when the man of
news had last seen him. After some general talk,
the doctor fell into an easy train of conversation

very soon disap-

in the Province of Quebec, one on the north shore

empts

valuable, and while no

EA
Lh LLL TTT

the quill had last seen this gentleman, he was giv-

flies

will be sent by mail (free of postage) on receiptof their

be used in preference to

$1,000,000 can

be collected within six monthsto erect a
library

and one
together

J

.

Common ex

| of judging the future but by the past; aud past
personal experience is of the same nature as that
history which repeats itself.
:
A representative of this paper while lounging in
the lobby of a prommeént New York hotel, met a
gentleman whom he had known years before in
the city of Detroit, but whom he had not seén before for a number of years, When the knight of

same is

‘the couditionof our roads without increasing the
expense, that will reduce the labor of horses and
thereby lessen a very serious cost, ought to engage the attention -of men capable of solving such
a problem.

miscegenation.

‘submerged, andat Steubinville, Obio, and vi-

The

Some kinds throw out the tubers much lower than
others.
Tubers exposed to the weather are
spoiled for all purposes of cooking, although as
seed they are not at all injured.
If bones are immersed in a solution of muriaticacid all the phosphate of lime will be removed and
other earthy matter, while, the residue will be
pieces of gluten in the same shape and form as the
bones were originally, but flexible. In this condition they can be easily converted info glue.
The question of broad and narrow tires appears
simple enough at first sight, but 1t has long been

tered at the latter place by a mob numbering

=

in favorable, localities and

a full average.

greatest orator

to cover those tubers which grow near the surface.

The damage by the recent continuous rains
in Pennsylvania will be quite serious, particu-

The Skibbereen branch of the Bunk of

promises

troublesome, and

necessarily be

:

Minnesota, bAKerS...svesaviunonnans
Minnesota and Wisconsin, pateots...
:
..
WINTER WHEATS,
Patents, CHOI. vc... ssvnssnsssnsiies
Patents, common t0 200d. vee una...

a similarity between them as to render one which
is rich in valuable facts of benefit to all. America’s

and 2,500 sheep

on a plate where

pe ve

Revelations Upon a Subject of Vital
3
Interest to All.

must

ty

experiences in this world are alike, there is sich

the experience of farmers in many other States.
One ofthe reasons why we earth up potatoes is

There is no success without you

larly to the lumber interest.

hf

who understand their business, find them a paying investment. Their product is not perishable
and can wait its time for sale.
In parts of Indiana where farmers six weeks ago
were preparing to plow up their winter wheat, the

naval academy: * Let it not

you can not

California to

An English order recently received, calls for 58,000

been arrested
blow up the
on Thursday
}

the

shipments of honey from

the clip

of four - Great Britain have been received with great favor.

work for it.”

encoun-

this year promises to

Tt is estimated that the total production of wool
in the United States for the year 1880 wag 260,000,-

be forgottenthat

One day last week a ‘party of fifty marines,

ITEMS.

(From the American Cultivator.)

tive (of your nation) without your own help.
There is no easy ground to success. I thank

preserve the peace. Serious riots are of daily
‘oteurrence and are attended with loss of life.

by

up

Fresh and important disclosures in the star-

Annapolis

resistance not only to the bailiffs who evict delinquent tenants but also to the troops sent to

property

headed

route scandal are expected Joost
from a
suit just instituted against Samuel B. Brown

General Garfield's

Ireland is verging on civil war. The members of the Land League are conducting themselves in a disgraceful manner, offering violent

to

in

The outlook at the present time is a promiging
one for a most splendid harvest in 1881. We have
not had a note from the croakers for a fortnight.

Two supposed Fenians have
on the charge of attenipting to
town hall at Liverpool, Eng.,
night.

The Irish Rebellion.

damage

is filled, it should be

The wheat crop of Kansas

thousand people.

has given its opinion to the effect that it is the

The

the firkin

"AGRICULTURAL

at Washington.
!
:
Diphtheria has become epidemic at Ludington,

duty of the Legislature to elect at this session.

Latest News.

The butter should be gashed or cut,

air-tight and set away in a cool, dry, sweet cellar.
The rest will be learned by experience.

amount of property and inflicting loss of life.

rt was in favor of election by the present
islature. The Supreme Court of the State

;

COWS

iate use many prefer less salt). Pack at once in a
sweet, clean oak firkin or pail, und cover with a
layer of salt, until the next packing is laid down.

A terrific cyclone swept over Solomon valley,
Kansas, Thursday night, destroying a vast

The

‘Munster has been wrecked by a mob,

some

pound of butier at two workings, with an interval
of twelve hours between the workings (for immed-

In a recent encounter between
Turkish
troops and Bulgarian bands in Macedonia, eight
Turks and thirteen Bulgarians were killed.

the election until the next session of the Legislature (which will be in June, 1883), according to the precedent of 1878. A minority re-

Jjured.

There are

working, not * plastered” or flattened out. One
ounce of pure dairy salt should be used for each

favorably

has

J

from which no one can get good butter, Feed only good, sweet food, the best for butter being
early-cut timothy and clover hay and corn meal,
and give only pure water, Observe the most
scrupulous cleanliness in the stable and dairy.
Keep the cows in good health and contented. Use
a churn that brings the butter in thirty minutes.
Keep the temperature of the milk and cream as
near to sixty degrees as possible and churn the
cream when only slightly sour. Work the buttermilk out of the butter with the ladle, and not with
the hands. If water is used, it should be pure

;

of Columbia under President Grant,

ING.

appointed Consul-General toe Egypt.

question jvas referred to a committee, the majority of whom reported in favor of postponing

sent from Bantry to Ballydehob, was

1.

: ?

FOR BUTTER-MAK-

Keep only those cows that yield butter of good

Three of his accomplices have

looks

RULE

color, flavor, and texture.

at

Simon Wolf, who was Recorder of the Dist-

was

- dispute among the legislators at Concord.

t

The Michigan legislature adjourned sine die
on Wednesday night, having been’ in session

having

4,1883, is

GOLDEN

upon the project for a World’s Fair in Boston.

The New Hampshire Senatorship.
The election of a U. 8. Senator for this State
for

PO+04 Gr

:

It is reported that Chicago

linen at all, has more sig-

tion of our civilization is the linen age.

report

and the

self-re-

blem of civiligation, and perhaps the best denota

one ‘flash of light-

servitude

his

every miner instinctively rushes for a starched
shirt and collar, and then civilization begins to
have sway. The shirt may be said to be the em-

Richard

by a moderate

can retain

frontier civilization, who shall say? When the
school-teacher appears at the Howling Wilderness,

the service.

since January

linen orno

struck by lightning

only

ne man

tramp could be habilitated 1n a clean shirt and be’

Hon. Anthony W. Gardner has been elected
President of the Liberian republic for the third
time.

that the latter’s vote has been steadily increaswere

8,

LINEN.

induced to wear it, tramping would disappear
from the face of the earth.. How much the disuse
of linen has to do with the rough character ofa

at the Southwest, and an order will soon be issued by Postmaster-General James which will
result in saving $100,000 per anrum without

ery was a trumped up affair Among Conkling’s
friends, which was sprung upon the Assembly
for the purpose.of checking the increasing
popularity of Depew; it is a signiticant fact
charges

June

OF CLEAN

nificance tban appears upon the surface. Itisa
symptom of his disease. The man who cares for
clean linen can not become a tramp. If every

Additional gross extravagance has been discovered in the expenditures for the mail service

It is believed that the alleged brib-

to scratch

of clean linem oa mankind,is a
No man can be positively moral

linen, a8

either dirty

been sentenced to eighteen months and twelve
others to shorter terms of imprisonment.

Armstrong of Oneida swore that he also had,
two or three weeks ago, been offered by one
Edwards, a bribe, if he would vote against

the

yield a
within

of the anti-Jewish riots

a half years’ penal

the truth of his statement, and . Assemblyman

quickly

spect who has to button up his coat to conceal his
lack of a shirt. The fact that the tramp wears

Kieff, Russia, has been sentenced to three and

Cornell as against Conkling.
On Thursday, Assemblyman Bradley of Cattaraugus created a great sensation by announce
ing that he had received, the night previous,
a bribe of $2,000 from Mr. Sessions, State Senator,to induce him to vote against Corkling
and for Depew. Senator Sessions denied the
charge in toto, and a committee of investigation was appointed.
Mr. Bradley swore to

since

colored, was

The ringleader

unani-

reached 54 on Saturday when Conkling’s
only
3.

them with

in soiled

on

ning issued accompanied
of thunder.

their opponents is being concentrated on Mr.
Depew for Platt’s successor, while it is divided between Messrs. Wheeler, Rogers and

ing

Va.,

the time, from which

remain

The influence
study by itself.

and instantly killed. There was no storm and
a very small cloud was passing oyer the city at

mous supporters of their candidates.
A few
more of the friends of Messrs. Conkling and
Platt have abandoned them; the strength of

Conkling.

Richmond,

Thomson,

U.S. Senators,

which has ‘been forced

THE INFLUENCE

in a room

TREE

#

BOSTON, Saturday Morning, June 11, 1881. °
FLOUR.
SPRING WHEATS,
WesternSuperfine. ...ocecioneeeisaa§4
00 @

os

( Detroit Free Press. )
The experience of any one of education and
learning extending over a long period of time

seven years and the Dominion governmernt ex.

to thick. This should be fed in connection with a
grain diet, for one counteracts the other. If kept
in a darkened place and fed unsparingly on milk,
with grain food in the proper proportions, you
will soon have something very choice to set upon
your table to your friends, as well as to your family. When milk is ted no water is
tening fowls.

Although the congressional appropriation for
completing the census of 1880 will be exhausted
on the 156th instant, the work is to be continued
by a volunteer force of the bureau, relying on
the next Congress for compensation.

between”

are

pear.

feet one.

recommend plenty of milk, in any state from fresh

The government has informed the Ute Indians that they are to be transferred from their
present abode to a new reservation and that no
deviation from this determination will be entertained.

The Deadlock at Albany.
two

connecting

Post Office department can be made to
handsome revenue to the government
the next two years.
:

free press can do much of the work. The matter in
rel
io Mormonism
was referred to
a
instructions to draft a me£} W
morial 10 be presented to Congress.

The deadlock in the New

to six

;

of revelations

and Slave ilem

tree can be taken out

as a four

in anything but a fit condition for food! Farmers
realize the importance of fattening quickly when
feeding beeves: for the butcher, yet many do not
seem to realize the fact that what holds good with
that kind of meat is equally true when applied to
fowls.
Tenderness and juiciness are results of
fattening quickly, while more ordinary flavor and
want of tenderness result from letting fowls run
until wanted for nse on the table. To enable one
to fatten fowls or chickens quickly it is absolutely
necessary to give such food as will accomplish the
purpose best, and to this end we unhesitatingly

Postmaster-General James believes that the

church and state. The remedy lies with Congress, which can stem the swelling tide, but
the people, free pulpits, free platforms and a

over the attempt to elect

pared with one

great administrative frauds.

the Mormon church’s success was organizaunion

as easily

9,000 head of cattle

der, one, teaspoonful of brown sugar,
teaspoonful, of cream.
Mix them well

hand, a large

for all its living,and then been consigned to the spit

The Greek ministers of justice and education
have been relieved of their functions in conse-

The only secret of

indissoluble

the other

fatted fowl has when served on the table, com-

The Turco-Greek convention has been signed, and the Turks have already begun to disarm
Fort Punta, which is the first place they are to

The National Convention of the American
Home Missionary Society was held in Chicago
last week.
Mr. A. H. Clapp, the Treasurer,
presented a statement showing that the receipts of the Society during the past 55 years
were $9,031,000 in money; of which New England and New York gave over $7,000,000. On
the second day of the Convention, Mr. D. C.
Haskell, member of Congress from Kansas,
spoke on the Mormon problem.
He charac-

the

nct

FATTENING FOWLS.

r

evacuate,

and

Oa

What a different taste a fine, nicely and

_ Moody and Sankey will aid in the Northfield,
Mass., conference for Bible study, to be held in
August.
If they go to Europe this year they
will sail October 1st.
:

American Home Mission Society.

tion

trees comes

After eight feet have heen passed, lage. lages.
should be lifted carefully to preserve the roots.—
"Golden Rule.

from various parts of
Vermont last Tuesday

morning.

ing a supply of water, the flames consequently
spread with great rapidity and soon became to. tally uicontrolable.
The fire raged all night
and destroyed about 800 buildings, rendering
over 1,500 families homeless.
Five or six
lives were lost. Among the buildings burned
was the St. Jean Baptiste (Roman Catholic)
church, which cost $100,000. The total property loss is estimated at a million and a half;
insurance, about $650,000.
:

but

planting

A six or eight feet fruit

of the ground

Heavy frosts, with much damage to growing

The trustees of the, cemetery at Jordans,
England, announce they will not entertain the
application for the removal of the remains of
William Penn to America.

is at best

er.

apprehension and his retirement from the Cabinet is reported to be probable.
:

and the surrounding buildings being of wood
and there being considerable delay in obtain-

relationship, that

in

free, large or small, will

to a planter.
There is less care required to fence
cattle away from it; it gives shade and fruit quick-

The health of Secretary Blaine excites grave

A disastrous fire occurred in the St.John
and Montcalm wards of the city of Quebec,
on Wednesday night. It broke out in a stable,

of social

A

tree, if the roots can be preserved, is a great gain

\

crops, were reported
New Hampshire and

bestial relic of barbarism.

success

roots.

small tree possesses.

It is reported that the European powers are
conferring, with a view to secure the com-

Gis

system

were exported from Montreal to Great Britain, an
increase of 2,000 cattle and 1,000 sheep over the
corresponding month of 1830.
:
Take halfa teaspoonful of black pepper in pow"

of the

May

Reporter.

2 :

by HILTON BROS & CO.,

\

-

During

thrive if the roots are destroyed. Small trees being easier dug
are more ‘hkely to have all
their roots. = This ‘is the only advantage a

The centennial of the birth of George Stephenson, originator of the railroad locomotive,
was celebrated in England on Thursday.

tution of the State relative to the manufacture,
sale and use of intoxicating liquors as shall
leave the whole matter to legislation.
Governor Charles Foster was nominated by acclamation for re-election and Mr. R. G. Richards
was nominated for Lieut.-Governor.

terized Mormonism as a resurrective

rats.

trees that are liable to be infested by insects.

that the United States had recognized the government of Peru as organized under Calderon.

Foster, and declaring that

Great Fire at Quebec.

The

Intelligence reached Lima on the 18th ultimo

dorsing the Administrations of President Garfield and Governor

produce.

land that is quite rich, and at. the same, time moderately moist. Care should be taken not ‘to plant
Much

and
and

plete neutrality of the Panama canal.

around the walls or base of a barn will drive away

from good

* The Erie County (N. Y.) Savings Bank was
recently robbed of between $90,000 and $100,000 of bonds.

met

numerous

varieties of ash, the elm and bass-wood, do best on

they

kp

His

7.

The Joss to Iowa farmers the present year from
poor'seed is estimated at $2,000,000.
Texas people claim that their State will produce
the largest wool crop of the country this year.
Itis said that a good supply of mint placed

cupy by the nuts

are preparing
Germany,
to
)

"The cadet Whittaker case is concluded,
the court will vow make up its decision
forward it to Washington.

to American industry.

will ordinarily pay for the use of the land they oc.

Arrests of army and naval officers continue
in Russia, the Czar evidently distrusting their
loyalty.

Ohio.

The Ohio Republican State Convention

both in-

dorse the Mahone readjuster movement in Virginia.

:

farm in New England should not rear a flock of
sheep.
Among the many arguments in favor of
devoting more land to sheep husbandry is the fact
of a serious decline in that industry in Great Britain, opening up a still larger field.in this direction

di

Commissio
TE
wi
tan
Qiinoy Market, Boston: bi SENo 2

New York Physcian told a

large quantities, there is no reason why every hill

i

Boston Produce Report.

What a Prominent
and Well Known

It is a national disgrace that we should be forced

is desirable for beasts as well as men. In select
ing trees to plant a forest or grove, it is generally
best to give preference to such as are indigenous
to the section of the country wheye they are set
out. Their adaptability to the soil and
ate has
been shown, and it is generally easy to procure a
supply of them at a small cost. For high, broken
and rocky land there is nothing better than oak,
walnut and hickory trees. They are stately, bardy
and beautiful in all stages of their growth. They
are easily propagated from seed by planting them
in the places where the trees are desired. They
require little cultivation and little pruning. They

MARKETS.

od

to import large quantities of wool te supply the
wants of American manufacturers. Again, now
that England is ready to buy American mutton in

its appearance and adds to its value, Some shade

Lincoln

been successfully landed.

+ as'T have observed but few do it.’ Liberia has

And while

Abraham

The shore end of the new Atlantic cable has

tion and legislation of Liberia is against slav.. ery, but it is equally true that domestic slavery does exist among the aborigines, and that
this is known to some, if not all, of the officials
of the Liberian government, many of whom
have talked to we of the evil. The slave may
come and claim freedom at any court of Libe‘ria, and it would be awarded him; but so far

on every side.

of Mrs.

THE

Z sagdsesgsuy

toleration of a system of slavery by the Liberi-

an government:

physicians

A RICH EXPERIENCE

be a paying

he number of commercial fruit evaporators in our
orchard districts.
:

A fair amount of forest trees on A farm improves

have given up hope of her recovery.

will

©6ES

The

to the

either of these

0300600

in regard

no doubt

process this fall. . We hope to see au increase in

SoaPauSaoasa

declaration

ating;

TREES OF THE FARM.

Miscellaneous.

Bishop Penick of the Protestant Episcopal
Church Mission to Liberia, makes the follow-

und Domestic,

=
£8 82

——Terrible
hail-storms have destroyed the
entire harvest in the district of Temasvar in
the south of Hungary.

Slavery in Liberia.

ing remarkable

Boral

oo®

tion of evictions, but the military and police
prevented the bolding of a public meeting.

{
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